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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit den optischen Eigenschaften von Edelmetall-

Nanoteilchen, die durch Anregung sogenannter Mie-Resonanzen bestimmt sind und

stark von der Morphologie der Nanoteilchen abhängen. Sowohl die Charakterisierung

wie auch das Maßschneidern der Teilchendimensionen sind für technische Anwendun-

gen von großer Bedeutung. In dieser Arbeit wurden Gold und Silber Nanoteilchen

auf dielektrischen Substraten, wie Quarzglas, Saphir und Rutil, durch das Verfahren

der Gasphasenabscheidung unter Ultrahochvakuumbedingungen hergestellt. Es zeig-

te sich, dass Koaleszenz ein wichtiger Mechanismus des Teilchenwachstums ist. Die

Partikel wurden in situ durch optische Transmissionsspektroskopie und ex situ durch

Rasterkraftmikroskopie untersucht. Es wurde gezeigt, dass sich die Form der Nano-

partikel als oblate Rotationsellipsoide beschreiben lässt. Durch Modellierung der op-

tischen Spektren in quasistatischer Näherung zusammen mit Ergebnissen der Raster-

kraftmikroskopie konnte eine genaue Charakterisierung des Nanoteilchenensembles

erfolgen. Zur Überprüfung dieser Methode wurden die Modellierungsergebnisse mit

Ergebnissen von Transmissionselektronmikroskopie verglichen. Dabei zeigte sich ei-

ne sehr gute Übereinstimmung. Das Maßschneidern der Teilchendimensionen wurde

mit Hilfe von gepulsten Nanosekunden-Laserlicht durchgeführt. Dabei werden be-

stimmte Nanoteilchen des Ensembles durch das Anregen ihrer Mie-Resonanz mithilfe

durchstimmbares Laserlicht gezielt erhitzt. Die Experimente zeigten, dass einerseits

laserinduzierte Koaleszenz die Größenmanipulation sehr stark einschränkt, dass es

aber andererseits möglich ist, die Form der Teilchen gezielt zu verändern. Zur De-

monstration des Potentials von maßgeschneiderten Nanoteilchenensembles wurden

diese im Anschluss als Substrate für die oberflächenverstärkte Raman-Spektroskopie

(SERS) verwendet. Erste Messungen zeigten eine deutliche Verbesserung des Signal-

zu-Rausch-Verhältnisses der SERS-Spektren. Zudem konnte für eine Anwendung im

Umweltschutz gezeigt werden, dass diese Art von SERS-Substraten in hohem Maße

reproduzierbar, widerstandsfähig und einstellbar sind. Dadurch sind diese SERS-

Substrate in idealer weise für routinemäßige Messungen geeignet.
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Summary

This work deals with the optical properties of supported noble metal nanoparticles,

which are dominated by the so-called Mie resonance and are strongly dependent

on the particles’ morphology. For this reason, characterization and control of the

dimension of these systems are desired in order to optimize their applications. Gold

and silver nanoparticles have been produced on dielectric supports like quartz glass,

sapphire and rutile, by the technique of vapor deposition under ultra-high vacuum

conditions. During the preparation, coalescence is observed as an important mech-

anism of cluster growth. The particles have been studied in situ by optical trans-

mission spectroscopy and ex situ by atomic force microscopy. It is shown that the

morphology of the aggregates can be regarded as oblate spheroids. A theoretical

treatment of their optical properties, based on the quasistatic approximation, and

its combination with results obtained by atomic force microscopy give a detailed

characterization of the nanoparticles. This method has been compared with trans-

mission electron microscopy and the results are in excellent agreement. Tailoring of

the clusters’ dimensions by irradiation with nanosecond-pulsed laser light has been

investigated. Selected particles are heated within the ensemble by excitation of the

Mie resonance under irradiation with a tunable laser source. Laser-induced coa-

lescence prevents strongly tailoring of the particle size. Nevertheless, control of the

particle shape is possible. Laser-tailored ensembles have been tested as substrates for

surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), leading to an improvement of the re-

sults. Moreover, they constitute reproducible, robust and tunable SERS-substrates

with a high potential for specific applications, in the present case focused on envi-

ronmental protection. Thereby, these SERS-substrates are ideally suited for routine

measurements.
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Introduction

“Conceiving it very possible that some experimental evidence of value might result

from the introduction into a ray of separate particles [...] the particles being at the

same time very small as compared to the wave-lengths, I sought amongst the metals

for such. Gold seemed especially fitted for experiments of this nature, [...] known

phenomena appeared to indicate that a mere variation in the size of its particles gave

rise to a variety of resultant colours.”

Michael Faraday, 1857 [1]

It is widely known that the brilliant colors of noble metals like gold or silver have

fascinated the human being from the very beginning of mankind. These metals

were already used by the ancient romans to decorate glass, as the famous Lycurgus

cup (4th Century AD) exhibited in the British Museum shows [2]. This technique

to color glass was extensively used in the Middle Ages for the windows of many

cathedrals in Europe [3]. The British physicist Michael Faraday recognized that

this variety of colors was due to the interaction of light with small metal particles.

Indeed, the particle size was even smaller than the wavelength of light, being this

fact the reason of the observed phenomena.

When the size of the matter is so small that its dimensions are comparable to

any characteristic length of importance in a physical process, it becomes so relevant

that it may rule completely this process. These so-called size-effects are denoted as

intrinsic or extrinsic depending on whether the characteristic length is determined

by the system itself or by an external agent. The size range of these systems fills the

gap between the atoms or molecules and the bulk matter. For objects of extremely

reduced size, properties like the binding energy of their atoms, their structure or their

chemical activity may differ strongly from that of the bulk. In this work, the terms

cluster, particle or nanoparticle will be used as synonyms for such systems. In the

dependence of the physical and chemical properties as a function of the size, a clear

difference is observed. Systems containing a few atoms lead to a strong and non-

monotonic dependence of their properties on the number N of consisting atoms [4,
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2 Introduction

5, 6]. In contrast, when the number of atoms increases up to the order of thousands,

a monotonic dependence on the size appears [7, 8, 9, 10]. This dependence reflects

the convergence towards the bulk.

Altering the matter size and shape makes it possible to create novel materi-

als with innovated and tailored mechanic, electric, magnetic or optical proper-

ties. Because of its extraordinary potential in multiple and diverse applications,

the so-called nanotechnology is considered the key technology of the next century

[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Nanotechnology can be understood as the design, characteriza-

tion, production and application of structures, devices and systems by controlling

size and shape at the nanoscale.

The term nano- makes reference to the order of magnitude of the spatial scale of

the systems of interest. The size of the particles studied in this work is in the range

of between 1 and 20 nm approximately. To get an idea of the scale of such a system

some examples are presented in the following [16]. The size of a common human cell

like the red blood cell is of approximately 5000 nm. As this first example should

indicate, even a common cell is a huge system as compared to the particles that are

considered in this work. To follow, I note the danger of skin cancer when having a

sun bath. Our skin cells are in this case exposed to the ultraviolet light from the sun.

The wavelength of the denominated UVB1, partially absorbed by the atmosphere

ozone, is between 315 nm and 280 nm. Even that size is one order of magnitude

larger than that of the particles of study. A more dangerous risk for our cells with

even smaller size are viruses. The flu-virus, for example, is about 100 nm big, or the

Hepatitis-C-virus only 50 nm. This last case is already at a comparable scale to the

particles, although still larger. To finish, the DNA is a nucleic acid that contains

the genetic instructions monitoring the biological development of all cellular forms

of life, and many viruses. The diameter of the helicoidal structure of DNA is only

2.5 nm. The DNA molecules can be damaged because of UV irradiation. That is one

of the reasons for skin cancer. As these examples show, the spatial scale of interest

involves not only systems of application in physics, but also in biology or chemistry.

For this reason, the potential of nanotechnology has an intrinsic multidisciplinary

sense.

Nowadays, a great number of publications deals with this nanoscale, as well as

some commercial products already make reference to the nanostructure in which

they are based. Three important events can be marked in the recent history of

nanotechnology, all of them involving Nobel laureates [17, 18, 19]. In 1959, Richard

1Concerning the effect of ultraviolet irradiation on human health, three regions are considered.
They are denoted as UVA, UVB and UVC.
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Feyman gave his famous talk with the title “There is plenty of room at the bot-

tom”, outlining the idea of engineering at the atomic scale. In 1981, Gerd Binning

and Heinrich Rohrer of IBM’s Zurich Research Laboratory created the scanning tun-

nelling microscope, opening up the possibility of both seeing and manipulating atoms

on a surface. In 1985, Robert F. Curl Jr., Harold W. Kroto, and Ricard E. Smalley

discovered the molecule C60, a soccer-ball-shaped molecule measuring roughly 1 nm

wide. This unexpected stable form of carbon belongs to a big family of clusters

with novel physical and chemical properties, nowadays known as fullerenes. The

synthesis of fullerenes, like, for example, carbon nanotubes, falls into the so-called

bottom-up approach, often emphasized in nanotechnology literature. The bottom-

up approach refers to the build-up of a material from the bottom: atom-by-atom,

molecule-by-molecule or cluster-by-cluster. This approach promises a better chance

to obtain nanostructures than with conventional top-down techniques like attrition

or milling.

One field of research which has attracted a lot of attention in the last decades is

that of the optical properties of small metal particles, which are dominated by the

so-called surface plasmon polariton resonance [20, 21]. It consists of the coherent

collective oscillation of their conduction band electrons under irradiation with light.

The interaction of light with small metal particles was initially studied by Faraday

[1] and theoretically explained by Gustav Mie [22] in 1908 by solving the Maxwell

equations. For this reason, the surface plasmon resonance in small metal particles

is sometimes called Mie resonance. It is stronger and situated within the visible

range of the electromagnetic spectra for silver, gold and copper. The Mie resonance

leads to a strong and selective absorption and scattering of light. Since the size of

the particles is already smaller than the wavelength of light, there is a great interest

in different applications such as waveguides [23, 24, 25], miniaturized optoelectronic

components [23, 25], polarization-dependent color filters [26, 27], biophysical sensors

[28, 29] or in all-optical switching devices [30].

Furthermore, this resonance leads to a local electromagnetic field enhancement in

the vicinity of the particle surface, which has been exploited in applications such as

confocal laser scanning microscopy [31] and is the base of all surface-enhanced spec-

troscopies [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Raman scattering, for example, is a vibrational spec-

troscopic technique where incident laser light is inelastically scattered by molecules.

It allows substance identification due to its inherent molecule fingerprinting capabil-

ity. However, the fraction of spontaneous Raman scattered intensity is relatively low.

This can be overcome if the molecules under investigation are attached to metallic

nanostructures. If the incident laser light excites the plasmon resonance on the metal
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structure, a strong field enhancement appears in the vicinity of their surface. Thus,

the metal structure acts as an antenna which does not only enhance the incident

laser field, but also the Raman scattered field. Since its discovery, surface-enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS) has been increasingly exploited [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42],

opening up exciting opportunities in the field of biophysical and biomedical spec-

troscopy [43, 44]. It has even been demonstrated that under certain circumstances,

the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy can be improved in such a way that single

molecules can be detected [45, 46]. As a spectroscopic tool, SERS has the potential

to combine the sensitivity of fluorescence with the structural information of Raman

spectroscopy.

For technological applications, supported particles are specially of great interest

[14, 47, 48, 49]. In addition to the optical properties of metal nanoparticles, their

catalytic activity has also attracted a lot of attention. Metal cluster supported on

dielectrics constitute a model system of catalysis. It has been found out that for spe-

cific sizes, a pronounced catalytic activity appears, even though the corresponding

bulk materials are chemically very inert [47, 48, 50, 51].

A very important issue is the development of experimental techniques to produce

such samples, to characterize their size and shape and to measure their physical and

chemical properties as a function of their dimensions. Therefore, production of par-

ticles with a well-defined size and shape is of particular importance. Metal vapor

deposition is a widely used technique for the preparation of small supported aggre-

gates [47, 52, 53]. However, the resulting nanoparticle ensemble usually presents

broad size and shape distributions. For this reason, post-growth treatment with

laser light in order to tailor the particles’ dimensions has raised great interest in

recent years [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Special attention was paid after it was

shown by atomic force microscopy that the size distribution of self-assembled silver

nanoparticles shrinks from the initial value of about 30% to approximately 10% after

treatment with nanosecond-pulsed laser light [54]. The underlying method relies on

the special optical properties of metal nanoparticles, i.e. the Mie resonance, and

was theoretically modeled [62, 63]. It was pointed out that the method should be

generally applicable to metals which develop a plasmon resonance. Moreover, it

was suggested that continuous tuning of the laser wavelength can be used to further

improve the results.

In this work, the laser tailoring of the morphology of supported noble metal

nanoparticles, prepared by self-assembly of atoms on dielectric supports, is discussed.

Gold and silver particles have been prepared on different supports like quartz, sap-

phire or rutile. The tailoring technique relies on the optical properties of small metal
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particles and the ability to remove atoms from their surface by laser-induced thermal

evaporation. The experimental results described here show that the possibility of

narrowing the size distribution of metal nanoparticles by this process is limited by

particle coalescence. However, this process enables the preparation of particles with

a predetermined shape. This allows the preparation of substrates with novel prop-

erties. Optical transmission spectroscopy combined with atomic force microscopy

of the supported particles proves to be an appropriate tool for characterization of

that system as concluded from the comparison of measurements with transmission

electron microscopy. The substrates have been used for surface-enhanced Raman

spectroscopy. The results show their potential for specific applications, with great

significance for the environmental protection.

This work is divided into two parts. The first one is concerned with the theo-

retical approaches and the second one with the experimental results and discussion.

The theoretical background is presented to account for a proper interpretation of the

diverse phenomena of interest. The first chapter introduces the physical processes

which take place during particle growth. In the second chapter, one of the particles’

properties which is later exploited is introduced: the surface plasmon polariton of no-

ble metal nanoparticles. The third chapter explains in detail a theoretical approach

to characterize the shape of the prepared particles. Their interaction with laser light

is considered in Chapter 4. The theoretical background ends with an introduction

to the effect of surface-enhanced Raman scattering, and the presentation of a novel

method to calculate the field enhancement in the fifth chapter. In the second part,

a chapter is devoted to account for the different experimental techniques and se-

tups which have been used. The experimental results start in Chapter 7 with the

characterization of the metal particles. Afterwards, the potential of laser treatment

in order to narrow the size distribution of metal nanoparticles is discussed. The

last chapter shows the potential of the prepared samples for application as SERS

substrates. Finally, the conclusions of this work and an outlook are given.
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Chapter 1

Nanoparticle Growth

This work deals with gold and silver nanoparticles produced under ultrahigh vacuum

conditions (UHV) by self-assembly of deposited atoms on dielectric supports such as

quartz. The growth process that takes place is known as Volmer-Weber growth and,

in general, such a technique is known as thin film growth by vapor deposition. Growth

depends mainly on the support, the metal deposited and the residual vacuum [47].

Two main experimental variables, namely the rate of deposition and the support

temperature, are the easiest way to control the growth progress [52].

The initial atomic processes responsible for nucleation and growth of thin films

on a support are schematically indicated in Fig. 1.1. A characteristic time can be

associated with some of these processes. When they are thermally activated they

are governed by specific activation energies [52].

The first step is the adsorption of an incoming metal atom on the support surface.

The attractive term of the surface potential along its normal is, in this case, governed

by van der Waals forces [64] (cf. Fig. 1.2a). In order to stick, the atom should be

thermally accommodated on the support. In this work, an electron beam evaporator

is used to produce a stable and reproducible source of metal atoms. The flux of the

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the initial atomic processes that take
place during growth of supported nanoparticles.

9



10 1. Nanoparticle Growth

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of a) the potential adatom-surface along
the surface normal and b) parallel to the surface.

resulting thermal1 beam of atoms is measured with a quartz crystal microbalance.

In principle, the amount of deposited material is different from the measured flux,

since it is unknown whether every adatom is trapped on the surface. Due to re-

evaporation, i.e. desorption, a net sticking coefficient, which is smaller than unity,

may be obtained [47]. This effect is known as incomplete condensation, and it

depends strongly on the support temperature. At room temperature, for silver and

gold on ideal oxide supports such as quartz or sapphire, complete condensation is

not expected [53]. However, for real cases, the presence of defects may increase

this coefficient close to unity [47]. Once adsorbed, the atoms diffuse and nucleate

on the surface. The diffusion of adatoms on the surface is a thermally activated

process which can be described by a diffusion coefficient. The energy of activation

of this process scales with that of the adsorption [53]. Commonly, the activation

energies of diffusion across the surface is, at room temperature, smaller than that of

desorption, i.e. ∆Ed ≈ ∆Ea/2, allowing the atoms to diffuse on the support surface

before desorption [52, 65, 66] (cf Fig. 1.2b).

Because of the diffusion process, the adatoms may aggregate (at least two) on

a regular site on the surface. This process is known as homogeneous nucleation.

However, the nucleation is primarily influenced by the surface defects. The process

by which an adatom is trapped by a defect site on the support is known as heteroge-

neous nucleation. Indeed such a process, also known as decoration in the literature,

can be used to study the presence of defects on the support surface [47]. These

special sites are often point defects due to oxygen vacancies in the case of oxide

surfaces cleaved on air [47, 67]. The nucleated aggregates grow by attachment of

surface diffused adsorbed atoms. The capture time of adatoms from the nucleated

aggregates is on the millisecond time scale, at experimental conditions comparable

to that of this work [67]. The critical cluster size is the minimum size of a stable

1The kinetic energy of the atoms is of the order of 0.1 eV.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the three different growth modes: a)
Volmer-Weber, b) Frank-van-der-Merwe, and c) Stranski-Krastanov.

aggregate that will continue growing. Smaller aggregates may dissolve again. In the

ideal case of a surface free of defects, a high deposition rate is needed to avoid in-

complete condensation [52]. After reaching a saturation density of nuclei, no further

nuclei appear and only the growth of the nucleated aggregates occurs. In general,

the saturation density of nuclei is dependent on the support temperature and on the

atom flux. In addition, the saturation density is strongly influenced by the presence

of defect sites. For oxide surfaces cleaved on air, saturation densities of the order

of 2.5× 1012 cm−2 are typical at experimental conditions comparable to that of this

work [47, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Note that although most nuclei may form at defect sites,

only a small fraction of these sites may be occupied [66].

As commented above, once the saturation density of nuclei is reached, only

growth of the formed aggregates takes place. For thin film growth there are three

different growth modes, represented schematically in Fig. 1.3.

• Volmer-Weber or three-dimensional island growth mode. If the bound energy

between adatoms is higher than the bound energy between adatoms and that

of the support, the growth process leads to aggregation of atoms and particle

growth. This is generally the case with metals grown on oxides [47, 48].

• Frank-van-der-Merwe or layer-by-layer growth mode, displays the opposite

behavior. Because the adatoms are more strongly bound to the support than

to each other, the atoms condense completing layers on the surface.

• Stranski-Krastanov or layer-plus-island growth mode. It consists of an inter-

mediate case. After the formation of one or a few monolayers, layer growth is

not favorable any more and islands are formed on top of the last monolayer.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the nanoparticle morphology. The
Wulff-Kaichew polyhedron at a) thermodynamics equilibrium and due to b)
kinetics limitations c) in a metastable stage. d) An oblate rotational ellipsoid.
After [71].

The nanoparticle growth is a process far from thermodynamic equilibrium. The

kinetics of growth, rather than thermodynamics, determines the final film morphol-

ogy. Nevertheless, thermodynamics considerations can be applied being kinetically

rate-limited. Under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium, the film growth mode

is determined with the help of the surface free energies of the metal, γmet, the sup-

port, γsup, and of the metal-support interface, γint. If then,

γint + γmet ≤ γsup, (1.1)

the formation of a metal-support interface is thermodynamically favorable and the

metal wets on the surface at equilibrium which corresponds to a layer-by-layer or

two-dimensional growth mode. In the opposite case, when the formation of a metal-

support interface is thermodynamically unfavorable, the metal is expected to form

three-dimensional aggregates.

In the case of a Volmer-Weber growth mode, the equilibrium shape of the ag-

gregates can also be predicted. The shape of equilibrium, as shown in Fig. 1.4a,

is determined by a Wulff polyhedron truncated at the interface or Wulff-Kaichew

polyhedron. It holds:
∆h

hi

=
Eadh

γmet(i)

, (1.2)

where γmet(i) is the surface free energy of the crystal face i and Eadh is the adhesion
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Table 1.1: Ratio Eadh/γmet for the materials of interest in this work. Data
from references [53, 72, 73].

SiO2 Al2O3 TiO2

Au 0.202-0.219 0.234 0.455-0.485

Ag 0.188-0.214 0.349-0.397

energy given by:

Eadh = γmet(i) + γsup − γint. (1.3)

The strength of the metal-support interaction is given by the relation between the

adhesion energy and the surface free energy of the metal, Eadh/γmetal. This ratio is

indicated for gold and silver on different supports on table 1.1. As Eq. (1.2) shows,

the larger this interaction is, the flatter the particles become2. However, the real

shape is limited by kinetics considerations. These limitations are represented in Fig.

1.4b. Although atoms from the vapor phase can stick on top of the aggregates, this

process is rather unlikely. Trapped adatoms diffuse over metal layers in an upwards

movement. This process is called upstepping and aims at achieving the equilibrium

shape. However, it is unfavorable as compared to surface diffusion. In other words,

the mass transport is faster across the surface than in the direction normal to it.

Because of this fact, a dependence on the aggregate size in the kinetic of growth

appears. This can be described by the diffusion coefficient Ds(T ), which describes

all the energetic barriers that a particle should accomplish in order to achiev the

shape of thermodynamic equilibrium. This process is known as self-diffusion or self-

thickening. The coefficient of self-diffusion presents an Arrhenius dependence on the

temperature T . Different kinetic models focus on the relaxation time τ0 needed to

reach the equilibrium shape of an aggregate. It holds,

τ0 ∝
kBT

Ds(T )
Rm (1.4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, R characterizes the particle dimension and m

is an exponent which depends on the limiting kinetic process in order to achieve

the shape of thermodynamic equilibrium. Values of m = 4 and m = 3 have been

reported, depending on whether surface diffusion or volume diffusion leads the re-

laxation process [74, 75]. The power law on the particle size leads to a flattening

of the aggregates while increasing in size (see Figs. 1.4c-d), except at elevate tem-

2Indeed, it holds Eadh/γmetal = 1 + cos θc, where θc is the contact angle between the particle
and the support surface (cf. Fig. 1.4d.)
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of 1a) coalescence by growth 1b) clus-
ter migration, 1c) Ostwald ripening and 2a) to 2c) successive steps of the
coalescence process.

peratures [48]. At room temperature, the relaxation time is rather large, therefore

self-thickening is detected even after atom deposition is finished [71, 76, 77].

Until here, the most important processes during the early stage of growth have

been discussed. An ulterior stage of growth is characterized by a decrease of the

density of particles and an increase of their size. I refer in this work to this process

as coarsening of aggregates. There are three different mechanisms which lead to

particle coarsening, which are schematically depicted in Figs. 1.5.1a-c:

• Coalescence by growth. When two particles get in contact during growth they

show a liquid-like behavior and coalesce to a single one.

• Coalescence by cluster mobility, i.e. cluster migration. Surface diffusion of

clusters and their collision leads to particle coalescence.

• Ostwald ripening. The surface free energy of an aggregate is larger the smaller

its size. As a result, large particles will grow at expense of smaller clusters. In

contrast to the other two cases, contact between the particles is not necessary.

Since the last two mechanisms are thermally activated, and the particles are grown

at room temperature in this work, the first mechanism, i.e. coalescence by growth,

is the most important during atom deposition. The other two, although present at

room temperature, are more important when considering the stability of the particles

at elevated temperatures [64, 67, 68, 69, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82]. When the adhesion of the

particles to the support surface is low, then coalescence due to cluster mobility leads

to particle coarsening. In the case of strong adhesion, Ostwald ripening dominates.
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The coarsening process takes place since the morphology of the particles described by

the thermodynamic equilibrium is that of a large single three-dimensional island in

coexistence with a dilute two-dimensional adatom gas. The evolution of the particle

size distribution gives important information about the atomic processes that are

responsible for the morphology of the particle ensemble [52, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87].

For example, it has been indicated that a log-normal size distribution arises for

nanoparticle ensembles resulting from particle coalescence [83].

The process of coalescence begins when two particles get into contact, as illus-

trated in Fig. 1.5.2a. Afterwards the particles show a liquid-like behavior. Firstly a

neck is formed in the contact region between the particles. During the formation of

this neck, there is a reorganization of the surface atoms, in which the crystallographic

planes of the particles are realigned. The rearrangement of the atoms proceeds to-

wards a more stable shape and crystallographic orientation. The driving force of

this process is the release on the surface free energy of the particles. Because of that

energy release, a temperature increase at the interface of contact leads to melting

or liquid-like behavior [88, 89, 90, 91]. As illustrated in Figs. 1.5.2a-d, particle co-

alescence presents several limiting stages, i.e. contact formation, neck development

and recrystallization. These steps are described by limiting relaxation times which

follow the dependence expressed by Eq. (1.4). Coalescence is characterized by a

rapid stage, i.e. neck formation, followed by a slow relaxation to the equilibrium

shape [88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. Several theoretical approaches to describe the

particle coalescence indicate that the whole process takes place within a nanosec-

ond for particles of a few nanometers [89, 91]. However, at room temperature, the

relaxation time of the last stage of coalescence, i.e. recrystallization, can be rather

longer. In this work, the growth process is governed by particle coalescence, as is

discussed in Chapter 7. At room temperature, self-thickening is detected in a time

scale of one day after atom deposition [71, 76, 77].

The final morphology of the aggregates can be regarded as that of an oblate

rotational ellipsoid3 as illustrated in Fig. 1.4d. Here, the geometry of such aggregates

is characterized by three parameters:

• The equivalent radius Req, which is the radius of a sphere with the same volume

as the actual particle. In others words, this parameter is an indication of the

volume or size of the aggregate.

3Also known as oblate spheroid.
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• The axial ratio a/b, which is the ratio between the short axis a of the rotational

ellipsoid and its long axis b. The axial ratio characterizes the shape of the

particle.

• The mixing factor m indicates the fraction of the particle surface, which is in

contact to the support. Its value is related to the contact angle θc between the

particle and the support surface.



Chapter 2

Optical Properties of Noble Metal

Nanoparticles

The intensity of light which propagates through a medium containing small particles

is reduced by scattering and absorption. An example of light attenuation dominated

by scattering is a light beam passing through thick fog. In contrast, light passing

through a glass full of water is attenuated by absorption, when a few drops of India

ink are dropped in the water. The extinction of the light beam is given by:

I(z) = I0 exp(−n0σextz), (2.1)

where I(z) is the intensity of the incoming beam after a distance z, n0 the number

of particles per unit volume and σext the extinction cross section of a single particle.

It holds:

σext = σabs + σsca, (2.2)

where σabs and σsca are the absorption and scattering cross sections of a single

particle, respectively.

I consider in this work the special case of metal nanoparticles. The optical prop-

erties of such particles, as a consequence of their reduced dimensions, are dominated

by a coherent collective oscillation of their conduction band electrons. As a result,

the absorption cross section, which scales with their volume, can reach values several

orders of magnitude larger compared to common organic dye molecules [95]. Such

collective oscillation is known as surface plasmon polariton. The term plasmon is

used to refer to plasma oscillations in metals. The term polariton refers to a plasma

oscillation excited by electromagnetic waves and the term surface is used because

a surface polarization is the origin of the plasma oscillation. The occurrences of

plasmons in the cases of bulk material, planar metallic-dielectric interfaces and par-

17
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ticles differ from each other, due to their different boundary conditions. Therefore,

it is important to distinguish between them. For this purpose, the surface plasmon

polariton resonance in metal nanoparticles is also known in the literature as localized

surface plasmon resonance, particle plasmon polariton resonance or Mie resonance.

For the sake of simplicity, I only use in this work the term plasmon resonance in

most of the cases to refer to this phenomenon.

A schematic representation of the interaction between an incoming electromag-

netic field and a metallic particle is depicted in Fig. 2.1a. Since the diameter of the

particle is on the order of a few nanometers, and the penetration depth of electro-

magnetic waves in metals at optical frequencies is of about 30 nm [20], the incident

light1 is able to propagate through the particle. The electric field inside the particle

drives the conduction band electrons collectively with respect to the fixed positive

lattice ions. As a result, a net charge difference appears on the surface at one side

of the particle. Its attraction with the lattice ions on the opposite side leads to a

restoring force. Thus, a plasma oscillation is excited as a consequence of this charge

density difference. If the frequency of the incident light is in resonance with this

plasma oscillation, even a small incident field leads to a considerable amplitude, lim-

ited only by the damping involved, which can be both radiative and non-radiative.

The resonance frequency is mainly determined by the strength of the restoring force.

This force depends on the separation of the surface charges, i.e. the particle dimen-

sions, and the polarizability of the medium between and around the charges. In

other words, it depends on the polarizability of the embedding medium and on that

of the electrons of the metal particle. In the simplest case, the alternating surface

charges form an oscillating dipole, which radiates electromagnetic waves. This sim-

ple model for particle plasmons is reminiscent of an optical antenna (cf. Fig. 2.1b).

The interaction of light with a small particle can be described by classical electro-

dynamics. However this description relies on the knowledge of material parameters,

particularly, the complex dielectric function ε. Even if the dielectric function is

given, the electrodynamical models assume idealized geometries, i.e. perfectly sharp

boarders. Nevertheless, many important features observed experimentally for parti-

cle plasmons follow from these simple considerations.

1Light is considered a propagating electromagnetic wave at optical frequencies here, i.e. ∼
1015Hz, even when it does not lay at the visible.
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Figure 2.1: a) Schematic representation of the interaction of a small metal
nanoparticle with light (not to scale, it represents a particle much smaller
than the light wavelength) and b) particle dipolar radiation. c) Quadrupole
radiation of larger particles. For simplicity only the electric field is represented.

2.1 Mie theory

The general solution of the interaction problem of a single homogeneous sphere,

of the radius R, and of arbitrary material with an incident electromagnetic field

was first given by G. Mie in 1908 [22]. Mie presented a solution to Maxwell’s

equations that describes the extinction spectra of spherical particles of arbitrary

size embedded in an homogeneous medium. One of the reasons why Mie’s theory

has remained important for so long is that it is the only simple, exact solution to

Maxwell’s equations that is relevant to particles. It is also worth mentioning that in

his calculation, he introduces the dielectric function ε(ω,R) at the angular frequency

ω to treat the material problem, which can incorporate all the size effects.

The spherical symmetry suggests the use of a multipole extension of the fields,

giving Mie’s calculations a series of multipole oscillations (dipole, quadrupole, etc.)

for the absorption and the scattering cross section of the particles as a function

of the particle radius. The extinction spectrum is then composed of the sum of

absorption and scattering modes, each of which has a contribution that depends
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on the particle size. Higher-order modes become more dominant with increasing

particle size. Physically, this can be explained by the fact that for larger particles,

the light cannot polarize the nanoparticles homogeneously and retardation effects

lead to the excitation of higher-order modes [20, 21]. This effect is schematically

depicted in Fig. 2.1c. Mie’s theory and experimental spectra agree well until for

bulk metals, the normal incidence absorption no longer shows a plasmon resonance.

Although his theory describes accurately the optical extinction spectra of metal

nanoparticles, it does not explain the physical process, i.e. the collective oscillation

of the conduction band electrons. The term plasmon for the Mie resonances was

proposed first by Schopper in 1931 [20, 96].

2.2 Quasistatic approximation

For nanoparticles which are much smaller than the wavelength of the interacting

light, only the dipole oscillation contributes significantly to the extinction cross

section. The extinction cross section can be calculated in this case under the so-

called quasistatic approximation, for the first time introduced by Rayleigh, who

studied the scattering of light from small particles [97]. Within this approximation,

the electric field inside the particle is uniform and induces a dipole oscillation. It

is more a problem of electrostatics than electrodynamics. The electric field
−→
E (t)

of an incoming light wave on a nanoparticle, with dimensions much smaller than

the wavelength and embedded in a medium with dielectric constant2 εm, induces a

dipole moment:
−→p (t) = ε0εmα

−→
E (t). (2.3)

Where ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant and α is the polarizability of the particle.

This polarizability is obtained from the frequency-dependent dielectric constants of

the particle and of the embedded medium, as well as from the dimensions of the

particle. For a sphere of volume V , the polarizability is given by the Clausius-

Mossotti expression:

α = 3V
ε− εm

ε + 2εm

. (2.4)

2The dielectric constant is a constant for a given strength of the electric field
−→
E , but it is a

function of its frequency ω.
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where ε = ε1 + iε2 is the complex dielectric function of the sphere. The scattering

and absorption cross sections are:

σsca(ω) =
8π2ω4

3c4
|α(ω)|2, (2.5)

σabs(ω) =
2πω

c
Im{α(ω)} and (2.6)

σext(ω) = σabs(ω) + σsca(ω), (2.7)

where c is the speed of light and ω is the angular frequency. As can be seen above,

the absorption of light is proportional to the polarizability, in others words, to the

volume of the particles, while the scattering goes with the square of the volume.

Therefore, the scattering dominates the extinction of light for large particles, while

the absorption dominates for small particles. In this work, extinction measurements

are used systematically, and since the particles are smaller than 40 nm, the scattering

can be neglected [20, 21]. So it can be assumed from now on that:

σext ' σabs. (2.8)

From Eq. (2.4) the polarizability and therefore, the absorption, show a resonance

behavior if the denominators vanish. Since εm is taken as a real constant at optical

frequencies, it is possible to find a resonance [20] under the condition:

[ε1(ω) + 2εm]2 + [ε2(ω)]2 = Minimum. (2.9)

This means that a negative ε1 is necessary; moreover in the case of a small ε2, i.e.

ε2 � 1, or a small frequency dependence, i.e. dε2

dω
� 1, the resonance condition

follows the common relation:

ε1 = −2εm. (2.10)

If Ω is defined as the resonance frequency that fulfils this condition, in the case of a

free3 sphere, i.e. εm = 1, the absorption cross section can be expressed as [98]:

σabs(ω,Ω) =
V ω

c

[ε1(Ω)− 1]2ε2(ω)

[ε1(ω)− ε1(Ω)]2 + [ε2(ω)]2
(2.11)

3For an arbitrary embedding medium, it is also possible to consider ε
εm

= ε1 + ε2 in expression
(2.11).
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2.3 Dielectric constant

The electrodynamic theory has been used until here to describe the linear optical

properties of small particles. But the material parameters are still needed, particu-

larly the complex dielectric function ε(ω) of the metal nanoparticles. The real and

imaginary parts of the dielectric function describe the polarization of matter and

the energy dissipated under interaction with an electromagnetic field, respectively.

The interaction of light with matter led to the development of the quantum physics

at the beginning of the XX century. Without the novel concepts introduced, for ex-

ample, by Planck [99] and Einstein [100, 101], this interaction cannot be completely

understood. It is out of the scope of this work to give a detailed quantum mechanics

description of this interaction. However, a qualitative description of the quantum

and classical point of views will be considered, in this section, in order to describe

the dielectric function of the metal nanoparticles.

In order to understand the interaction of light with matter, the structure of the

later should first be taken into account. As an example of a noble metal, I consider

gold here. A gold atom has the following electronic configuration: [Xe]4f145d106s1.

The physical properties of gold are determined by the outer electrons. It is worth

considering the bulk band energy structure derived from this electronic configura-

tion, which is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.2. In a good approximation, the

bands corresponding to the f-states can also be considered inert, as the inner elec-

trons. However, the d-electrons lead to a set of five complicated bands4 which lie

only about two electronvolts below the Fermi energy and above the bottom of the

s-p conduction band. As it will become evident later, such band structure have

important consequences for the optical properties of gold.

Before starting the discussion, it is important to note the following fact: This

work deals with particles which lie in between the limits denoted as atom and bulk in

Fig. 2.2b. The question is whether it is possible to treat the particles as bulk matter

and to use the optical constants of solids, which would simplify the problem. In other

words, the question is at which size metal nanoparticles present bulk behavior. This

problem can also be formulated as “how many atoms a cluster should contain in

order to present metallic properties and to be described properly by the solid state

physics”. A simple procedure to answer this question is the following [6]: Nobel metal

atoms have a single s-electron in the upper orbital occupied. Therefore, in a N -atom

cluster, there will be 2N s-energy levels, which correspond in the bulk limit with the

conduction band. In a first approximation, I neglect here that the conduction band

4Each band corresponds to the possible values of the angular moment.
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Figure 2.2: a) Schematic representation of the energy band formation of
bulk gold from its electronic configuration. b) Energetic diagram of the outer
electrons of a gold atom and of bulk gold. Energetic values from [102].

is indeed the result of the s and p bands which overlap. The energy width of both,

the conduction band in the solid and these 2N energy levels in the cluster should

be comparable. The cluster will present metallic behavior if the electrons do not

occupy localized energy levels. This condition is roughly fulfilled if the separation

between the levels becomes comparable to the thermal energy5 ∼ kBT . The Fermi

energy of gold is about 5 eV, which indicates the conduction band width. Therefore,

the transition takes place when N is larger than N ∼ 5 eV/0.026 eV ≈ 200 atoms,

which corresponds to a spherical cluster with a radius of about R ∼ 3
√

NrAu ≈ 1

nm, being the atomic radius6 of gold rAu ∼ 0.16 nm. Indeed, particles with the a

radius of about 2 nm exhibit well-established electronic bands [95].

Therefore, in the following sections, the most important optical functions of bulk

metals are discussed first, and then they are applied to metal nanoparticles, taking

always particles with a size larger than 1 nm into account. Later on, size effects on

these optical functions are discussed.

2.3.1 Microscopic models

A semi-classical framework to describe the optical properties of metals is the Drude-

Lorentz-Sommerfeld model [20, 21, 103]. Sommerfeld added corrections to the clas-

sical models of Lorentz and Drude due to the Pauli-exclusion principle (Fermi-Dirac

velocity distribution). Later on, it was modified to include the influence of the band

5At room temperature kBT ' 0.026 eV.
6The gold atomic radius is estimated in Chapter 7.
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structure of solids, or within the classical description, a coupling of the free electrons

to the ion core, described by an effective mass. Despite its rough approximations,

this model describes many properties of metals successfully. The results obtained

are formally identical to those of quantum-mechanical treatments, although various

quantities are interpreted differently. Therefore, it is still a comfortable starting

point for developing a feeling for optical properties.

The main disagreement of the classical description is that it fails to describe

their response at the ultraviolet frequencies due to interband transitions. The

interband transitions will be described qualitatively by the band structure of solids

since quantum mechanics is required for a complete understanding. A more realistic

picture of the interaction of light with atoms than the one given by the classical

theory of Lorentz was phenomenologically described by Einstein [101] by three basic

radiative processes: Absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated emission.

Within the Lorentz model, the electrons in an insulator are treated as simple

damped harmonic oscillators i.e. springs, subject to the driving force of an applied

electromagnetic field. The resulting dielectric function of an insulator is described

as:

εLorentz = 1 +
ω2

p

(Ω2 − ω2)− iγω
, (2.12)

where Ω is the resonant frequency of the oscillator. γ is a damping constant, which

represents the loss of energy of the oscillating bounded electron, due to emission

of electromagnetic radiation. The resonant frequency Ω corresponds, within the

Einstein description, to the phenomena of an atomic transition frequency between

two atomic energy levels. The classical damping is the analogue of the quantum

process of spontaneous emission. The plasma frequency ωp is determined by the

density of conduction electrons ne and their effective mass m∗ as:

ωp =

√
nee2

m∗ε0

, (2.13)

e being the electron charge. The real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric

function are:

ε1 = 1 + ω2
p ·

(Ω2 − ω2)

(Ω2 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2
and (2.14)

ε2 = ω2
p ·

γω

(Ω2 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2
. (2.15)
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To describe the optical properties of solids, it is common to use the complex refractive

index n̂, defined from7:

n̂2 = (n + ik)2 = ε = ε1 + iε2, (2.16)

where n is the (real) refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient. In addition,

the reflectivity R of solids at normal incidence is given by:

R =
(n− 1)2 + k2

(n + 1)2 + k2 . (2.17)

The spectral dependencies of the optical constants for such a model have been cal-

culated here8 and are represented in Fig. 2.3. For the calculations, typical values of

large band gap dielectrics have been used [20, 21, 103].

Region I corresponds to frequencies much smaller than the resonant frequency,

more precisely, the resonance at which the electronic polarizability contributes to

the dielectric constant. It includes the visible region of the spectra from about 2 to

3 eV. For these photon energies, the material is not absorbing, i.e. the imaginary

parts of the dielectric constant as well as of the refractive index are negligible, and

then n̂2 = ε1. This part of the graph is characterized by high transparency, i.e.

negligible absorption, and a small reflectivity [103]. Insulators such as quartz glass

have a refractive index approximately constant of about 1.5 in this region [20]. Such

materials are transparent at visible light. It should be mentioned that since the

model does not include local field corrections, it is not quantitatively applicable to

highly ionic materials. Moreover, the spectral dependence of the optical constants

depicted in Fig. 2.3 does not take into account other possible contributions to the

complex dielectric function than the electric polarizability. The discussion of other

possible contributions due to, for example, ionic motions can be neglected, since they

do not happen at optical frequencies, but at lower ones, because of the larger mass of

ions as compared to electrons. Region II is characterized by strong absorption, which

is also associated with a region of high reflectivity. This high reflectivity allows only

a small fraction of light to pass through the boundary surface of the material. This

light is rapidly attenuated. Indeed, all materials (solids and liquids) present strong

absorption of light at ultraviolet frequencies. To explain this behavior, it is necessary

to consider the band structure of the bulk. Such a structure is schematically depicted

for an insulator in Fig. 2.4a. In this part of the spectrum, the photon energy matches

7Only nonmagnetic materials are considered.
8The values of ωp,Ω and γ indicated in Fig. 2.3a have been inserted in Eq. (2.14) to Eq. (2.17)

for the calculations.
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Figure 2.3: Spectral dependencies of the optical constants of an insulator
described by the Lorentz model: a) Real ε1, and imaginary ε2, parts of the
complex dielectric function ε; b) real n, and imaginary k, parts of the complex
refractive index n̂; and c) reflectivity R at normal incidence.

energy differences between filled and empty levels, resulting in a broad zone of high

absorption. The interband transition depicted in Fig. 2.4a indicates the threshold

energy for these transitions, which corresponds to the so-called energy band gap of

an insulator. Both quartz and sapphire present, for example, a band gap larger

than 8 eV [102, 104]. In region III, i.e. ω � Ω, the electrons respond as if they

were free electrons. Within the Lorentz model, this is because the photon energy is

much larger than the binding energy of the electron. For good insulators, this region

ranges well within the far ultraviolet and cannot be observed visually. For such high

frequencies as in part III and IV, the behavior of an insulator is qualitatively close

to the corresponding one of an ideal metal.
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Figure 2.4: a) Schematic representation of the diagram band for an insulator
and b) a noble metal. k is the wave vector of the electron. After [103].

In the model of Drude, the microscopic representation of an ideal metal is a

cloud of independent and free electrons moving randomly until they collide with a

collision center9 (lattice defects, phonons). Under an external field, the electrons are

accelerated and a general drift occurs despite of the random collisions. Indeed, only

the electrons near the Fermi level are accelerated, since electrons situated deeper

on the lower energy levels cannot change their energetic level because of the Pauli

principle. Under this model, the dielectric function of a metal is described as:

εDrude ≡ εfree = 1−
ω2

p

ω2 + iω/τ
, (2.18)

where τ is the relaxation time of the electrons. Again, the real and imaginary parts

are:

ε1 = 1−
ω2

pτ
2

1 + ω2τ 2
and (2.19)

ε2 =
ω2

pτ

ω(1 + ω2τ 2)
. (2.20)

It is worth mentioning that the Drude model is obtained directly from the Lorentz

model by equating the resonant frequency of the oscillator to zero, i.e. the conduction

electrons of a metal are not bound. Moreover, the damping constant of the metal is

expressed as γ = 1/τ . For this reason, the optical properties of a free-electron metal

resemble those for an insulator at high frequencies (region III and IV). The optical

constants and the reflectivity of a free-electron metal have been calculated here10

9Drude thought, however, that collisions with the lattice ions took place.
10The values of ωp and τ indicated in Fig. 2.5a have been inserted in Eqs. (2.17), (2.19) and

(2.20) for the calculations.
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Figure 2.5: Spectral dependencies of the optical constants of a metal described
by the Drude model: a) Real ε1, and imaginary ε2, parts of the complex
dielectric function ε; and b) reflectivity R at normal incidence.

and are represented in Fig. 2.5. The spectral dependencies were calculated with

typical values of noble metals [20, 21, 103]. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5b, for an ideal

metal, the reflectivity is almost unity for frequencies below the plasma frequency,

which usually includes the visible. This characteristic effect of the metals is known

as metallic lustre. Above these values, the metal is transparent, and the reflectivity

decreases rapidly with an increasing frequency. Just at the plasma frequency, the

real part of the dielectric constant is zero. At the same time, the imaginary part is

negligible. Therefore ε(ωp) ≈ 0, an effect associated to a plasma oscillation, i.e. all

electrons are oscillating in phase.

The plasma frequency of real metals usually lies in the visible or in the ultraviolet

part of the spectrum [20]. Their mean free collision time typically is in the order of

several femtoseconds [105, 106]. A closer look at the optical properties of real metals

of interest, i.e. noble metals, has to include their band structure. A schematic band

diagram for a noble metal is shown in Fig. 2.4b. It presents a partly filled conduction

band and a set of lower and relatively flat, filled d-bands [103, 105, 106]. In this

figure, two different transitions are illustrated. The first one is known as intraband

transition, since it involves only one band. It corresponds to the excitation of an

electron close to the Fermi level to another state in the same band, above the Fermi

level. Indeed such transition is only possible via phonon interaction. In other words,

for Drude-like metals, electron collision is the only mechanism of energy absorption.

Such transitions are described by the Drude model and only happen in metals. In

insulators, as shown in Fig. 2.4a, the energy band below the Fermi level is completely

full. For this reason, electrons can only be excited to an upper band; there are no

empty energy states within the same band. This is the reason why insulators such as
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glass are transparent at visible light, while metals present their characteristic shine.

The second transition, called interband transition, is the excitation of an electron to a

different band, in this case from a lower filled d-band to the Fermi surface [105, 106].

Such interband transitions have a threshold energy. This is illustrated for an insulator

in Fig. 2.4a. For noble metals, the d-bands lie several electronvolts below the Fermi

energy [105, 106]. This means that interband transitions take place in the near

ultraviolet, or even in the visible. The band structure schematically depicted in Fig.

2.4 and its influence on the optical response of the matter cannot be explained by

classic theories and can only be understood by considering a quantum-mechanical

model. The expression for the dielectric function within a quantum model may be

written in the form [21, 107]:

ε(ω) = 1 +
∑ fijω

2
p

(Ω2
ij − ω2)− iω/τj

(2.21)

This expression is formally identical to the classic extension of the Lorentz model to

a multiple-oscillator. But the interpretations of each term are quite different. While

Ω is the resonant frequency of the harmonic oscillator in the classic model, ~Ωij is

the energy difference between the initial state i and the excited state j. The classic

τ is the mean free collision time of electrons, while τj is the probability of transition

from the excited state j to all other quantum states. In a two-level picture, 1/τ

represents the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission. The oscillator strengths

fij represent the probability of an excitation from state i to state j. Classically, fij

represents the fraction of atoms from a system which has the resonance frequency

Ωij and the damping constant 1/τj. These values are calculated through the matrix

elements of the dipole moment operator.

Having introduced the microscopic models for the interaction of light with nobel

metals, the optical properties of real metals like gold or silver are discussed. As a

starting point the free electron model is considered. The reflectivity, as well as the

dielectric constant of silver and gold are depicted in Fig. 2.6. They have been derived

here after the experimental complex refractive index of silver [108] and gold [109],

respectively. The reflectivity of silver and gold at low photon energies is as high as

predicted by the Drude model. The lower values of the reflectivity in the ultraviolet,

not expected by this model, are the result of the characteristic interband transitions

illustrated in Fig. 2.4b. This behavior is reflected by the large imaginary part of the

dielectric constant ε2 in Fig. 2.6c and 2.6d in contrast to Fig. 2.5a. The different

spectral dependence of the reflectivity for silver and gold arises from the positions
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Figure 2.6: Spectral dependencies of the experimental optical constants of Ag
(left) and Au (right);a) and b) reflectivity at normal incidence; and c) and
d) real ε1, and imaginary ε2, parts of the complex dielectric function ε.

of the d-bands, which cause the difference in color between both metals. For silver,

the d-band lies 3.97 eV below the Fermi level, which corresponds to a wavelength

of about 300 nm [105]. This is already in the ultraviolet, so the reflectivity is high

throughout the visible. As a result, silver presents the silvery gray color typical of

most metals. For gold, however, the d-band is only about 2.35 eV [106] below the

Fermi level, so absorption starts already at 528 nm, giving gold its characteristic

yellowish color.

As it has been indicated, the optical properties of nobel metals are strongly

influenced by the d-bands. These bands correspond to electrons that are stronger

bound. For this reason, from a classic point of view, nobel metals exhibit aspects

of both the Lorentz and the Drude model. That is, both free and bound electrons

contribute to the dielectric function. The solid state physic describes these different

contributions as interband and intraband transition contributions. For this reason,

an appropriate expression of the dielectric constant for the real metals will be:

ε(ω) = εfree(ω) + εIB(ω), (2.22)
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where εIB represents the interband contribution. This separation is allowed, since

each contribution takes place in different regions of the spectrum [20, 21, 103, 105,

106]. Intraband transitions take place at low photon energies, while intraband transi-

tions take place at higher photon energies. The band structure leads to an extensive

absorption region of the spectrum. This can be qualitatively described by a single

classic oscillator (εIB ≈ εLorentz) with sufficient strength and damping in order to

obtain a strong absorption over a broad frequency range. For quantitative treat-

ment, in this work, the interband transition or contribution of the bound electrons

will be expressed as the difference of the experimental dielectric constant, and the

contribution of the free electrons. The validity of such a procedure is ensured, since

the Drude model describes in a very good approximation the intraband transition

contributions at low frequencies [106].

2.4 Noble metal nanoparticles

The optical properties of spherical metal nanoparticles are discussed in the following

taking into account the dielectric function of noble metals. To start the discussion

ideal metals are considered, and later, the real metals gold and silver.

The absorption cross section of a Drude-like metal sphere obtained within the

quasistatic approximation (2.11) is simplified to:

σabs(ω,Ω) =
V ω2

p

2c

1/2τ

(ω − Ω)2 + (1/2τ)2
. (2.23)

Where the expression (2.18) for the dielectric constant of free electrons has been used

[98]. As it will be seen later, the resonance frequency Ω is typically in the visible

or near ultraviolet region of the spectrum. For noble metals, the relaxation time of

electrons is on the order of several femtoseconds, i.e. τ ≈ 30 fs [20, 21, 103], which

corresponds to ~/τ ≈ 0.02 eV. Therefore, in the region of the resonance 1/τ � Ω

and the resonance condition (2.10) for a metal sphere is reduced to:

Ω =
ωp√

1 + 2εm

. (2.24)

Where again, the expression (2.18) for the dielectric constant of free electrons, has

been used. This expression indicates that the occurrences of plasmons in the bulk

(ω = ωp) and in a small spherical particle (ω = Ω) take place at different frequencies.

Expression (2.23) indicates that the spectral absorption cross section follows a so-

called Lorentzian-line-shape, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.7. For this reason,
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Figure 2.7: Spectral absorption cross section of a single Drude-like metal
nanoparticle.

the surface plasmon resonance is usually interpreted as a damped harmonic oscilla-

tor. A Lorentz line is characterized by its center position ~Ω and the full-width-at-

half-maximum (FWHM) ~Γ = ~/2τ . The width and amplitude are independent of

the resonance frequency. It is worth taking a closer look at these parameters because

they are experimental variables that give important information about the plasma

oscillation.

Focusing on the spectral dependence of the resonance first, it holds that the

resonance frequency is independent of the size of the particle. In contrast, the

magnitude of the absorption, i.e. its amplitude is proportional to the volume of the

particle11. The width of the plasmon resonance is directly related to the damping

processes of the plasma oscillation. According to the ideal model of metals, electron

collisions are the only relaxation mechanism. But there are two different kinds

of relaxation processes that may be distinguished, consisting of that of energy

dissipation and dephasing. Since the Mie resonance consists of a coherent collective

oscillation of electrons, its lifetime is characterized by the dephasing time of that

oscillation. A relaxation time of about 30 fs corresponds to a resonance width of

roughly 10 meV. Since the period of the oscillation of the electric field at optical

frequencies (∼ 1015 Hz) is no longer than a few fs, the free electrons oscillate several

cycles before the dephasing occurs. In general, measurement of the resonance width

should indicate if other damping mechanisms appear [110].

Until here, only the free electron contribution has been considered. Therefore,

for real metals, new features should be expected in the spectral dependence of the

11This is valid for an ideal metal sphere under the quasistatic approximation, i.e. R � λ.
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Figure 2.8: Spectral absorption cross section of a single a) Ag and b) Au
nanoparticle. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant ε2 is also illustrated
(dashed line). Both Ag and Au absorption cross section are at the same scale.
In addition, the interband and free electrons contributions to ε: c), d), e), f).

absorption illustrated in Fig. 2.7. As it will be discussed later, the main question

is in which spectral region the influence of the interband transitions takes place. To

answer this question, the absorption cross section has been calculated here within

the quasi-static approximation, now using the optical constants of silver and gold

[108, 109]. The results are depicted in Fig. 2.8 in the case of free particles, i.e.

εm = 1. For silver, as can be seen in Fig. 2.8a, the interband contribution to the

absorption, i.e. ε2 (dashed line) appears at higher photon energies than the well-

developed and sharp plasmon resonance (solid line). For gold, however, the plasmon

resonance is barely visible. The reason will be discussed in the following.

The condition for the existence of a plasma oscillation at a frequency ω̃ is ε(ω̃) ≈
0. This leads to the complex frequency ω̃ = ωp−iΓ̃, where ωp is the plasma frequency

and Γ̃ describes a damping of the plasma oscillation. When the damping is small,

i.e. ε2(ωp) � 1, the condition simplifies to ε1(ωp) ≈ 0. This is the ideal case

described in Fig. 2.5a, for the free electron model of metals. However, this situation

does not describe the damping due to interband transitions. In practice, the plasmon

resonance takes place when both ε1 and ε2 are small. To understand these behaviors,
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Figure 2.9: Fermi surface of a) gold and b) silver in the first reduced Brillouin
zone. After [111].

the decomposition of the measured dielectric function εexp into the free electron

contribution εfree (intraband transitions) and the interband contribution εIB are

depicted for silver and gold in Fig. 2.8c to 2.8f.

In the case of silver, the contribution of the d-states to the particle polarization,

i.e. ε1, shifts the bulk plasma frequency ~ωp from the free electron value of about

9.2 eV to ≈ 3.8 eV [20]. Correspondingly, the particle plasmon resonance shifts

from ~Ω ≈ 5.6 eV to ≈ 3.6 eV [20]. Therefore, the interband contribution shifts

the Mie resonance ~Ω below the interband transition-edge at 3.97 eV [105, 106].

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. The plasmon peak lies at lower photon

energies than the large values of ε2 caused by the interband contribution εIB
2 [105,

106]. The plasma oscillation in the case of silver, for this reason, is not a free-

electron resonance, but rather the result of a cooperative behavior of both the d-

and conduction electrons. It can also be described as a collective oscillation of the

conduction band electrons screened by the bound d-electrons [20].

Concerning gold, the free electron bulk plasmon energy ~ωp ≈ 9.2 eV [20] co-

incides with the value of silver. However, the Mie resonances differ strongly. The

corresponding shift for gold leads to a particle plasmon resonance at 2.45 eV, being

the interband transition-edge at 2.35 eV [106]. For this reason, gold does not present

a well-developed surface plasmon in vacuum.

It should be remarked that, in the case of gold, in contrast to silver, the in-

terband contribution to the absorption εIB
2 does not present a well-defined edge,

but a relatively broad tail that increases from about 1.8 until the transition-edge at

2.35 eV. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.8b and 2.8f. Compare also with silver

in Fig. 2.8d. To understand this difference between silver and gold, a closer look

at its band structure is necessary. Both metals present the same crystalline struc-

ture. Even considering a free electron model, its three-dimensional band structure
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Figure 2.10: Spectral absorption cross section of a single Au nanoparticle
embedded in different media.

is quite complex. For simplicity, only the Fermi surface of both metals in the first

reduced Brillouin zone is represented in Fig. 2.9. This representation shows the

Fermi surface along directions of high symmetry within the crystal. For symmetry

considerations, this surface should be a sphere for the free electron model. This is

indicated in Fig. 2.9 with a dashed line. As explained at the beginning of section

2.3, the d-bands strongly influence the conduction band of both metals. This can be

seen in Fig. 2.9 along the 〈111〉 direction . The threshold energy of both metals for

interband transitions from the d-band to unoccupied states in the conduction band

corresponds to transitions which take place in regions near the high-symmetry point

L. However, in the case of gold, another transition occurs near the point X, where

the conduction band structure is also strongly distorted as the Fermi surface is. For

photon energies starting at 1.7 eV, final states above the Fermi level can be reached

by this transition. However, below the transition-edge at 2.35 eV, only a few final

states are available [112, 113], and εIB
2 increases slowly.

In principle, for free particles, only a few metals like the alkalis, Ag, Al, Hg or Mg

present a reasonable plasmon resonance, due to the small value of ε2 [20]. However,

the embedded medium strongly influences this behavior. Embedding the clusters in

transparent matrices with high refractive index alters the electrodynamic boundary

conditions at the particle surface. The resonance frequency dependence on εm shifts

the plasmon resonance far away from the interband transition, resulting in well-

developed plasmon resonances isolated from the interband contributions. Because

of the contribution of the medium to the polarization, the surface charge on the

metal particle is lower than that of a free particle. The decreased surface charge
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leads to a smaller restoring force which, in turn, shifts the resonance frequency

towards the red. In order to illustrate this effect, the absorption cross section of

gold particles embedded in four different media has been calculated here; in order

of the increasing refractive index: vacuum, quartz, sapphire and rutile. The results

are depicted in Fig. 2.10.

2.5 Size effects

In section 2.2, it has been shown that the complicated problem of interaction of light

with small metal particles is enormously simplified within the quasistatic approx-

imation. In this limit, the polarization inside the particles is homogeneous. As a

result, the dependence of the particle polarizability on its geometry is very simple.

In the spherical case, as has been seen by the Clausius-Mossotti expression, the po-

larizability is just proportional to the volume and independent of the wavelength.

The range of validity of this description is given by the relation between particle

size and light wavelength, i.e. R ≤ 0.02λ [20, 114]. The resonance condition for

spherical gold particles is fulfilled at about 500 nm, whereas for silver at roughly

350 nm. Therefore, the quasistatic approximation holds for particles with a radius

smaller than 10 nm in the case of gold, and 7 nm for silver, respectively. For larger

particles, retardation effects should be taken into account. The polarization is no

longer homogeneous and the time dependence should therefore be considered. In the

expression of the polarizability, in addition to the volume, new geometrical terms

appear, in this case, coupled to the light wavelength. One speaks of a dynamic

depolarization factor, which indicates the appearance of a damping mechanism of

the resonance, the radiation damping12. This dynamic depolarization alters the res-

onance condition, causing drastic shifts to the red with increasing size. In addition,

the scattering, i.e. the radiation damping, causes a strong broadening and increases

the amplitude of the particle extinction. Even more, the inhomogeneous polarization

leads to higher-order multipolar charge distributions (quadrupole, octopole, etc.).

To represent these size effects, the absorption, scattering, and extinction cross

section for spherical silver particles with different sizes have been calculated here.

For this purpose, the T-matrix [115] method has been employed. The results are

depicted in Fig. 2.11. For a size of R ' 25 nm the dipole resonance dominates the

particle absorption (Fig. 2.11a). Contributions of higher multipoles are negligible.

For R ' 45 nm, the quadrupole contribution is clearly visible and even dominates

the absorption for R ' 55 nm. For these sizes, the dipole contribution is shifted

12The influence of the radiation is per definition neglected in an electrostatic model.
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Figure 2.11: a) Absorption cross section and b) extinction cross section (solid
line) and the scattering contributions (doted line), of spherical silver particles.
The correspondent radius is indicated in each case in nanometers.

to the red and strongly damped, i.e. strongly broadened. This feature is repeated

at larger sizes with higher multipole orders. Figure 2.11b shows the corresponding

extinction cross section (solid line) and the scattering contributions (doted line).

Already for particles with a R ' 45 nm, the scattering dominates the particle

extinction. Note that the extinction cross sections are one order of magnitude larger

than the absorption cross section.

Not only does the quasistatic fail at large sizes. Smaller cluster also exhibit red-

shifts due to the electron spill out [20]. This effect is, however, described within

the quasistatic approximation by the dependence of the resonance frequency on

the density of electrons. For even smaller sizes, quantum size effects should be

considered.

In addition to the complexity of the electrodynamic problem of interaction of light

with particles of different sizes (extrinsic size effect), another important consideration

is necessary. The dielectric function ε(ω) of the metal also depends on the size of the

metal particles (intrinsic size effect). This can easily be understood as follows: As

explained in section 2.3, the dielectric constant depends on the electronic damping

mechanism. As has been seen for ideal metals, the only mechanism which operates is
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the electron collision. Whenever the particle dimensions are comparable to the mean

free path of the conduction electrons13, collisions of electrons with the particle surface

will contribute as a new and important damping mechanism. As a consequence, a

size dependence of the dielectric constant appears, i.e. ε = ε(R).

This section and chapter are concluded with a remark. As a result of the surface

plasmon polariton, light at the resonance frequency is selectively and strongly ab-

sorbed by noble metal nanoparticles. This property, in contrast to the correspondent

bulk, is the reason for the different colors of any macroscopic matter that contains

such clusters. A perfect example are the colorful stained glass windows present in

many cathedrals. The strong dependence of the resonance condition on the parti-

cle size, discussed here, explains the variation of colors observed by Faraday [1] as

commented in the introduction of this work.

13For gold it is roughly 40 nm at room temperature [111].



Chapter 3

Optical Characterization of

Supported Metal Nanoparticles

The last chapter has presented a short discussion about the possibility to derive

physical properties of metal nanoparticles from their plasmon resonances, for ex-

ample, to obtain the damping (mechanisms) of such resonance from its width ~Γ,

and consequently the dielectric constant as a function of the size ε(R). Along these

lines, optical spectroscopy gives important information about metal clusters [20].

In this chapter, the theoretical basis for shape characterization of supported metal

nanoparticles by means of optical extinction spectroscopy will be discussed.

As already mentioned above, this work deals with supported metal particles pro-

duced by self-assembly of atoms on dielectric supports. In contrast to free clusters or

clusters in matrices, the presence of a support gives rise to different practical limita-

tions but also offers several advantages. The first evident difference is that supported

particles are systems with lower symmetry. This makes it complicated to define the

cluster dielectric surrounding medium. In addition, the support interaction leads

to a non-spherical shape, which, as explained in the first chapter, resembles oblate

rotational ellipsoids. Even more, broad size and shape distributions make it more

difficult to relate the ensemble properties to those of single particles. Another lim-

itation is the density of the particles, which depends on the preparation method

and is difficult to control for self-assembled ensembles. This is a very important

issue, since cluster-cluster interaction may be important for small nearest-neighbor

distances.

For all these reasons, the characterization of the supported nanoparticle ensem-

ble should deal with three important points: the nanoparticle shape, the dielectric

function of the particle surrounding and, finally, considering a collection of particles

which can even interact which each other.

39
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the plasma oscillations in a rotational
ellipsoidal particle during irradiation with p-polarized light under oblique in-
cidence.

Before starting, it is worth remarking that in contrast to embedded clusters,

supported particles also present some other important advantages. Since the exper-

iments are performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions, direct access to surface

cluster processes, like desorption or chemical reactions can be performed. Even

more, the axes of the rotational ellipsoid are oriented by the support interaction.

The long half axis b is parallel to the support surface, while the short half axis a is

normal to it.

3.1 Nanoparticle shape

For rotational ellipsoids, the expression of the polarizability given by the Clausius-

Mossotti relation is not valid any more. Moreover, since the plasma oscillation

depends on the relative orientation of the nanoparticle and the polarization of the

electric field1, it cannot be described as a scalar quantity, but as a tensor. This

tensor is mathematically represented as a diagonal matrix in a system defined by

the ellipsoid axes (see section 3.1.1). One of the diagonal elements of the matrix

represents the oscillations of the electrons along the short axis of the particle, i.e.

perpendicular to the support. The other two are identical and correspond to the

oscillation of the electrons along the large axes of the particle, i.e. parallel to the

support. As a consequence, if the particle is irradiated with p-polarized light under

an oblique angle of incidence, the plasmon resonance splits in two modes. These are

know as (1,1)- and (1,0)-mode. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The diagonal

1The electric field is always considered linear polarized.
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Figure 3.2: a) Depolarization factor Lb as a function of the axial ratio a/b. b)
Spectral dependence of the plasma resonance condition for Drude-like metals
rotational ellipsoids.

elements of the polarizability, within the quasistatic approximation of Gans [116]

are

αi = V
ε− εm

εm + Li(ε− εm)
, (3.1)

where the so-called depolarization factors Li for the different half axes are:

Lb =
g(ξ)

2ξ2

(π

2
− arctan g(ξ)

)
− g2(ξ)

2
and (3.2)

La = 1− 2Lb, (3.3)

and the function g(ξ) is defined as

g(ξ) =

√
1− ξ2

ξ
. (3.4)

The argument of this function, ξ is a measure of the eccentricity, defined as:

ξ = 1− (a/b)2. (3.5)

Note that the depolarization factor is only a function of the particle shape, i.e. a/b.

Figure 3.2a illustrates the magnitude of the depolarization factor Lb calculated here,

along the long half axis b as a function of the axial ratio. For a spherical particle,

i.e. a/b = 1, it holds La = Lb = 1/3. Therefore, the three diagonal elements of

the polarizability tensor are the same, and it can be considered as a scalar. The

resulting polarizability gives the same result as the Clausius-Mossotti expression.
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As already seen in detail for spherical particles, the resonance condition is such

that the denominator of the polarizability is minimum, i.e.

|εm + Li(ε− εm)| = Minimum. (3.6)

This means that the spectral behavior of the particle absorption is now dependent

on the shape, i.e. on the axial ratio a/b of the particle. Note here that the reso-

nance condition is, however, independent of the particle size. Because of that, shape

characterization by optical spectroscopy is possible within the quasistatic approxi-

mation.

For simplicity, free particles2, i.e. εm = 1 are considered at first. Under this

assumption, the resonant condition reads,

ε1(Ωi) = 1− 1

Li

, (3.7)

which follows straightforward from the resonance condition for a small damping, i.e.

ε2(Ω) � 1, and holds for free electrons. Taking the real component of the dielectric

function for a Drude-like metal into account, it follows

Ωi = ωp

√
Li (3.8)

where I used that 1
τ2 � Ω2. Considering the depolarization factor along the main

half axis b, then,

Ωb = ωp

√
Lb and (3.9)

Ωa = ωp

√
1− 2Lb. (3.10)

Figure 3.2b. shows the resonance frequency of the two different modes in the case

of Drude-like metals, for different shapes of the particles, i.e. different values of a/b.

The dependence has been calculated here with the bulk plasma frequency of silver

and gold as indicated in Fig. 3.3. The absorption cross section reads as [98]

σabs(ω,Ω) =
V ω2

p

2c

1/2τ

(ω − Ω)2 + (1/2τ)2
. (3.11)

This is formally the same result as extracted for spherical particles. The only differ-

ence is the value of the resonance frequency, which, in the present case, depends on

2For an arbitrary embedding medium, it is also possible to consider ε
εm

= ε1+ε2 in the following
discussion.
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Figure 3.3: Spectral dependence of the plasma resonance condition for a) Au
and b) Ag oblate rotational ellipsoids.

the particle shape. Each mode is characterized by a Lorentzian line-shape, whose

resonance position Ω is directly related to the axial ratio of the particles a/b.

The predictions within the free electron model fail at frequencies close to the

interband transitions of noble metals. For comparison, the energetic position of

the (1,1)- and (1,0)-modes of the plasmon resonance Ωb and Ωa, for silver and gold,

have been calculated here under the quasistatic approximation with the experimental

constants from [108] and [109] ,respectively, and are depicted in Fig. 3.3. In the

calculations, a free oblate rotational ellipsoid with the volume of a sphere of 5 nm

radius has been considered. Comparison to Fig. 3.2b. indicates strong differences.

Qualitatively, the strongest one is that in the case of gold, the (1,0)-mode is totally

damped by the interband transition and is not observable. In the case of silver,

it is still possible to observe it, but its evolution is also strongly influenced. The

spectral dependence of the resonance condition on the particle shape indicated in

Fig. 3.3 is the base for shape characterization. Note, however, that in the case of

gold, the resonance condition is almost independent of the shape in the vicinity of

the interband transition.

The above expression of the absorption cross section of ideal metals can be

generalized [98]. The absorption cross section of a single particle with resonance

frequency Ω and volume V at any particular frequency, denoted as σabs(ω, Ω), is

within the quasistatic approximation [98].

σabs(ω,Ω) =
V ω

c

[ε1(Ω)− 1]2ε2(ω)

[ε1(ω)− ε1(Ω)]2 + [ε2(ω)]2
(3.12)
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The spectral dependence of the dielectric function close to the resonance frequency,

i.e. ω ≈ Ω, is well described by a Taylor series:

ε1(ω)
∣∣
ω≈Ω

= ε1(Ω) + (ω − Ω) · dε1

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=Ω

(3.13)

ε2(ω)
∣∣
ω≈Ω

= ε2(Ω) + (ω − Ω) · dε2

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=Ω

. (3.14)

Under the assumption of a small spectral dependence of the imaginary component

of the dielectric constant, i.e. dε2

dω
� 1, one finds

σabs(ω,Ω) = σ0
abs(Ω) · (Γ(Ω)/2~)2

(ω − Ω)2 + (Γ(Ω)/2~)2 , (3.15)

where the width of the plasmon resonance is defined as

Γ(Ω) =
2~ε2(ω)∣∣∣∣dε1(ω)
dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=Ω

∣∣∣∣ , (3.16)

and its strength by

σ0
abs(Ω) =

V Ω

c
· [1− ε1(Ω)]2

ε2(Ω)
. (3.17)

This result can be further generalized, considering Γhom(Ω). instead of Γ(Ω) [98],

which is larger and describes all the damping mechanisms like quantum size effects,

chemical interface damping, etc.

σabs(ω,Ω) = σ0
abs(Ω) · (Γhom(Ω)/2~)2

(ω − Ω)2 + (Γhom(Ω)/2~)2 . (3.18)

Expressions (3.15) and (3.18) are formally identical to (3.11). For real metals, the

width and the strength of the resonance depend on the resonance frequency Ω. As

described above, the resonance frequency is directly related to the particle shape.

3.1.1 The polarizability tensor

Until here, the incident electric field
−→
E0 has been considered parallel to the principal

axes of the rotational ellipsoid. In such a case, the induced dipole moment reads as:

−→p = ε0εmα
−→
E0, (3.19)
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Figure 3.4: Propagation direction of the incident beam towards the support
and angles of incidence ϑ, and polarization ϕ.

or more explicitly 
px

py

pz

 = ε0εm


αx 0 0

0 αy 0

0 0 αz




E0x

E0y

E0z

 , (3.20)

where E0i are the components of the applied field
−→
E0 relative to the principal axes

of the rotational ellipsoid, i.e.
−→
E0 ·−→ei . But in practical cases, the coordinate axes are

chosen to be defined by the propagation direction of the incident beam. Therefore,

it is worth considering a generalized case to calculate the polarizabilty, where the

electric field is arbitrarily oriented with respect to the ellipsoid. The transformation

matrix M between both coordinate systems is defined in such a way that its elements

are mi,j = −→ei · −→ej . Then the induce dipole reads as

−→p ′ = ε0εmα′ ·
−→
E0

′, (3.21)

where

−→p ′ = M
T · −→p , (3.22)

−→
E0

′ = M
T ·
−→
E0, and (3.23)

α′ = M
T · α ·M (3.24)

are the induced dipole, the incident electric field and the polarizability, expressed

in the new coordinate system. The matrix M
T

is the transpose3 of M , and due to

3Formally MT
ij = Mji for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
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orthogonality of the coordinate axes, it is also its inverse, i.e. M
T ·M = M ·MT

= I,

or identity matrix.

I consider the special case of an angle of incidence ϑ between the electric field

propagation direction and the support surface normal and a polarization direction

defined by the angle ϕ around the direction of propagation (cf. Fig. 3.4). The

angle of polarization is 0◦ for an s-polarized electric field and 90◦ for a p-polarized

electric field. For the rotational ellipsoid it holds αx = αy ≡ αb and αz ≡ αa. The

absorption cross section, expressed in the new coordinate system [21], reads

σabs =
2πω

c
Im{αb cos2 ϕ sin2 ϑ + αb cos2 ϑ + αa sin2 ϕ sin2 ϑ}. (3.25)

In addition to (3.1) and the bulk experimental constants of silver [108] and gold

[109] this expression is used in this work to calculate the absorption cross section of

the metal nanoparticles.

3.2 Support influence

The spectral dependence of the plasma oscillation on the shape of the particles is

the base of the shape characterization as explained in the last section. In the second

chapter it was shown that the resonance frequency of cluster embedded in medium

with high refractive index, i.e. high dielectric constant, shift to lower frequencies.

Therefore, a similar qualitative behavior is expected for supported particles. Because

of that, evaluation of the support influence in order the derive the shape of the

particles it is necessary. However, the broken symmetry makes more complicated

the quantitative analysis. In principle, the excitation of plasma oscillations in the

metal particle leads to a polarization of the support. This fact has been described

by Yamaguchi [117] introducing a mirror-image dipole, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5a.

The support influence appears trough a parameter η which describes how deep the

ellipsoid is submerged in the support. It is defined as η = l/2a, where l is the distance

between the real and imaginary dipole. Within this model, the resonance frequencies

of the (1,1)- and (1,0)-modes depend on the axial ratio a/b of the ellipsoid and on

the parameter η, that accounts for changes of the depolarization factors La and Lb.

In order to determine the shape of the ellipsoid, i.e. a/b and η, one possibility is to

measure the dependence Ωb = f(Ωa). That is, the relative positions of the (1,1)- and
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the a) support and b) particle-particle
interaction within the Yamaguchi model. After [71].

(1,0)-mode [76]. The result can be later explained by the quasistatic approximation

with the definition of an effective medium with dielectric constant

εeff = mεs + (1−m)εm. (3.26)

The determination of the so-called mixing factor m by fitting the theoretical calcu-

lations to the experimental results takes care of the support influence [76].

This procedure is valid if the determination of Ωb and Ωa is experimentally realiz-

able. That is the case, for example, for silver, but not for gold, since the (1,0)-mode

is damped by the interband transition. To calculate the mixing factor for gold,

Ziegler followed geometrical considerations [118]. Both methods have been found to

be consistent for silver particles [118].

3.2.1 Calculation of the mixing factor

The mixing factor is a measure of the fraction of the nanoparticle surface that is

in contact with the support and therefore, “feels” another dielectric constant as

compared to the embedding medium, i.e. vacuum. The calculation of this mixing

factor is the mathematical problem of calculation of two different areas. I consider

the ellipsoid represented in Fig. 3.6.

The points of the ellipse follow the equation:

x2

b2
+

z2

a2
= 1, (3.27)

thus,

x(z) =
b
√

a2 − z2

a
(3.28)
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Figure 3.6: Geometric illustration of a oblate rotational ellipsoidal particle on
the support surface. After [118].

describes the positive x values of the depicted ellipse. The radius Rs of the area in

contact with the support is

Rs = x(z)

∣∣∣∣
z=h−a

=
b
√

a2 − (h− a)2

a
. (3.29)

Therefore, the area in contact with the support is

As = πR2
s =

πhb2(2a− h)

a2
. (3.30)

To calculate the particle area in contact with the embedding medium it is worth

remembering that the arc length of a function x(z) between x = x1 and x = x2 is

given by ∫ x2

x1

√
1 +

(
dx

dz

)2

dx. (3.31)

To calculate the bare area of the particle this arc should be rotated around the z

axis [119]. Then, the area in question is given by

Am = 2π

∫ h

0

x(z)

√
1 +

(
dx

dz

)2

dx + 2π

∫ h−a

0

x(z)

√
1 +

(
dx

dz

)2

dx. (3.32)

and the the mixing factor is defined as

m =
As

As + Am

. (3.33)
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Figure 3.7: Particle mixing factor m for different metal-oxide combinations
as a function of the axial ratio.

The mixing factor has been calculated here as a function of the axial ratio for

different metal and support combinations of interest in this work. For the calculation

the relation
∆h

a
=

Eadh

γmet(i)

, (3.34)

explained in the first chapter has been used. The results are depicted in Fig. 3.7.

3.3 Particle-particle interaction

Yamaguchi [117] also included in his model the cluster-cluster interaction as illus-

trated in Fig. 3.5b. For this purpose, the electromagnetic coupling between neigh-

boring particles is modelled through their dipole interactions, both real and mirror

image. Note here that he assumed only point dipoles. Yamaguchi considered clus-

ters with two main axes, i.e. a and b, located on square lattice points, the lattice

constant D̂ being small compared with the wavelength of the incident light [117].

In figure 3.8, some calculations within the Yamaguchi-model are represented. In all

cases, a gold particle with 〈Req〉 of 5 nm and an a/b of 0.5 is considered. A value of

0.8 for the parameter η is used. It is also found that small variations of η only have

a slight influence. In Fig. 3.8a, the absorption cross section of the gold particle is

depicted as a function of the distance D from its neighbor. Here, this magnitude is

defined as D = D̂/〈Req〉, a dimensionless normalized interdistance. The arrow indi-

cates that the particles are getting closer. A red-shift of the resonance condition, as

well as an increase of the extinction is observed for decreasing inter-particle distance.

In Fig. 3.8b, the redshift of the resonance condition is depicted as a function of the

particle interdistance. As can be seen in Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.8b, the cluster-cluster
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Figure 3.8: a) Influence of the normalized distance between particles D on
the absorption cross section of gold nanoparticles. The arrow indicates the
decreasing values of D as shown in the figure. b) Shift of the resonance
condition as a result of particle-particle interaction at different values of D.
For details see text.

interaction is important for gold when the separation between particles is smaller

than three times the mean size of the particles, i.e. D = 3.

3.4 Size considerations

In the second chapter, the range of validity of the quasistatic approximation has

already been introduced, i.e. R ≤ 0.02λ [20, 114]. The size of particles prepared

in this work exceeds this criterion in some cases. The larger sizes correspond to an

equivalent radius of approximately 20 nm. For the sake of simplicity, the approx-

imation will be, however, systematically used. In order to check the deviations of

this procedure, the scattering and absorption cross sections have also been computed

with the T-matrix method [115, 120]. Fig. 3.9a represents the normalized absorption

cross section of gold metal particles with different sizes. The absolute values have

been normalized with respect to the particle volume for direct comparison. As can

be seen, a slight red-shift of the resonance frequency, as well as a larger normalized

absorption, are observed for increasing sizes, in contrast to the predictions of the

quasistatic approximation. In Fig. 3.9b, the red-shift of the resonance is depicted

for different values of the particle size, i.e. Req. As can be observed, only a shift of

about 4 nm (0.02 eV) is expected for an equivalent radius of 20 nm. Therefore, this

effect can be neglected in a good approximation.
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Figure 3.9: a) Influence of the particle size on the absorption cross section
of gold nanoparticles. The arrow indicates the increasing values of 〈Req〉 as
shown in the figure. b) Shift of the resonance condition as a result of the
particle size.

Another important approximation is the use of the bulk dielectric function ε(ω).

This is justified since the resonance condition is only slightly influenced by variations

of ε(ω) due to size effects in the range of interest here [121].





Chapter 4

Laser Tailoring of Small Metal

Nanoparticles

The absorption of laser light by metal nanoparticles gives rise to a succession of

energy transformation processes. These involve the successive excitation and relax-

ation of the metal electrons, its interaction with the lattice, i.e. electron-phonon

relaxation and the phonon-phonon thermalization. Afterwards, several thermal pro-

cesses like melting or evaporation can be activated.

Clearly, the interaction of metal particles with laser light is mainly characterized

by the duration of the laser pulse, i.e. the pulse width τL. Figure 4.1 represents the

dynamical mechanisms, involved in the processes mentioned above. The different

time scales are compared to that of the pulse width in the figure. The photon

energy is absorbed by the electrons via interband, intraband transitions or collective

oscillations. This work concentrates on the last possibility. The incident electric

field firstly induces a dipole excitation which causes the conduction electrons to

oscillate with respect to the particle ionic core, i.e. the Mie resonance. Its period is

of the order of only a few femtoseconds and it is mainly determined by the particle

morphology. The initial coherent collective electron oscillation is, however, very soon

disturbed by different damping mechanisms like surface scattering of electrons. The

so-called dephasing time of the plasmon resonance scales1 about 10 fs. The injected

photon energy is subsequently redistributed among the electrons by electron-electron

scattering. In the case of silver, this takes place in the order of 350 fs, while it

increases up to 500 fs for gold [95]. The exchange of energy between the electron

gas and the lattice occurs through electron-phonon interactions. This takes place on

almost similar time scales, e.g. about 1 picosecond in the case of gold [95, 122]. The

last step to full thermalization, is the energy exchange with the particle environment

1This consideration is valid for particles within the size considered in this work.

53
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the time scale of different energy
transformation processes after laser light absorption by supported metal par-
ticles.

via phonon-phonon scattering, i.e. the heat diffusion to the dielectric support. It

takes place on a much longer time scale, from tens to few hundreds of picoseconds

depending on the nature of the environment.

From the discussion above, it is evident that the interaction of femtosecond-

pulsed laser light with metal nanoparticles makes it possible to investigate, in a

time-resolved scale, the electron relaxation dynamics. For this reason, this field

of research has attracted a lot of attention recently [122, 123, 124]. The laser-

induced morphological changes of metal nanoparticles are another topic of present

discussion. Laser light provides the opportunity to thermally change the size and

shape of metallic nanoparticles through melting and evaporation. Several studies

have reported melting or fragmentation of gold and silver particles in colloidal so-

lution [95, 125, 126, 127], in a glass matrix [128, 129] or supported on a substrate

[54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 130, 131]. The morphological changes depend on the

pulse energy, the laser wavelength and the pulse width.

Here I point out the work of Bosbach et al. [54]. Silver nanoparticles supported

on quartz were produced by vapor deposition under ultra-high vacuum conditions

and subsequent atom diffusion and nucleation, i.e. Volmer-Weber growth. The size

distribution of the nanoparticle ensemble was narrowed after growth by selective

heating of undesired particles by irradiation with nanosecond-pulsed laser light at

two different wavelengths. The selectivity was achieved via excitation of the plasmon

resonance of the supported particles with the help of a tunable laser source. The base

of the method, as has been discussed in the last chapter, is the strong dependence of

this resonance to the particle shape. The irradiation with laser light leads to atom

desorption, preferentially from the edges of the oblate particles [132], transforming
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Table 4.1: Values at room temperature of the heat conductivity kT expressed
in W/mK, and the heat diffusivity κ expressed in cm2/s, of several materials
of interest in this work. Data from references [102, 133].

quartz glass rutile sapphire gold silver

kT 1.36 8.5 47 317 429

κ 0.007 0.03 0.15 1.3 1.7

them into a more spherical geometry. It has been indicated that successive tuning

of the laser frequency can be used in this way to produce a more homogeneous

size distribution. In addition, it has been pointed out that this technique should

generally be applicable to particles which develop a plasmon resonance, e.g. gold.

The potential of this method, in order to narrow the size distribution of supported

gold nanoparticles is one of the main topics of discussion in this work. In the

following two sections, the theoretical foundations of the method are presented.

4.1 Laser-induced heating

As discussed above, in the case of nanosecond-pulsed laser light, the heat diffusion

from the metal particle to the support takes place on a time scale much shorter

than the pulse width. This enables a simple thermodynamic treatment of the laser-

induced temperature rise. Several thermodynamic properties2 of interest are listed

in table 4.1.

Since the support is transparent at the wavelengths considered here, only the

absorption of the laser light by the particles should be calculated. The absorption of

light from a single particle is determined by its absorption cross section, σabs(ω). In

this work, it is calculated according to the quasistatic approximation, as discussed

in detail in Chapters 2 and 3. As has already been explained, the particles can be

described as oblate rotational ellipsoids. For such aggregates, within the quasistatic

approximation, there is a one to one correspondence between its resonance frequency

Ω and the particle shape. Moreover, due to the growth process, a strong correlation

between the size and the shape of the particles is experimentally observed3 [71, 98].

This makes it possible to characterize a single particle by its resonance frequency Ω,

which is a function of the volume V of the particle. For this reason, the absorption

2The heat diffusivity of a material is defined as κ = kT

c0ρ , where kT , c0 and ρ are the heat
conductivity, heat capacity and density of the material.

3For details see Chapter 7.
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cross section of a single particle with resonance frequency Ω and volume V at any

particular frequency will be denoted as σabs(ω, Ω). It is assumed that in the excited

particles, the absorbed photon energy is converted completely into heat by electron-

electron and electron-phonon coupling. The absorbed heat will be

Q = σabs(ωL, Ω) · F, (4.1)

where F is the fluence of the laser pulse. A metal is characterized by a good heat

conductivity. For a particle of equivalent radius4 Req = 5 nm, the heat diffusion

time, i.e. τth(Au) = R2
eq/κ(Au) ' 0.2 ps is much shorter than the laser pulse dura-

tion of typically about 5 ns. Hence, the whole volume of the particle is heated almost

instantaneously and homogeneously as compared to the pulse duration. Although

the heat diffusion is much slower within the support5, i.e. τth(SiO2) ' 40 ps, it is

still a very short time as compared to the pulse duration. Therefore, the particle can

be regarded as a source of heat on the support surface with a uniform steady state

temperature at the very beginning of the laser pulse. Since the thermal diffusion

length within the support during the laser pulse, i.e. lth(SiO2) =
√

κ(SiO2)τL ' 60

nm, is much larger than the particles’ radius, the laser-heated particle can be con-

sidered as point-like, and the heat wave as spherical. This is schematically depicted

in Fig 4.2. Each particle is considered a thermal point-source of intensity

I0 =
F

τL

σabs(ωL, Ω)

πR2
s

, (4.2)

where Rs is the radius of the contact area between particle and support surface.

The temporal and spatial evolution of the temperature as a result of the heating of

a particle and the heat flow through the support is determined by the heat diffusion

equation. Considering the contact area between particle and support surface as an

homogeneous and a constant source of heat, the spatial and temporal temperature

distribution during the laser pulse can be found in reference [134]

∆T1(r, z, t) =
I0Rs

2kT

∫ ∞

0

J0(ζr)J1(σRs)

[
exp(−ζz)erfc

(
z

2
√

κt
− ζ

√
κt

)
− exp(ζz)erfc

(
z

2
√

κt
+ ζ

√
κt

)]
dζ

ζ
.

(4.3)

4The equivalent radius has been defined in the first chapter as the radius of a sphere with the
same volume as the actual particle.

5As a first estimation I consider here τth(SiO2) = R2
eq/κ(SiO2).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the rapid conversion of the absorbed
photon energy into heat by supported metal nanoparticles. Note that the
interaction depends on the particle morphology. Two different contributions
to the heat diffusion within the support can be distinguished: on the one
hand, a three-dimensional flow from each particle, and on the other hand, a
one-dimensional part from the whole illuminated ensemble. After [98].

Here, r and z are the coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the support surface;

ζ is the integration variable, J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of first kind and of

zero and first order, respectively.

This result has been used by Stietz et al. [63] to calculate the increase of the sup-

port temperature. However, I remark here, that the last expression is only necessary

in order to calculate the temperature distribution before a steady state is achieved.

In practise, particular cases of the last expression can be considered [134].

For long laser pulses (t → ∞), the temperature variation along the normal to

the support surface is

∆T1(0, z,∞) =
I0

kT

[√
z2 + R2

s − z

]
. (4.4)

The maximum temperature reached in the center area of contact between the metal

particle and the support surface is

∆T1 =
I0Rs

kT

. (4.5)
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This last result was already pointed out by Bosbach [135] as well as Vartanyan

et al. later [136]. The expressions (4.4) and (4.5) are valid for a time much longer

than the heat diffusion time within the support, i.e. τth(SiO2) ' 40 ps. Note that

after a short transient time, i.e. τth, the particle temperature increases up to a limit

value and remains approximately constant. As a result, most of the absorbed energy

by the particle is spent to expand the heated support volume.

Until here, the estimation of the temperature rise of a single particle neglects the

heat diffusion from its neighbors. This approximation is only valid as long as the

mean distance between neighbors is much larger than the thermal diffusion length

during the pulse duration, i.e. lth =
√

κ(SiO2)τL ' 60 nm. Therefore, an estimation

of the temperature increase of the support surface illuminated by the laser spot is

necessary6. Since the dimension of the illuminated area is much larger than the

thermal diffusion length within the support, the heat wave should be approximated

in this case as a plane wave, instead of a spherical one. This fact can also be observed

in Fig. 4.2. As a result, the support temperature does not converge to a steady state

value, but increases as a function of the square root of the time elapsed after the

beginning of the laser pulse [134, 136]. The corresponding temperature rise ∆T2 at

the end of the pulse can also be found in reference [134]

∆T2 =
2〈I0〉
kT

√
κτL

π
. (4.6)

The heat intensity averaged over the whole illuminated area is

〈I0〉 =
F

τL

〈σabs(ωL, Ω)〉
πD̂2

. (4.7)

where D̂ is the mean distance between particles7, the 〈σabs(ωL, Ω)〉 is the average

absorption cross section of the illuminated nanoparticles.

Note that there is no limiting value of the mean support temperature in this

regime. The longer the laser pulse, the higher the mean temperature reached by the

support. Of course, after much longer times, when heat travels a distance larger than

the beam diameter, the heat flow acquires three-dimensional nature again. However,

this time scale is much longer than the laser pulse duration.

6The distance between particles is around 15 nm, as is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
7Note that D̂ has been used previously as the distance between particles within the model of

Yamaguchi. See section 3.3.
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The temperature during illumination at the center of the contact area between

particles and support surface is

T = T0 + ∆T1 + ∆T2. (4.8)

Therefore, the temperature rise can be written as

∆T = F · (C1 + C2), (4.9)

where

C1 =
σabs(ωL, Ω)

πkT RsτL

, (4.10)

and

C2 =
2〈σabs(ωL, Ω)〉

kT D̂2

√
κ

πτL

. (4.11)

After the end of the pulse, the temperature decreases to the initial temperature

T0. The selective contribution ∆T1 decreases with a time constant of the order of

the heat diffusion time into the substrate. In contrast, the uniform temperature rise

∆T2 decays in a time interval comparable with that of the pulse duration τL. For

repetition rates of 10 Hz, the samples reaches the initial temperature long before

the next pulse arrives.

4.2 Laser-induced atom desorption

While selective laser heating is possible via excitation of the plasmon resonance

in particles with specific morphology, its tailoring is based on desorption of atoms

from their surface. This process, stimulated by the absorption of laser light, can

be both thermal or non-thermal [137]. The latter case, i.e. photochemical desorp-

tion, is characterized by a linear dependence of the desorption rate on the laser

fluence. This process is based on localized electronic excitations enhanced via sur-

face plasmons, a mechanism of metal-atom desorption [138, 139, 140]. In contrast,

thermal desorption relies on the rapid transformation of the absorbed photon en-

ergy into heat, by thermalization of the electron gas and the phonon bath of the

particle. The evaporation rate follows an Arrhenius dependence on the laser fluence

[141, 142, 143]. As a result, the amount of evaporated atoms can be several orders

of magnitude larger than in photochemical desorption. Because of that, thermal

evaporation can be used as a tool to tailor the particle morphology. The evaporated

atoms are preferentially released from the edges and perimeters of the aggregates

[132]. At these special sites the number of low-coordinated atoms, i.e. species with
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the tailoring process based on selec-
tive laser-induced heating and atom desorption. From left to right different
stages of the process. The top and the bottom represent two different steps,
correspondingly to the different illumination wavelength.

very low binding energy, is particularly high. As a consequence, reduction of the

particle size is accompanied by a reshaping towards a more spherical geometry, i.e.

the shape of thermodynamic equilibrium. Bosbach et al. [54] showed by atomic

force microscopy that the size distribution of silver particles supported on a quartz

crystal can be narrowed drastically in a two-step laser-irradiation process. The flu-

ence during irradiation was set between 100 and 500 mJ/cm2. The laser source was

a Nd:YAG laser with a pulse width about 7 ns. The idea of this tailoring process

is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In one step, large particles shrink in size

while are re-shaped towards a more spherical geometry8. For this purpose, the laser

wavelength is selected in such a way that only the large flat particles within the

ensemble absorb light efficiently. This is illustrated in the top row of Fig. 4.3. In

another step, small particles are heated until they are completely evaporated. In

8The particle reshaping is due to both atom desorption and self-diffusion.
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this case, the laser wavelength should be tuned to selectively heat the small and

more spherical clusters. See bottom of Fig. 4.3. After irradiation, the width of the

inhomogeneous line-width of the plasmon resonance is reduced, as a result of the

alteration of the particle morphology. For this reason, it has been indicated that the

optical spectra can be used to monitor the tailoring process and serve as a tool to

estimate the narrowing of the size distribution [63].

4.3 State of the art

Reshaping of supported gold and silver nanoparticles towards spherical geometry

after irradiation with laser light, has been widely reported [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,

60, 61, 130, 131]. However, the idea indicated by Bosbach et al. [54] in order to

narrow the size distribution of a nanoparticle ensemble, contrasts with the generally

reported phenomena of particle coalescence after irradiation with laser light [20, 56,

57, 58, 59, 61].

Werner et al. [56] observed particle sintering after irradiation with a He-Ne laser

(λL = 633 nm, F ' 100 mJ/cm2, τL ' 200 ns) of gold films prepared on glass sub-

strates by vapor deposition with initial sizes around 6 nm. However, in this work,

the initial particle morphology appears as an interconnected network, as observed

by transmission electronic micrographs. For this reason, I believe that the observed

phenomena could be easily explained as thermal-induced coalescence of aggregates

in contact during irradiation. Nevertheless, these criteria cannot explain the results

of Kawasaki et al. [58]. Gold and silver were prepared by the sputtering method on

mica supports at 300 ◦C. The resulting nanoparticle ensemble consists in this case

of well-separated particles, as extracted from atomic force microscopy. However,

particle coarsening was observed after irradiation9 with a Nd:YAG laser (λL = 532

nm, F ' 100 mJ/cm2, τL ' 5 ns). The laser-induced coalescence was explained

as a thermal process. The authors suggested that the particle temperature during

irradiation should be high enough to cause melting and a liquid-like behavior of

the particles, being responsible for the observed coalescence. This idea is further

developed by Resta et al. [61]. In this contribution, the authors report on the

interaction of nanosecond-pulsed laser light with supported gold nanoparticles on

amorphous alumina prepared by pulsed laser deposition. The influence of the laser

wavelength has been studied by a combination of a Nd:YAG laser with an optical

parametric oscillator (λL ∼ 634− 685 nm, F ∼ 10− 100 mJ/cm2, τL ' 5 ns). Two

fluence regimes were experimentally observed. At low fluence, only reshaping of the

9This was observed even after one single shot.
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particles after irradiation is observed. At larger values, coarsening of the ensemble

takes place. The results were independent of the laser wavelength. Resta suggested

that at large values of the fluence, the substrate is effectively heated and parti-

cle diffusion is thermally activated, resulting in particle coalescence. An important

experimental evidence related to this fact was earlier reported by Yang et al. [59].

Gold nanoparticles were prepared by vapor deposition onto SiO2/Si supports and af-

terwards irradiated by a KrF pulsed excimer laser (λL = 284 nm, F ' 20 mJ/cm2,

τL ' 20 ns). After vapor deposition, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicated

some interfacial interaction between the gold and the silicon atoms. After irradia-

tion with laser light this technique indicated the loss of this substrate/nanoparticle

interaction. In addition, atomic force microscopy shows particle coalescence into

larger, spherical nanoparticles. Note that in this case, the laser wavelength lies

within the gold interband transition.

Kaganovskii et al. [57] prepared gold and silver particles on glass and NaCl

substrates. The ensembles were irradiated with dye laser pulses under vacuum

conditions (λL = 584 nm, F ' 100 mJ/cm2, τL ' 7 ns) and the effect of the

laser intensity was studied by interference of two beams. Particle coalescence

is observed and it is found to be dependent of the light intensity. The particle

coalescence is attributed to the sintering of the particles which are in contact

before irradiation or due to particle migration. A theoretical model of the laser

induced-heating is presented, which is comparable to that presented in section 4.1.

The proposed mechanism for mass transfer, in contrast to the contributions earlier

discussed, is non-thermal. It is suggested that particle charging, by laser-induced

electron emission, gives rise to repulsive forces between charged island and elec-

trostatic attractive forces between charged and neutral island via dipole interactions.

Tailoring of the particle size by irradiation with laser light, after particle prepa-

ration, is presented in Chapter 8. The effects explained above are further discussed

in this chapter.



Chapter 5

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering

(SERS)

5.1 General remarks

Raman scattering is a widely used vibrational spectroscopic technique. The basic

theory for explaining the Raman effect [144, 145, 146] was developed before its dis-

covery in 1928 [147]. Briefly, in this effect, incident light is inelastically scattered

by molecules and shifted in frequency by the energy of the characteristic molecu-

lar vibrations. Raman scattering provides information about vibrational levels of

molecules or, in other words, its structural fingerprint. A milestone for the develop-

ment of this technique has been the invention of the laser by Maiman in 1960 [148].

The reason is that it provides a powerful and monochromatic light source. The wide

range in frequencies of today’s lasers allows selection of the optimum excitation con-

ditions for each molecule. Due to its non-destructive character, Raman scattering

has been largely applied in the study of biological molecules.

However, the applications of Raman scattering are strongly limited by the weak

intensity of the Raman-scattered light. When light is scattered from an atom or a

molecule, most photons are elastically scattered (Rayleigh scattering), and only a

small fraction is scattered at frequencies different from that of the incident photons.

For this reason, the observation of an unexpected strongly Raman scattering signal

of pyridine molecules adsorbed on silver electrodes made in 1974 by Fleischmann and

co-workers attracted a lot of attention [149]. The electrodes were electrochemically

roughened to increase the number of adsorbed molecules or Raman scattering cen-

ters. The scientific groups of both Jeanmaire and Van Duyne [150] and Albercht and

Creighton [151] confirmed independently that the increase of the Raman scattering

63
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intensity could not be explained as a consequence of the increase of the number

of molecules attached on the surface as a result of the roughness of the electrode.

Jeanmaire and Van Duyne proposed an electric field enhancement mechanism to

explain the strong scattering, whereas for Albercht and Creighton, the reason was a

broadening of the molecular electronic energy levels through interaction with surface

plasmons in the metal.

Since its discovery, this effect of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has

been demonstrated for many molecules and different metals such as alkalis, noble

or even transitions metals [39]. Usually, noble metals are used, because their en-

hancement is strong and they can be easily handled. Although the enhancement is

stronger for silver, gold is more appreciate for biophysical applications. The reason is

twofold. On the one hand, it is chemically inactive as compared to silver, and on the

other hand, its resonance frequency lies at lower photon energies, leading to a less

destructive character. In addition to electrochemically roughened electrodes, differ-

ent techniques have been used for the preparation of metal-island films, in particular

electron-beam lithography or use of colloids. Moreover, related phenomena such as

surface-enhanced second-harmonic generation [36], fluorescence [34] or absorption

[35] have been observed. Although the theoretical understanding of the mechanism

of surface-enhancement of the Raman scattering is not final, it is generally accepted

that there are two contributions corresponding to the initial different points of view:

The first is an electromagnetic effect which accounts for an enhancement of the lo-

cal fields in the vicinity of metal nanostructure surfaces when they are irradiated

with light in resonance or near resonance with the surface plasmon of the metal.

The second mechanism is the chemical effect or charge transfer mechanism, which

is related to the transfer of electrons between the adsorbed molecule and the metal.

This second mechanism can be regarded as a modification of the molecular response

due to the adsorption on the metal surface.

Because of the enhancement effect, the detection limits of the so-called surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) are strongly lowered, opening up exciting oppor-

tunities in the field of biophysical and biomedical spectroscopy. SERS provides the

structural information of Raman scattering together with ultrasensitive detection

limits, allowing even spectroscopy of single molecules. Like Raman spectroscopy,

SERS can be carried out under ambient conditions in almost every environment

and without requiring any sample preparation. The weak Raman effect of water

allows the use of this spectroscopic technique in aqueous solutions. In addition,

SERS provides both spatial and temporal resolution, which are determined by the

spot size and the laser pulse width, respectively. As a result, SERS spectra on a
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Figure 5.1: a) Schematic representation of the inelastic photon scattering
from an imaginary tri-atomic molecule. b) Energetic transitions involved in
Raman scattering.

picosecond time scale enable the detection of short-lived intermediated species or,

in general, monitor time-dependent biophysical processes. Combined with confocal

microscopy, SERS makes possible monitoring a whole cell on a realistic time scale

and resolve its internal chemical changes [152, 153, 154, 155]. To finish, SERS is an

analytical technique which can give information about interface processes such as

catalysis [156].

5.2 Raman scattering and SERS

Suppose an incident photon, with energy ~ωL, which is inelastically scattered by a

molecule, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. When the photon looses energy by exciting the

molecule to an upper vibrational level, it is scattered at a lower frequency ωS =

ωL − ωM , where ~ωM is the energy between two characteristic molecular vibration

levels, and ωS is the Stokes frequency. Another possibility is that the photon gains

energy interacting with a molecule that ends in a lower vibrational level. In such a

case, the photon is scattered at a higher frequency ωaS = ωL +ωM , where ωaS is the

anti-Stokes frequency.

It is important to note that the interaction of the photon with the molecule is

not due to an absorption and emission process, but due to scattering. In the special

case of resonant Raman scattering, photons are in resonance with real molecular

transitions. In Fig. 5.1.b, the energy levels |nk〉, and |nl〉 are only virtual levels in
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normal Raman scattering and real in the case of resonance Raman scattering. The

total Raman signal can be expressed as

IR(ωS) ≈ N0σ
RI(ωL), (5.1)

where N0 is the number of molecules, σR is the Raman cross section of the molecules

and I(ωL) the laser intensity. It is worth making an estimation of the scattered

intensity. An example would be to follow the procedure made by van Duyne [150],

which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.2a.

For this purpose I consider a laser intensity of 1 W. If the source is the 514.5

nm line of an Ar+ laser that corresponds to ∼ 2.6 × 1018 photons/s, each of them

with an energy of ~ωL
∼= 2.41 eV. The laser beam is focused on a spot area of

10µm × 10µm = 1010Å
2
. Taking into account that the Raman cross section, for

normal Raman scattering, is on the order of 10−31 cm2 = 10−15Å
2
, then

IR(ωS) ≈ N0 · 10−15Å
2
· 2.6× 1018 photons/s

1010Å
2 ≈ N0 · 2.6× 10−7 photons/s. (5.2)

This means that, at least N0 ∼ 108 molecules are necessary to obtain a reasonable

Raman signal, i.e. ≈ 26 counts/s. If ∼ 108 molecules are located in the spot area

(1010Å
2
), this means∼ 10−2 molecules/Å

2
, so I estimate a volume concentration of∼

10−3 molecules/Å
3
, i.e. ∼ 1024 molecules/l. In the typical units, this concentration

corresponds1 to ∼ 1.7 M, where M represents the molar concentration.

Since the cross section for resonance Raman scattering is up to three orders

of magnitude larger, resonance Raman spectroscopy can be used to enhance the

poor signal of normal Raman scattering. Raman scattering can also be amplified

considerably if two laser beams are used, whose difference frequency matches a

vibrational excitation of the ground state. This technique is known as stimulated

Raman scattering [157]. Fig. 5.1b also describes this process if the first and second

laser transitions (from left to right) are the pump and probe beams.

After Fleischmann reported [149] ∼ 500−1000 counts/s for normal Raman scat-

tering, from just a 0.05 M pyridine solution using only 100 mW of the 514.5 line

of the Ar+, or Jeanmaire ∼ 40000 counts/s for almost similar conditions (200 mW

instead of 100 mW), the surprising reaction of the scientific community is under-

standable. The enhancement factors for this first observations of the phenomenon

were ∼ 105.

1The molecular weight of pyridine is 79.10 g/mol [102].
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Figure 5.2: Schematic exemplification of a) a Raman and b) a surface-
enhanced Raman scattering processes. Detailed zooms illustrate electric fields
involved in each process.

To quantify the scattered light intensity when the molecules are attached onto

metal nanoparticles, I follow the procedure of Kneipp [43], as illustrated in Fig. 5.2b.

The total SERS signal can be expressed as:

ISERS(ωS) ≈ N∗
0 σR

adsf(ωS, ωL)I(ωL), (5.3)

where N∗
0 is the number of molecules attached on the surface, σR

ads is the altered

Raman cross section of the adsorbed molecules (chemical effect) and f(ωS, ωL) is

an enhancement factor that accounts for the larger local fields in the vicinity of the

metal surface.

Usually, the surface enhancement factor is estimated by the increase of the

molecular concentration detection limit. The initial reported value increased up

to 106− 108, depending on the SERS substrate and the wavelength excitation used.

The theoretical models that initially appeared to account for the measured obser-

vations, gave values of 10 − 100 for the chemical effect [158, 159] and 104 − 106

for the electromagnetic enhancement [156, 160, 161]. A monotonic increase of the
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electromagnetic enhancement with the wavelength was observed as predicted from

the quasistatic approximation [160].

The surface enhancement mechanisms caused even more confusion after the ob-

servation of single molecule SERS enhancement with single nanoparticles [46, 162,

163, 164] and with colloidal aggregates [38, 45, 165, 166]. The estimation of the en-

hancement factor to explain single molecule detection increased up to 1014. Another

important observation was that this unexpected and extraordinary large enhance-

ment was quite inhomogeneous. While Nie speaks of SERS-active or hot particles,

Kneipp refers to hot spots or hot areas. Measurements were carried out in the group

of Nie [162] to study the role of aggregation. Although they found out an increase

of the SERS intensity after aggregation of SERS active particles, only weak SERS

enhancement was measured for “non-hot” particles. To increase the confusion even

more, a blinking behavior in the millisecond-to-second time scale for the Raman

emission was observed. A strong effort has been made to estimate the largest elec-

tromagnetic enhancement [167, 168], as well as a revision of the chemical effect

contribution [169] that can explain the single-molecule SERS enhancement. The

conclusions are that the maximum electromagnetic enhancement can reach values

of about ∼ 1011, but only under certain circumstances like between two very close

particles or on very sharp surfaces. Accurate calculations of the contribution of the

chemical effect, also under similar conditions, lead to values of ∼ 102 − 103. These

conclusions are in very good agreement with several observations made by the group

of Nie. They already suggested that the key of the single molecule SERS enhance-

ment are special active sites on the particle surface as adatoms, sharp steps or edges

[162]. Even more, some of the hot single particles as measured by AFM, in tapping

mode, were considered possible aggregates of two or three particles after correla-

tion with optical measurements [163]. In addition, some AFM images already show

faceted hot particles, and hot aggregates containing four linearly arranged particles

[38, 170].

5.3 Electromagnetic enhancement mechanism

Comparing the enhancement factors of the chemical effect and the electromagnetic

enhancement, it is clear that the second mechanism dominates. This enhancement

mechanism is closely related to the excitation of plasma oscillations in the metal

nanoparticles by the incident laser light, i.e. the surface plasmon polariton reso-

nance. As already discussed in the second chapter, its excitation leads, in the simple

case, to an electric dipolar oscillation. Therefore, the electric field in the vicinity of
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the metal nanoparticle surface, i.e. the electric field at the molecule surrounding, is

largely increased under resonant condition.

Consider a small metal sphere, of the radius R, illuminated with a plane

monochromatic wave E = E0 exp(ikz − iωLt), where E0 is the field amplitude,

k is the wave vector, and ωL the laser frequency. The field inside the sphere is

homogeneous and collinear with the incident field. Its strength is given by [21]:

E = E0 ·
3εm

ε + 2εm

. (5.4)

The field outside the particle is obtained as the sum of the incident field and of the

field scattered by the particle. The scattered field corresponds, within the quasistatic

approximation, to the field of a point dipole, located at the center of the sphere and

oscillating with the same frequency as the incident field. The amplitude of the

scattered field may be derived from the dependence of its potential Φ(r,θ) on the

distance r from the center of the sphere, and the polar angle θ with respect to the

polarization direction of the incident field [21]

Φ(r,θ) = R3E0 ·
ε− εm

ε + 2εm

· cos θ

r2
. (5.5)

Differentiation with respect to r and θ gives the normal Er and tangential Eθ com-

ponents of the electric field:

Er = −∂Φ(r,θ)

∂r
= 2R3E0 ·

ε− εm

ε + 2εm

· cos θ

r3
, (5.6)

Eθ = −1

r

∂Φ(r,θ)

∂θ
= R3E0 ·

ε− εm

ε + 2εm

· sin θ

r3
. (5.7)

And the square of the modulus of the electric field is:

|E|2 = R6E2
0 ·

∣∣∣∣ ε− εm

ε + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 · 1 + 3 cos2 θ

r6
. (5.8)

Eq. (5.4) and (5.5) show that the field inside and outside of the sphere may be

largely enhanced if the denominators (ε + 2εm) approach zero. But this condition

is already familiar, since it rules the plasmon resonance in metal nanoparticles as

explained in detail in the second chapter. The close relation of the SERS effect with

the excitation of surface plasmon resonances makes the initial observation of the

phenomenon clear. The green and blue emission wavelengths of the Ar+ laser in the

experiment of Fleischmann and co-workers are exactly in the excitation range of the

surface plasmons of the bumps on the electrochemically roughened silver electrode.
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From this point of view, silver is a metal of choice for such applications because it

possesses a well-developed plasmon resonance.

As can easily be seen in Eq. (5.8), the field on the particle surface, i.e. r = R,

does not depend on its size. On the other hand the field falls rapidly with the growing

distance from the surface. A remark is necessary at this point. The independence of

the field enhancement on to the size of the particles holds only within the model of

the quasistatic approximation. Common SERS-substrates consist of colloidal silver

particles with sizes of ∼ 100 nm. In this size range, the quasistatic approximation

is no longer valid.

The dipole electric potential Φ(r,θ), as well as the square of the modulus of the

electric field |E(r, θ)|2, have been calculated here for a spherical silver particle of 5

nm radius in resonance condition, i.e. ω = Ω. The results are represented in Fig.

5.3. In the case of the electric potential, the angular dependence has a strong impact

on the spatial distribution. However, in the case of the square of the modulus of

the electric field the ∼ 1
r6 dependence leads to a rapid decrease. As a result, the

angular dependence looses its initial strong importance. To simplify the analysis,

the angular dependence in Eq. (5.8) is neglected and a dimensionless enhancement

parameter can be defined as

f =
|E|2

E2
0

≈
∣∣∣∣ ε− εm

ε + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 · ( R

R + d

)6

, (5.9)

where d represents the distance from the sphere surface. But not only the enhance-

ment of the incident field, but also the scattered field plays a role, i.e. the Raman

scattered field, will be enhanced (if it is in resonance with the surface plasmon of

the metal sphere). Taking into account both enhanced fields, the electromagnetic

enhancement factor can be written as

f(ωL, ωS) = f(ωL)f(ωS) ≈
∣∣∣∣ ε(ωL)− εm

ε(ωL) + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣∣ ε(ωS)− εm

ε(ωS) + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 · ( R

R + d

)12

. (5.10)

As concluded from this expression, the enhancement is particularly strong if both the

excitation (laser) and the scattered (Raman) fields are in resonance with the surface

plasmon. Therefore, a new technological development is desired, i.e. the fabrication

of SERS substrates with an appropriate resonance frequency Ω for specific laser

excitation wavelengths and molecule detection.

In this work, the use of supported nobel metal nanoparticles as SERS-substrates

is considered as an example of the potential of controlling cluster morphology for a

specific application. The above introduction of the electric field enhancement should
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Figure 5.3: Spatial distribution of a) the electric potential and b) the square
electric modulus of the induced dipole in a 5 nm radius Ag sphere at resonance
condition. The potential is normalized with Φ(R,0) and the square of the
electric field with E2

0 . For details see text.

be reconsidered. As discussed previously, the shape of the particles is assumed to be

so regular and smooth that they may be regarded as oblate rotational ellipsoids. The

field distribution around the metal particles differs from the spherical case, where

symmetry simplifies the problem. In this case, the angle of incidence of the incident

electric field, as well as its polarization direction should be taken into account. This

incident electric field, of the strength E0, is considered parallel to the long principal

half axis b of the ellipsoid, which is characterized by the depolarization factor Lb.

The field inside the particle is homogeneous and collinear to the incident field. Its

value is given by:

Ein = E0 ·
εm

εm + Lb(ε− εm)
. (5.11)

The field outside the particle is obtained as the sum of the incident field and of

the field scattered by the particle. In contrast to the field inside the particle, it is

not homogeneous. Due to the boundary conditions, the strength of the electric field

at the ellipsoid surface increases as the radius of curvature decreases. The field at

the pole (tip) is normal to the particle and its strength Etip satisfies the boundary

condition

εEin = εmEtip. (5.12)
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For simplicity, the spatial dependence of the electric field is omitted, and the

field enhancement f is defined as

f =
|Etip|2

E2
0

. (5.13)

The enhancement is therefore considered only on the tip, where it is larger. From

Eq. (5.11) and Eq. (5.12) one gets:

f =

∣∣∣∣ ε

εm + Lb(ε− εm)

∣∣∣∣2 . (5.14)

I consider free2 particles, i.e. εm = 1. Hence,

f =
1

L2
b

ε2
1 + ε2

2

[ε1 − 1 + 1/Lb]2 + ε2
2

. (5.15)

Taking into account the resonance condition[
ε1(Ω)− 1 +

1

Lb

]2

+ [ε2(Ω)]2 ≈
[
ε1(Ω)− 1 +

1

Lb

]2

≈ 0 (5.16)

the field enhancement can be written as

f(ω) = [1− ε1(Ω)]2
[ε1(ω)]2 + [ε2(ω)]2

[ε1(ω)− ε1(Ω)]2 + [ε2(ω)]2
. (5.17)

It is useful to relate the field enhancement to the absorption cross section of the

particle. As already explained in the third chapter [98],

σabs(ω,Ω) =
V ω

c
· ε2(ω) · [1− ε1(Ω)]2

[ε1(ω)− ε1(Ω)]2 + [ε2(ω)]2
(5.18)

thus,

f(ω) =
σabs(ω,Ω)

V
· c

ω
· [ε1(ω)]2 + [ε2(ω)]2

ε2(ω)
. (5.19)

Note that the enhancement of the incident field (laser light) and Raman scattered

field should also be considered, thus

f(ωL, ωS) = f(ωL)f(ωS). (5.20)

2For an arbitrary embedding medium, it is also possible to consider ε
εm

= ε1+ε2 in the following
discussion.
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Figure 5.4: Enhancement factor for a) silver and b) gold oblate rotational
ellipsoid-shaped particles. The axial ratio of the correspondent particles is
indicated in the figure. The electric field is considered parallel to the large
axis of symmetry.

The enhancement factor has been calculated here for silver and gold particles with

different axial ratios. The results are depicted in Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b, respec-

tively. Due to the interband transition of gold, the approximation used in Eq. (5.16)

should be considered carefully. For this reason, the enhancement factor for spherical

particles has been calculated with the help of the expression (5.8). Only for particles

with an axial ratio up to 0.4, the equation (5.19) has been applied. The results are

comparable to other calculations based on the quasistatic approximation [160].

5.4 Charge transfer mechanism

In spite of the strong relation between the surface enhancement and the excitation

of plasmon resonances, several experimental results indicate that another additional

mechanism also operates, i.e. the chemical effect or charge transfer mechanism.

If the electromagnetic enhancement effect were the only mechanism for the strong

SERS signal, it would be non-selective for any molecule adsorbed on the surface.

But, for example, methanol does not show any SERS enhancement [45, 166]. Or,
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Figure 5.5: On the left a schematic representation of a Raman scattering
process via an electron transfer process for a metal-adatom complex is shown.
On the right, the atomic potential of the free atom is illustrated.

although the molecules CO and N2 present an almost identical Raman cross section,

the intensity of the SERS signal of CO is about fifty times higher than that of N2

[40]. Another observation, which cannot be explained easily by the electromagnetic

enhancement, is the dependence of the SERS intensity of molecules adsorbed in

silver electrode on its potential. The value of the electrode potential at which the

SERS intensity reaches its maximum depends strongly on the frequency of the laser

excitation [149, 151, 171].

The chemical effect is due to a charge transfer mechanisms as a result of the

electronic coupling between the molecule and the metal. The wave functions of the

electron in the metal and adsorbate molecule overlap, which results in the tunneling

of electrons between both the metal and the molecule. The charge transfer process

explains the experimental observations that the electromagnetic enhancement does

not. For example, the weakness of the SERS effect for methanol or N2 is due to

the absence of an effective adsorption of the molecules on the metal surface [40].

The dependence on the electrode potential, which accounts for the maximum SERS

intensity, can also be explained in a straightforward manner by the charge transfer

mechanism. Variation of the electrode potential leads to changes of the relative

energy between the metal Fermi energy level and the adsorbate energy levels. As a

result, the resonance condition for charge transfer slightly differs and the incoming

photon should match this altered condition [149, 151, 171].

In contrast to the electromagnetic enhancement mechanism, where no direct

contact between the molecule and metal is necessary, this is a primary condition for

the charge transfer mechanism. For this reason, it is also known as first layer effect in

the literature. For the same reason, the electromagnetic enhancement is considered

to have a long-distance influence, although its effects are only local. In comparison
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to the nanometer-scale roughness, necessary for excitation of the plasmon resonance,

an atomic-scale roughness is also mentioned in the literature as a condition for this

chemical effect. These, so-called as special sites, also give the explanation of the

blinking effect observed in single molecule SERS. Thermal diffusive jumps of the

molecule at atomic scale are responsible for this effect and of the freezing out of this

phenomenon at low temperatures [169].

The schematic picture of a charge transfer mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.

For simplicity, an atomic potential is illustrated, i.e. an adsorbed atom instead of a

molecule. The molecular orbital |n〉 will be broadened as a result of the interaction

with the metal once the molecule is adsorbed. This broadening reflects that molec-

ular electrons of this orbital can transfer to the metal, being no longer localized.

The density of states can be approximated by a Lorentzian curve after adsorption,

whose width indicates the finite lifetime of the transferred electrons. The molec-

ular orbital is not only broadened, but also shifted in frequency. As a result, the

typical picture is a broad level of the adsorbed molecule close to the Fermi level of

the metal. As an example, one kind of charge transfer process is described in the

following [158, 172, 173]. The so-called dynamical charge transfer takes place in four

steps:

1. The absorption of a photon leads to the creation (excitation) of a electron in

the metal.

2. The electron transfers to an excited electronic state level of the adsorbate,

via tunneling for physisorbed adsorbates or via hybridization for chemisorbed

adsorbates.

3. The electron from the excited level of the adsorbate transfers back to the metal.

4. Emission of a photon.

If the molecule ends up in its initial vibrational state, the scattered photon will have

the same frequency as the incident photon, i.e. elastic or Rayleigh scattering occurs.

However, the charge transfer in the second step leads to a change of the electronic

potential of the molecule. As a result, a nuclear relaxation is induced, which is over

after the third step. There is always a probability that the final vibrational state is

different from the initial one. For a higher final vibrational state, the frequency of

the scattered photon will be lower than the incident one, i.e. ωS = ωL−ωM . In such

a case, the photon has been inelastically scattered by the molecule-metal system,

i.e. Raman scattering has taken place.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Set-up

6.1 Ultra-high vacuum system

The preparation, optical characterization and laser tailoring of metal nanoparticles

are carried out in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system, schematically depicted in

Fig. 6.1. The system consists of four inter-connected parts. In the processing cham-

ber , at a pressure < 1×10−8 mbar, the sample are prepared (gold or silver particles)

and laser-tailored. There, the samples are also characterized in situ by optical spec-

troscopy. A transfer chamber, at a pressure < 3 × 10−10 mbar, where a protective

layer for the particles can also be prepared. An UHV-AFM, at a pressure < 5×10−10

mbar, where the samples can be characterized in situ and a load/lock chamber, at

a pressure < 1 × 10−7 mbar, where up to four samples can be stored. The UHV-

AFM is placed in an air-pressure based damping construction and connected to the

transfer chamber through a flexible interconnection and a valve for isolation. For

the same reason, it is pumped by an ion pump (Perkin-Elmer, Ultek 350 MA). The

other chambers are, in contrast, pumped by turbomolecular pumps (Pfeiffer) com-

bined with rotary vane pumps (Alcatel, Pascal 2015 SD). The pressure is measured

by several ionization gauges (Varian, UHV-24). Both the processing chamber and

the transfer chamber are equipped with an electro beam evaporator and a quartz

crystal microbalance. The nanoparticles are prepared in the processing chamber

and a coating can be produced in the transfer chamber. In the processing chamber,

the sample holder is placed in a manipulator system which allows positioning of the

sample. With the help of the manipulator, the sample can be freely rotated around

the symmetry axis of the cylindrical chamber, as well as it is possible to control its

height and position in an horizontal plane. The sample holder can be either heated

by a heating wire or cooled down with liquid nitrogen. The temperature is measured
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Figure 6.1: Ultra-high vacuum system.

by a NiCr-Ni thermocouple in the vicinity of the sample. The sample holder can be

heated up to ' 600 K or cooled down to ' 100 K.

6.2 Sample preparation

Three oxides have been used as substrates in this work1: quartz glass (SiO2), sap-

phire crystal (Al2O3) and rutile crystal (TiO2). In the case of sapphire, cylindrical

plates (Crystec orientation (0001)) of 10 mm diameter and 0.5 mm thickness have

been used, while plates with dimensions 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm have been

used for quartz (Crystec) and rutile (Crystec orientation (001)). All substrates were

chemo-mechanically polished on both sides. In the case of crystal substrates, due to

its anisotropy, the polishing is not perfectly homogeneous. However, the flatness is

smaller than 1 µm/cm. The surface is free of scratches, wipers, holes, and similar

defects. The average roughness is smaller than the lattice constant, therefore epi-

taxial growth is possible. The oxide substrates were purified in an ultrasonic-bath

with ethanol (ROTIPURANr ≥ 99.8%, p.a.) before nanoparticle preparation.

1They are also known like silica, alumina and titania.
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For nanoparticle preparation, a constant thermal metal atom flux is obtained

by an electron-beam evaporator (Omicrom, EFM-3). In such an evaporator, the

metal heating is achieved by electron bombardment. The evaporator contains an

ion filter. In the case of gold, a molybdenum crucible with a ceramic container (GE

Advanced Ceramics, Boralloyr), carrying a small gold ingot (∼ 2 gr. 99.9% purity)

has been used. The ceramic container is necessary to avoid dropping of liquid gold

during heating. For silver (∼ 2 gr. 99.9% purity), a molybdenum crucible serves to

generate the thermal atom beam.

The atomic flux is monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance (Inficon, 6 MHz,

008-010-G10), which can be positioned in front of the sample. The oscillation fre-

quency changes as a function of the amount of deposited metal atoms. The frequency

change is proportional to the deposited mass per unit area A [174]. In the case of

gold:

∆ν = 81.35
∆m

A

MHz cm2

g
. (6.1)

In this work the flux for preparation of gold particles in this work is set to the

constant value of

1.3× 1013 atoms

cm2s
. (6.2)

It corresponds to the following rate of frequency change

∆ν

∆t
= 0.69 Hz/s. (6.3)

The coverage Θ of deposited metal atoms on the substrate surface is expressed in

(atoms) per square centimeter, and common values in this work are on the order of

∼ 1015 − 1016 cm−2. A common way to express the coverage found in the literature

is the concept of a monolayer (ML). It corresponds to the coverage of a single dense

packed plane of metal atoms. This unit of measurement, is defined in this work as

the coverage of an ideal plane with the thickness of an atom layer, where the density

is identical to that of the bulk ρAu. Thus

1ML =

(
ρAuNA

MAu

) 2
3

= 1.5× 1015 atoms/cm2, (6.4)

where NA is the Avogadro number and MAu is the atomic weight of gold. The

coverage in this work is in the multi-layer rather than in the sub-monolayer range,
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i.e. Θ ≥ 1 ML. Taking this unit into account, the atomic flux2 can be expressed as

0.5 ML/min. The same atomic flux has been used for silver.

In order to protect the particle ensemble, coatings can be prepared in the trans-

fer chamber. Silicon dioxide (SiO2) films were made by electron beam evaporation

of silicon monoxide at an elevated oxygen pressure, the samples being held at room

temperature. The two species react to form a layer of SiO2 [31]. In the experiments

SiO was evaporated from a tantalum crucible, the flux of SiO molecules being ad-

justed to 1.6 × 1013 molecules/cm2s. During film production the oxygen pressure

was raised up to 1×10−5 mbar. CaF2 coatings were also prepared by electron beam

evaporation of this material at the same flux under UHV conditions.

6.3 Optical spectroscopy

For optical characterization, a home-built modular spectrometer has been used. The

light of a Xe-arc lamp (Osram, XBO 450 W/1) combined with a monochromator

(AMKO, 1200 lines/mm, blaze: 250 nm) is used to measure the optical spectra in

transmission. The precision in the spectral range available with this system (200

- 1000 nm) is better than 3 nm. The light is guided to the UHV-system through

an optic fiber glass (AMKO, 04-025 UV) and is linear polarized by a rotatable

Glan-Thomson-Prisma (Halle Nachf.). The intensity of the Xe-lamp varies strongly

as a function of the spectral range. Therefore, a filter wheel is placed before the

polarization prism. Between 450 and 600 nm, a neutral glass filter (Schott, NG11

and NG12, 1 mm thickness) is used, and between 600 and 1000 nm, a step filter

(Schott, OG550, 2 mm thickness). In order to avoid errors because of intensity

fluctuations of the Xe-lamp during the measurement, the transmitted light through

the sample is normalized with a signal reference beam. For this purpose, a beam

splitter (Halle Nachf. Suprasil plate 2 mm thickness) is placed before the UHV

chamber, and the intensity of a weak secondary beam is measured with a first

photodiode (RS Components, 564-037). The main beam is focused with a suprasil

lens on the sample, where its diameter is roughly 1 cm, covering the whole sample.

The UHV chamber is equipped with suprasil and calciumfluoride windows for both

optical spectroscopy and laser manipulation purposes. The transmitted beam is

focused on a second photodiode (RS Components, 564-037) by means of another

2To get a macroscopic idea of the flux’s magnitude, I estimate the time necessary to evaporate
one gram of gold. Considering the atomic weight of gold, one gram corresponds to ∼ 3.1 × 1021

atoms. For a deposition area of one centimeter in diameter, approximately 2.6 × 106 ML are
necessary. Therefore, the time of deposition rises roughly to 10 years in order to obtain the desired
coverage.
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suprasil lens. A pinhole is placed before the photodiode in order to collect the light

of a selected irradiated area of the sample. The angle of incidence of the beam on

the sample is 45◦. At least two initial spectra of every clean substrate are recorded in

order to check the reproducibility of the sample position and to serve as a reference.

One of these initial spectra corresponds to zero extinction, i.e. absorption of the

clean substrate. The sample extinction, in percentage, is derived as the fraction of

non-transmitted light as compared to a clean substrate.

6.4 Atomic force microscopy

The nanoparticle ensembles have been systematically studied by AFM under ambi-

ent conditions. For this purpose, a scanning force microscope (ThermoMicroscopes,

Autoprobe CP) placed on an actively damped table (Halcyonics MOD-1M plus) has

been used. The complete system is placed on an air-pressured based table during

operation in a first stoke. In the microscope, the scanning movement is performed

by a hollow-tube scanner, on top of which the sample can be translated in all three

perpendicular directions. A long-tube scanner (ThermoMicroscopes) was employed

to cover a large scanning area of up to 100 µm × 100 µm. The nonlinear response

of the large scanner tube makes the periodical calibration of the scanner necessary.

This is a standard procedure, which can be carried out by computer software. It

was accomplished approximately twice a month.

The system was used in non-contact-mode (NC-mode) to avoid changes of the

sample due to the strong tip-sample interaction in contact-mode. In the NC-mode,

the cantilever is vibrating at a fixed frequency near its resonance frequency during

a scan. The tip is held a few nanometers above the sample surface. The tip-sample

force interactions cause changes in the cantilever vibration amplitude. The feedback

mechanism operates to maintain a constant cantilever vibration amplitude, which

scales a few nanometers, by adjusting the vertical position of the scanner. In this

way, the surface topography is obtained. Typical values of the most important NC-

mode parameters during scanning of the samples, used in this work, are described

in the following. The drive amplitude is expressed as a percentage and indicates the

fixed amplitude at which the cantilever vibrates above the sample surface. A good

value is 4%. The set point indicates the proximity of the tip to the surface. Usual

values are about −0.04 µm. The scan rate indicates the rate at which a scan line

is performed. For this reason, the scan rate is directly related to the scan size. In

general, zooming from a large to a small scanning area should be accompanied with

an increase of the scan rate to reduce the influence of thermal drift of the images. A
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Figure 6.2: a) Sketch of the probe tip. b) Beam profiles of the 355 nm from
YAG, and the 500 nm of the MOPO at 0, 1 and 3 meters distance. The beams
are not to scale.

typical scan rate for a scan size of 500 nm × 500 nm was 0.2 Hz at a scan resolution

of 512 × 512 pixels.

The AFM probes consist of Boron(p) doped silicon rectangular cantilevers (Veeco

dLever Series Probes 1920-00). Each cartridge holds four cantilevers. The nominal

dimensions of two of these cantilevers are 180 µm × 55 µm × 2µm and 85 µm ×
65 µm × 2µm, respectively. The correspondent nominal resonance frequencies are

80 kHz and 310 kHz. The back side of each cantilever is coated with a gold layer of

30 nm. The beam of a laser diode is aligned to this side of the cantilever, which is

in this way reflected to a split-photodetector. The signal on the detector is used for

feedback control of the scanner. This optical detection system has a better signal-to-

noise ratio than that of the UHV-AFM based in piezoresistivity. The tip geometry

is isotropic, with a height between 5 and 7 µm. The nominal radius of curvature is

10 nm, while the maximum value is 30 nm. In contrast, the nominal radius of the

UHV-AFM is 100 nm. Figure 6.2a is an sketch of the cantilever and tip.

6.5 Laser system

For laser treatment, particles are irradiated with nanosecond laser pulses. The laser

system used by Dr. C. Hendrich [71] was improved for this purpose. In order to ad-

dress particles with different morphology selectively, the laser wavelength is tunable3

in the range between 316 nm and 1800 nm, by a combination of a pulsed Nd:YAG

laser (Spectra Physics, Quanta-Ray Pro-230) with an (master) optical parametric

oscillator BBO-OPO4 (Spectra Physics, Quanta-Ray MOPO-730) and a sum fre-

quency (mixing) unit (Sirah Auto-FCU). The laser houses a seeder system (Spectra,

3Photon energy tunable between 0.7 eV and 3.9 eV.
4Beta Barium Borate Optical Parametric Oscillator.
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Model 6350) in order to achieve single-mode operation. The repetition rate is 10

Hz. The laser head includes a digital controller option based on piezo-electronic con-

trolled mirrors (BeamLokTM and DLokTM). This has been developed for applica-

tions which require stable beam properties that includes OPOs pumping. Although

a warm-up time of half an hour is specified by the manufacturer, between two and

three hours have been the standard warm-up time here, before pumping the MOPO.

The third harmonic of the laser (λL = 355 nm, ~ωL = 3.49 eV, τL = 5 − 9ns)

pumps the MOPO. The pump beam is converted into two tunable beams. The signal

beam is tunable between 440 and 690 nm, and the idler beam between 730 nm and

1850 nm. The pulse width for each beam is τL = 3−7 ns. The signal beam from the

MOPO, as well as the fundamental of the laser, can pump a sum frequency (mixing)

unit. The beam from the sirah is tunable between 310 nm and 440 nm. The used

beam (from MOPO or Sirah) is aligned onto the sample in the vacuum chamber

with the help of several prisms (Linos, N-BK7 and Suprasil). The pulse energy is

measured with a pyroelectric detector (Scientech, PHD25 an D200PC) by averaging

over 100 pulses. To control the pulse energy, a combination of a polarizer (Halle

Nachf., PGH 10) and a Fresnel-rhombus (Halle Nachf., RFR 400) was employed

in the range between 400 and 700 nm. At different wavelengths, this control was

accomplished with the help of several neutral glass filters (Schott). Maximum values

of the pulse energy in front of the vacuum chamber for the different beams are about

25 mJ, 10 mJ and 2 mJ for the signal, idler and sirah, respectively. Note that the

pulse energy in front of the chamber has been reduced considerably as compared to

the common output of the Nd-YAG laser. In addition, the beam profile has also

been strongly altered. Fig. 6.2b shows the profile of the second harmonic from the

YAG laser and of the signal beam from the MOPO at 500 nm for different distances.

The beam is focused on the sample with the help of a lens (Linos, N-BK7, focal

500 mm) in order to increase the fluence. The angle of incidence is perpendicular

to the substrate surface for the post-grown laser-tailoring of the particle size and

oblique with an angle of incidence of 45◦ during laser-assisted growth. The beam

diameter on the substrate surface was measured after irradiation of a nanoparticle

ensemble with a high absorption. This method was found to give the same results

as extrapolation of the values measured with a photograph paper before and after

the vacuum chamber. Fluences up to 200 mJ/cm2 were obtained with a laser beam

diameter on the substrate surface of 2.5 mm for the MOPO whereas 1.5 mm for

the Sirah instrument was necessary. Due to the small spot size of the laser beam,

measurements of the optical spectra of an irradiated area of the sample must be

evaluated carefully. The same applies for AFM characterization. In order to irradiate
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a larger area of the sample homogeneously, the laser beam is scanned over the

sample surface. For this purpose, the position of a prism is changed with the help

of two motors, which are controlled by computer software. The scan area should

be large enough to make the measurement of the optical spectra of the irradiated

area possible. At the same time, the scan rate must be slow enough to achieve a

homogeneous irradiated area.

6.6 TEM measurements

Investigation of the particle morphology was carried out by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM). The samples were studied by HRTEM and diffraction contrast

imaging by Dr. E. Piscopiello in the group of Prof. G. van Tendeloo at the Univer-

sity of Antwerpen. The studied samples were covered with SiO2 after preparation.

All images were recorded with a Jeol 4000EX HREM microscope operating at an ac-

celeration voltage of 400 kV with a point-to-point resolution of 0.17 nm. The TEM

specimens were prepared in the conventional way: mechanical thinning followed by

ion milling.

6.7 SERS measurements

The measurements of the SERS activity of the particles have been carried out by

PD. Dr. Kronfeldt’s group in the Institute of Optics at the Technical University

Berlin. A micro Raman set-up was employed to record the SERS spectra. Briefly,

the 514.5 nm line of an argon ion laser (LEXEL, Model 95) was applied for exci-

tation of the sample with 5 mW. In two other set of measurements a diode laser

emitting at 785 nm (DL100, TOPTICA) and a krypton ion laser emitting at 647

nm have been also used. The backscattered light was collected by means of a micro-

scope objective (Zeiss, F100), filtered with a notch plus filter (Kaiser) and analyzed

by a spectrograph (Chromex 250 IS) equipped with a liquid-nitrogen cooled deep

depletion CCD (Princeton Instruments, 400 x 1340 pixel). The setup had a spectral

bandpass of 3 cm−1. For the measurements, 2 µl of a 2 mM solution of pyrene

(Fluka, purity > 99%) in methanol (Merck, purity > 99.5%) were spotted on the

SERS substrates. After drying in air the SERS response was optimized by adjusting

the position of the substrate along the focal axis by means of a translation stage.

Spectra were measured with 1 s integration time and 3 accumulations were taken

for each spectrum.



Chapter 7

Characterization of Supported

Nanoparticles

In this chapter, the morphological characterization of supported gold nanoparticles

on dielectric supports is presented. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to

extract the (number) density of nanoparticles np on the surface. The density of

nanoparticles is defined as the number of particles per unit area. Because of the finite

radius of curvature of the AFM tip, comparable to the particle size, the in-plane-

dimensions of the particles are overestimated. Therefore, the size of the particles

is derived from the amount of deposited material and the density of nanoparticles.

Although accurate determination of the particle morphology cannot be achieved by

AFM, the relative size distribution is reproduced correctly, since their dimensions are

linearly enlarged by the AFM tip [175]. The metal coverage Θ is obtained with the

help of a quartz crystal microbalance. The shape of the particles can be calculated

from the extinction spectra by a comparison to theoretical spectra discussed in

the third chapter. In this work, gold and silver particles have been prepared on

supports such as quartz glass, sapphire and rutile. Gold supported on quartz is

presented in this chapter as a model system. Gold on sapphire is also discussed

briefly, because this system has been studied, in addition, by means of transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). The morphological characterization obtained by TEM

is compared to that derived by the combination of optical spectroscopy and atomic

force microscopy.

7.1 Determination of the mean particle size

In figure 7.1a, an AFM image is depicted. It corresponds to the nanoparticle

ensemble obtained after deposition of (4.7 ± 0.2) × 1015 gold atoms per square
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Figure 7.1: a) Atomic force microscopy image of gold particles on a quartz
support. The coverage is indicated in the figure. b) Extracted size distribu-
tion.

centimeter, i.e. 3 ML of gold. Three-dimensional island growth, i.e. Volmer-

Weber growth, is observed. The density of nanoparticles as extracted by AFM

is np = (5.9± 0.6)× 1011 particles/cm2. Therefore, the number of atoms per cluster

(average value), given by

〈N〉 =
Θ

np

, (7.1)

is 〈N〉 = (8± 1)× 103. The radius of a sphere which contains this number of atoms

is defined as the mean equivalent radius 〈Req〉. Thus,

〈Req〉 = δ(σR) 3
√
〈N〉rAu, (7.2)

where rAu is the radius of a gold atom and δ(σR) is a correction factor that accounts

for the fact that

〈Req〉3 6= 〈R3
eq〉. (7.3)

This correction factor depends on the width of the size distribution σR [118], which

is obtained from the AFM image depicted in Fig. 7.1b. The size distribution is

fitted as a first approximation to a Gaussian of the form

fR(Req) =
1√

2πσR

exp

[
−(Req/〈Req〉 − 1)2

2σ2
R

]
. (7.4)

The size distribution depicted in Fig. 7.1b has been normalized such that∫ ∞

0

fR(r)dr = 1. (7.5)
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Table 7.1: Correction factor δ(σR). Values taken from [118].

σR 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

δ(σR) 0.990 0.978 0.963 0.944 0.923 0.901 0.878

Therefore, fR(r) represents the probability distribution of the equivalent radius. At

the same time, the measured number FR of particles with a certain size is depicted

on the right ordinate. As can be seen in Fig. 7.1, the nanoparticle ensemble exhibits

a broad size distribution. The size distribution at this coverage has a width of

σR = 0.30, i.e. 30%. The corresponding correction factor is δ(0.3) = 0.923. The

value of the correction factor for different widths of the size distribution δ(σR) can

be found in table 7.1 [118]. The atomic radius of gold is required in order to obtain

the equivalent radius. I consider the radius of a gold atom as

rAu ' 3

√
3

4π

MAu

NAρAu

' 0.16 nm, (7.6)

being NA the Avogadro number and MAu and ρAu the atomic weight and the bulk

density of gold, respectively. As a result, the mean size for the discussed nanoparticle

ensemble is determined to 〈Req〉 = (2.9± 0.1) nm.

The growth process of gold on quartz has been studied for coverages as large

as 50 ML. Several AFM images for different amounts of gold are depicted in Fig.

7.2(left) and 7.3(left). Corresponding AFM line scans (not indicated for clarity) as

well as the measured height distributions are plotted on the right side of each image.

Two different stages of growth can be observed. As the images on the left side of

figure 7.2 illustrate, there is an initial stage in which the size of the particles increases

with the amount of deposited material, while the density of nanoparticles decreases.

These observations indicate that, at this stage of growth, particle coalescence1 is

the most important mechanism of growth. A second stage of growth follows, where

coalescence is no longer observed. This can be seen in the AFM images of Fig. 7.3.

The density of nanoparticles np as a function of coverage is depicted in Fig. 7.4. As

can be seen, there is a critical coverage (Θ ' 15 ML) at which np remains constant.

Hendrich [71] and Bosbach [77] reported in the past a comparable dependence of

the density of nanoparticles for gold on sapphire and silver on quartz, respectively.

The second stage of growth is characterized by the formation of a discontinuous film

or network of gold aggregates. I conclude that the constant value of the density of

1Note that coalescence by growth is considered here the mechanism which leads to the observed
coarsening for increasing coverage in Fig. 7.2(left), as explained in Chapter 1.
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Figure 7.2: Left: Atomic force microscopy images of gold particles on quartz
supports for three different coverages Θ = 1, 3 and 6 ML, starting from top.
Right: Typical AFM line scans and height distributions.
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Figure 7.3: Left: Atomic force microscopy images of gold particles on quartz
supports for three different coverages Θ = 20, 40 and 50 ML, starting from
top. Right: Typical AFM line scans and height distributions.
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Figure 7.4: Density of gold nanoparticles on quartz as a function of coverage.

nanoparticles, here and previously reported, reflects the film formation. This fact is

discussed in detail in section 7.3.2.

The order of magnitude of the density of nanoparticles is comparable to that

reported earlier under comparable experimental conditions [47, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Dif-

ferent theoretical descriptions of the particle growth on surfaces [84, 176] have in-

dicated that the density of nanoparticles follows a power law. The exponent of the

power law is determined by the dominating process during growth [84, 176]. How-

ever, the dependence of the density of nanoparticles on the coverage has been fitted

in Fig. 7.4 by an exponential decay of second order (dotted line).

The mean equivalent radius calculated for different coverages, as explained above,

is presented in Fig. 7.5. The evolution of the equivalent radius has been fitted to a

power law, i.e. 〈Req〉 ∼ Θm, where m is an exponent which depends on the growth

kinetics. The constant value of the density at large values of the coverage, i.e. Θ & 15

ML, leads to a law 〈Req〉 ∼ Θ1/3 (dashed line). In other words, the volume increases

linearly with the amount of deposited material2. This is consistent with a growth

governed by diffusion and trapping of adatoms by the gold aggregates. However,

in the early stage, i.e. Θ . 15 ML, a better fit can be obtained with an exponent

of m ' 0.75, that is, almost linear (dotted line). Indeed a linear dependence has

2A comparable result have been reported by Hendrich [71] for gold on sapphire. However, at this
stage of growth the particle size should be considered carefully. The reason is that a discontinuous
film is formed.
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Figure 7.5: Mean equivalent radius of gold nanoparticles on quartz as a func-
tion of coverage.

been theoretically predicted for a growth process governed by particle coalescence

[84, 176]. However, a power law with m ' 0.75 fits better with the experimental

results [84, 176]. This initial quasi-linear dependence has also been observed by

Bosbach, and Hendrich [71, 77]. In the same figure, the average number of atoms

per cluster is indicated on the right ordinate in Fig. 7.5. As can be seen, this number

is on the order of thousands. For such clusters, an asymptotic dependence on its

properties to the bulk limit is expected as described in the second chapter.

In the following, the morphological characterization of gold nanoparticles is fo-

cussed on the initial stage of growth, where coalescence occurs, i.e. Θ . 15 ML. In

section 7.3.2 the formation of a discontinuous film is discussed.

7.2 Optical characterization

As described above, due to the finite radius of curvature of the AFM probe, which is

comparable to the particle dimensions, measurements of the particle shape cannot

be accomplished accurately. However, a qualitative observation can still be made.

The particles are getting flatter during growth. Careful evaluation of the vertical

scale of the AFM images in Fig. 7.2 indicates that little increase of the nanoparticle

height occurs. This means that the lateral nanoparticle growth is faster than in the

direction normal to the support surface. The reason, as discussed in the first chapter,
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Figure 7.6: a) Extinction spectra of gold nanoparticles on quartz for in-
creasing coverages. b) Optical extinction spectrum of gold particles grown on
quartz 24 hours after preparation (solid line) for Θ = 1.15 × 1016 cm−2, i.e.
7 ML. Calculated absorption cross section, in arbitrary units, of a single gold
particle with the same resonance frequency as the ensemble (dashed line).

is the faster mass transport on the support surface. As a conclusion, although the

shape can not be extracted accurately by AFM, a flattening of the particles during

growth is qualitatively observed.

In order to characterize the shape of the particles precisely, optical spectroscopy

is used. As described in the third chapter, the shape of the particles can be derived

by a comparison to theoretical optical spectra. The reason is the influence of the

particle shape on the spectral position of the plasmon resonances. Optical extinction

spectra of gold nanoparticles on quartz are depicted in figure 7.6a. The coverage

is indicated in the figure in atoms per square centimeter and varies between 1 ML,

where no plasmon peak has developed yet, and 7 ML. The spectra are dominated by

the (1,1)-mode of the plasmon resonance. It peaks at the resonance frequency of the

nanoparticle ensemble Ω̄. The spectra show a red-shift of the resonance frequency

during growth Ω̄(Θ). This observation accounts for a flattening of the particles as

they increase in size [76, 117]. Note that this fact supports also the observation

made by AFM. The flattening of the particles during growth leads to a broad shape

distribution, since the particles within the ensemble have different sizes. The broad

shape distribution causes an inhomogeneous line broadening of the optical spectra,

resulting in a non-Lorentzian profile. To finish, the increase of the extinction during

growth is due to the larger absorption cross section of large, flat particles.
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As it has been indicated in Fig. 7.6b, the plasmon resonance of the particle

ensemble peaks at the same value as the absorption cross section of a single gold

particle with an axial ratio of 0.17 supported on quartz (dashed line). This value

has been taken formally as the “mean axial ratio” of the nanoparticle ensemble

[71, 76, 77]. However, I emphasize here that this value is not the mean of the axial

ratios of the particle ensemble. In this work, this value (0.17) is considered the

apparent or effective axial ratio of the nanoparticle ensemble 〈a/b〉eff . The mean

axial ratio 〈a/b〉 of the nanoparticle ensemble is obtained in section 7.4.

7.2.1 Polarization measurements

Optical transmission spectroscopy allows even more insight into the morphology of

the particle ensemble. It can be shown that the shape of the particles is to a good

approximation an oblate rotational ellipsoid3. As explained in the third chapter (see

section 3.1.1) the absorption cross section depends on the relative orientation of the

particles axes with respect to the angle of incidence of the light and its polarization,

[21] i.e.:

σabs =
2πω

c
Im{αb cos2 ϕ sin2 ϑ + αb cos2 ϑ + αa sin2 ϕ sin2 ϑ}. (7.7)

In the last expression ϑ and ϕ represent the angles of incidence and polarization,

respectively, whereas αb and αa are the polarizability of the oblate spheroid along

the directions parallel and perpendicular to the support surface. Due to the inter-

band transition, only the (1,1)-mode of the plasmon resonance is observable for gold

particles. Therefore, the absorption cross section can be written as

σabs
∼=

2πω

c
Im{αb cos2 ϕ sin2 ϑ + αb cos2 ϑ}. (7.8)

This procedure is valid since αa and αb peak in different frequency ranges4. I consider

two cases. First, an angle of incidence of ϑ = 0◦, thus

σabs =
2πω

c
Im{αb}. (7.9)

3Note that optical transmission spectroscopy gives information of the morphology of the whole
ensemble and not of single particles within the ensemble.

4In other words, the (1,1)- and the (1,0)-mode of the plasmon resonance peaks in different
frequency ranges.
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Figure 7.7: The squares represent the amplitude of the (1,1)-mode as a func-
tion of the polarization angle ϕ for a gold particle ensemble with 〈Req〉 =
(5.3± 0.3) nm. The solid lines indicate the theoretical prediction. a) Angle of
incidence ϑ = 0o and b) angle of incidence ϑ = 45o.

This indicates that for normal incidence, the particle absorption is independent of

the polarization angle, as expected from symmetry considerations. However, in the

case of an angle of incidence of ϑ = 45◦

σabs =

√
2πω

c
(1 + cos2 ϕ)Im{αb}, (7.10)

and the particle absorption follows the dependence ∼ 1 + cos2 ϕ on the polarization

angle ϕ. Note that this dependence arises because the particles are oblate, in other

words, one of the dimensions is smaller than the other two. To clarify if these

theoretical considerations hold experimentally, measurements were carried out with

a gold particle ensemble with a mean equivalent radius of 〈Req〉 = (5.3 ± 0.3) nm.

The results are depicted in Fig. 7.7. As can be seen, the experimental data is in

very good agreement with the theoretical prediction. Therefore, the representation

of the supported nanoparticles as oblate rotational ellipsoids is consistent with these

results. Note here how sensitive optical transmission spectroscopy is with respect to

the particle morphology.

7.3 Distance between particles

The particles “appear” closer in the AFM images as they actually are, due to the

convolution of the nanoparticle shape with the radius of curvature of the AFM tip.

Thus, the pictures “show”densely packed nanoparticle ensembles, which may lead to
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Figure 7.8: a) Schematically illustration of the distance between particles D̂
and b) normalized distance between particles D̃ as a function of coverage. The
dotted line represents an exponential decay of second order.

the wrong conclusion that a strong cluster-cluster electromagnetic coupling exists.

The distance (mean value) between particles is estimated as follows. I consider the

smallest circle of a radius D̂ in which two particles are situated. From the definition

of density of nanoparticles it may be seen that

D̂ =
√

2/πnp. (7.11)

Fig. 7.8a illustrates schematically the distance between particles5. To take care of

the particle size a dimensionless normalized distance between particles is used. It

is defined as the mean distance between particles normalized by their mean size,

i.e. D̃ ≡ D̂/〈Req〉. Its value as a function of coverage is depicted in Fig. 7.8b.

Note that the normalized distance indicates that the separation between particles

decreases for increasing coverage. This leads to an increase of the particle-particle

electromagnetic coupling at large coverages. Even worse, in a following stage of

growth a discontinuous film or network of aggregates is formed. This can be clearly

seen in Fig. 7.8b, since a value of D̃ = 2 represents particles in contact6. Both

effects are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

5The particles are considered semi-spheres of the radius Req, and the distance D̂ is measured
from the center of the particles.

6Since the particles are flatter than in the ideal case illustrated in Fig. 7.8a, the formation of a
film occurs for a lower coverage that than deduced from Fig. 7.8b.
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7.3.1 Particle-particle interaction

In the third chapter, the cluster-cluster electromagnetic coupling has been discussed

within the model of Yamaguchi [117]. As has been explained in section 3.3 this

theory predicts that cluster-cluster interaction cannot be neglected if the separation

between particles is smaller than three times the mean size of the particles (cf. Fig.

3.8). The shift of the resonance condition7 has been again plotted here in Fig.

7.9b for different values of the distance between dipoles. The meaning of “distance

between dipoles” is discussed in detail below. A red-shift is strongly pronounced for

values of this distance smaller than 3.

The distance between particles has already been plotted in Fig. 7.8, but direct

comparison with Fig. 7.9b, is still not possible. The reason is that the Yamaguchi

theory assumes a two-dimensional well-ordered array of identical particles and the

nanoparticle ensembles discussed here have particles with different morphology.

Therefore, only the electromagnetic coupling between particles with the same di-

mensions should be consider within this model. In order to use the results obtained

by the model of Yamaguchi more precisely, it is necessary to consider the interaction

between particles with similar morphology. The most probable particle morphology

within the ensemble corresponds to that of the particles with the mean equivalent

radius. The probability to find a particle with a size of Req = 〈Req〉 ± σR〈Req〉 is

68%. Therefore, the density of the most probable particles is 0.68 ·np and as a result

the distance between them is D =
√

2/π 0.68 · np. Since this distance is important

for the electromagnetic coupling, I refer to a distance between dipoles. In Fig. 7.9a

the distance between dipoles, is depicted as a function of coverage. This figure,

together with Fig. 7.9b, makes it possible to estimate the red-shift of the plasmon

resonance at different stages of growth, as a result of the dipole-dipole interaction.

For example, at a coverage of 10 ML, the distance between dipoles is D = 3.6± 0.2.

For the smallest value, i.e. D = 3.4 only a slightly red-shift of ∼ 2 nm is expected.

This result indicates that the particle-particle interaction is negligible, within

the model of Yamaguchi, for small values of the coverage, i.e. Θ ≤ 10 ML. Note

in Fig. 7.9b, that the interaction rapidly increases at larger coverages. The results

above should be considered carefully for coverages larger than about 15 ML, since

film formation takes place. This effect is considered in the following section.

7It should be remarked that calculations were accomplished for gold particles with an axial ratio
of 0.5.
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Figure 7.9: a) Red-shift of the plasmon resonance due to dipole-dipole inter-
action within the Yamaguchi theory for gold on quartz. The area of interest
for the growth stage up to 10 ML is indicated in the figure. b) Dimensionless
distance between dipoles of gold on quartz as a function of the coverage. For
details see text.

7.3.2 Particle coalescence and film formation

As described above, the (initial) stage of growth in which coalescence is observed,

lead to gold nanoparticles which resemble oblate rotational ellipsoids. The fact that

coalescence is not observed at large coverages (Figs. 7.3 and 7.4) can be understood

as follows. The driving force of coalescence is the lower surface free energy of the final

particle. The gained energy increases the temperature of the coalescent particles and

makes the reshaping and even crystallization of the final particle possible. However,

the driving force is obviously weaker for increasing size, since the ratio of surface to

volume is smaller. For this reason, at large sizes, the gained energy leads only to

a slight increase of the particles’ temperature and partial or incomplete coalescence

takes place [88]. That gives elongate particles, or particles connected by a neck,

that still grow by trapping of adatoms. Posteriorly, a network of aggregates or

discontinuous film is formed.

Determination of the validity of this argument with atomic force microscopy

is rather difficult, due to its limited resolution. When counting particles on the

AFM images, two close particles or two partially coalesced particles are not easily

distinguishable. To clarify whether the formation of a network takes place, several

measurements have been carried out.

At first, the growth process of gold nanoparticles on quartz has been investigated

at two different temperatures. In Fig. 7.10, the spectra and morphological structure

of the nanoparticle ensemble prepared at room temperature (left) and at 600 K
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Figure 7.10: Optical extinction spectra of gold nanoparticles grown on quartz
for increasing coverages (top), after atom deposition for Θ = 3.02×1016 cm−2,
i.e. 20 ML (center) and AFM images (bottom); grown at room temperature
(left) and grown at 600 K (right).
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Figure 7.11: a) Variation of the optical extinction spectra of gold nanoparti-
cles with a coverage of 20 ML during heating after growth. b) AFM image of
the heated particles.

(right) are shown. The coverage is indicated in Figs. 7.10a and 7.10b in atoms per

square centimeter and varies between 1 ML and 20 ML.

Several remarks can be made. In general, the plasmon resonances of both en-

sembles are inhomogeneous broadened and show a red-shift for increasing coverages

(Figs. 7.10a and 7.10b). Both effects are more pronounced at room temperature.

The reason is that particles grown at elevated temperatures have an almost spherical

shape, i.e. the shape of thermodynamic equilibrium. Changes of the optical spectra

are also detected after the end of atom deposition8 (see Figs. 7.10c and 7.10d). This

effect is attributed to self-diffusion within the metal nanoparticles. As described

in the first chapter, this process is the result of alteration of particles’ morphology

towards a shape closer to that of thermodynamic equilibrium.

Atomic force microscopy gives more insight into the morphological differences

between both ensembles. Note that particles grown at room temperature seem to

be elongated or even interconnected, in contrast to those grown at 600 K. At room

temperature it seems that coalescence is incomplete at that stage of growth and a

discontinuous film is formed, whereas formation of a film is prevented at 600 K.

In order to clarify whether a discontinuous film is formed at room temperature,

the sample9 has been annealed to 600 K for two hours. The optical characterization

as well as an AFM image are depicted in Fig. 7.11. In the optical spectra, a

8About three hours after deposition no longer changes are observed.
9Indeed, two samples were prepared under the same experimental conditions and one of them

was subsequently heated.
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Figure 7.12: Optical extinction spectra of gold nanoparticles with a coverage
of 7 ML a) after growth at room temperature and c) after annealing to 600
K; b), and d) AFM images of the respective particle ensembles.

blue-shift of the plasmon resonance is clearly visible, as well as a narrowing of the

band width. Both effects are consistent with a change of the particles’ morphology

towards a spherical shape. A comparison of the AFM image (Fig. 7.11b) to Fig.

7.10e shows a decrease of the density of nanoparticles, while an increase of the

particle size takes place. Note the different vertical scale of the AFM images. It

is evident that the aggregates completely coalesce during heating. As a conclusion,

the particle coalescence has been thermally activated. This could be an indication

of the presence of an initial discontinuous gold film or network of gold aggregates.

However, another possibility can explain the thermally activated coalescence,

i.e. particle migration. In that case, the particle mobility would be activated by the

increased temperature. To clarify this possibility, the activation of coalescence of
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smaller particles grown at room temperature was studied. Gold nanoparticles were

prepared at room temperature with a coverage of 7 ML. This coverage was selected

since at this stage of growth, complete coalescence is expected. The optical spectra

directly after deposition and after one day are depicted in Fig. 7.12a. In addition, a

corresponding AFM image is depicted in Fig. 7.12b. Subsequently,10 the “sample”

was annealed to 600 K for two hours. The changes of the spectrum and of the

surface morphology are indicated in Figs. 7.12c and 7.12d. As it has been observed

for a coverage of 20 ML, the optical spectrum after heating show a blue-shift and

a narrowing of the band width. Both effects are consistent with a change of the

particles’ morphology towards a spherical shape with a narrower shape distribution.

Atomic force microscopy does not show strong differences after heating. Therefore,

particle migration at 600 K can be neglected.

I conclude from the experimental results described above that the constant value

of the density of nanoparticles obtained a large coverages, i.e. Θ & 15 ML (Fig. 7.4)

is due to the formation of a discontinuous film or network of gold aggregates.

7.4 Determination of the mean particle shape

It has been mentioned in section 7.2 that the particle shape can be precisely deter-

mined by optical transmission spectroscopy and a comparison to the corresponding

theoretical spectrum. The theoretical description is based on the quasistatic approx-

imation and takes care of the support influence. In addition, the particle-particle

interaction has been discussed in section 7.3.1 within the model of Yamaguchi. It

has been shown that the cluster-cluster electromagnetic coupling can be neglected

for coverages Θ ≤ 10 ML. Therefore, this can be considered the range of validity

in which the shape can be precisely determined by the former mentioned method.

The shape of the particles within the ensemble has been characterized by the ap-

parent or effective axial ratio 〈a/b〉eff , i.e. the axial ratio of an ideal particle with

the same resonance frequency Ω̄ as the actual nanoparticle ensemble. In the way

that 〈a/b〉eff has been defined, it does not give necessary information about the

more frequent or mean of the axial ratios of the nanoparticle ensemble, but about

the shape of the particles that have a dominant influence11 on the optical spectrum.

Obviously, an improved approximation is to describe the optical spectrum not only

10Indeed, two samples were prepared under the same experimental conditions and one of them
was subsequently heated.

11Note that σabs ∼ volume.
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by the morphology of one particle with resonance frequency Ω̄, but with a collection

of particles. This is discussed in the following.

As a model system, I consider again a gold particle ensemble with Θ = (1.1 ±
0.1) × 1016 cm−2, i.e. 7 ML. The optical extinction spectrum measured 24 hours

after preparation has already been depicted in Fig. 7.6b. Taking into account the

support influence and neglecting particle-particle interactions as well as any influence

of the size in the spectral dependence, an effective axial ratio of 0.17 is obtained.

Comparison of the width of the plasmon resonance for the particle ensemble Γinh

(solid line) and that of a single gold particle with an axial ratio of 0.17 (dashed line)

shows a strong difference. This is mainly due to the inhomogeneous profile of the

ensemble caused by the shape distribution. The shape distribution can be described

by a function fa/b(x), i.e. the probability distribution of the axial ratios. It satisfies

the normalization condition: ∫ 1

0

fa/b(x)dx = 1. (7.12)

The limits of integration correspond to spherical particles (upper limit) and infi-

nite flat particles (lower limit). The modeled optical spectrum is considered as a

superposition of the optical spectra of a collection of particles. If V (x) · s(x) is the

extinction spectrum12 of a single particle, with axial ratio x and volume V (x), the

spectrum of the whole nanoparticle ensemble can be expressed as:

Sa/b = np

∫ 1

0

fa/b(x) · V (x) · s(x)dx. (7.13)

Where np is the density of particles. Note that the volume of the particle is not an

independent variable of the shape. This accounts for the strong relation between

size and shape of the particles. Moreover, it is assumed that this relation can be

described by a monotone and continuous function. It is useful to define a function

f̂a/b(x) as f̂a/b(x) = fa/b(x)V (x), which describes the probability distribution of the

axial ratios and the influence of the particle volume on the spectrum, thus

Sa/b = np

∫ 1

0

f̂a/b(x) · s(x)dx. (7.14)

To find f̂a/b(x), Eq. (7.14) should be solved. For this purpose, a spectrum Sa/b

is fitted to the experimental data by a spline with about ten to twenty sampling

12In other words, s(x) ≡ σabs/V (x). Note that x denotes the axial ratio as the integration
variable.
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Figure 7.13: a) Optical extinction spectrum of the gold nanoparticle ensem-
ble depicted in Fig. 7.6b and fitting of the model spectrum. b) Calculated
function f̂a/b(x) in arbitrary units.

points minimizing the mean error squares [177]. This procedure holds since the

spectral dependence of the plasmon resonance on the axial ratio follows a steady

and monotonous function [21]. The homogeneous width of the plasmon resonance

is given by the dielectric function of the material [109]. The particles are considered

non-interacting. The fitting of a spectrum Sa/b to the experimental measurement

and the calculated function f̂a/b(x) are depicted in Fig. 7.13. I stress here that the

value of x ∼= 0.17 at which f̂a/b(x) peaks is neither the most probable axial ratio nor

is it a mean of the axial ratios of the particle ensemble. The maximum of f̂a/b(x)

is shifted to small values of the axial ratio because of the volume influence, which

plays a strong role for large, flat particles. To extract the probability distribution of

the axial ratios fa/b(x), the function V (x) is needed. In others words, the relation

between size and shape is necessary. In the following, a procedure to extract this

relation is discussed. It is shown that by combining the information extracted from

AFM and optical spectroscopy and under the assumption of the existence of a

monotonous and continuous function, which relate size to shape, this function can

be obtained. The procedure was developed by Wenzel [75] and later challenged by

Hendrich [71].
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Figure 7.14: a) Atomic force microscopy image of gold nanoparticles on a
quartz support for a coverage of Θ = (1.1± 0.1)× 1016 cm−2. b) Size distri-
bution, 〈Req〉 = (5.3± 0.3) nm.

Consider r the equivalent radius of a nanoparticle13. The probability distribution

of the equivalent radius of the nanoparticles ensemble fR(r), obtained from AFM

images, satisfies the normalization condition:∫ ∞

0

fR(r)dr = 1. (7.15)

An AFM image and the size distribution of the sample are depicted in Fig. 7.14.

The relation between size and shape due to the growth mode is assumed to follow a

monotone and continuous function, i.e. x = x(r). Thus, it can be found by equating

two forms of the same probability distribution

fR(r)dr = −fa/b(x)dx. (7.16)

The minus accounts for the fact that the axial ratio decreases as the equivalent radius

increases. Since f̂a/b(x) = fa/b(x)V (x) is obtained from the optical spectroscopy

model, rather than fa/b(x), the Eq. (7.16) is multiplied by the volume of the particles:

fR(r) · 4π

3
r3 · dr = −fa/b(x) · V (x) · dx. (7.17)

Integration at both sides gives∫ Req

0

fR(r) · 4π

3
r3dr =

∫ a/b

1

f̂a/b(x)dx. (7.18)

13Here, r denotes the equivalent radius as the integration variable.
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Figure 7.15: a) Axial ratio as a function of the equivalent radius (solid line)
and its error interval (between dotted lines). The size distribution is also
represented (dashed line) in arbitrary units. b) In arbitrary units, particle
volume V (dotted line), probability distribution of the axial ratios fa/b and
function f̂a/b (solid and dashed line, respectively).

Note that the limits of integration on the right are exchanged to take into account

that small particles (r → 0) are spherical (x → 1), while large particles are oblate.

The inverse order of the limits of integrations is due to the minus in Eq. (7.16)

and ensures that both integrals are positive. Again, fR(r) is obtained from AFM

while f̂a/b(x) is obtained from optical spectroscopy14. Numerical integration readily

provides both functions a/b(Req) and Req(a/b). The results for the sample already

described are depicted in Fig. 7.15. The dependence a/b(Req) as well as fR(Req) are

depicted in Fig. 7.15a. In the figure, the condition of the existence of a monotonous

and continuous function, which relates size to shape has been relaxed. The existence

of an area (between doted lines) of coexistence of possible size and shape combina-

tions is assumed. This has been done considering just the precision of the particle

size, i.e. 〈Req〉 = (5.3 ± 0.3) nm, and this area can be considered the error range

of the function a/b(Req). In figure 7.15b, the probability distribution of the axial

ratios fa/b, the function f̂a/b, and the particle volume V , are depicted. In this figure,

it is evident that the effective axial ratio, i.e. 〈a/b〉eff = 0.17, does not represent

the most frequent value.

At this point it is possible to obtain the mean shape, i.e. the most probable

axial ratio of the particle ensemble which is defined here as the mean axial ratio of

14Here, it should be checked if the optical data are consistent with the morphological data. This
discussion is done in the following section.
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Figure 7.16: Schematic representation of a scan line of the AFM during con-
tact mode operation for a) a common distance between particles and b) an
ideal case.

the nanoparticle ensemble 〈a/b〉. This axial ratio corresponds to that of the most

probable particles, i.e. 〈a/b〉 = a/b(〈Req〉) = 0.5± 1.

From the definition of the equivalent radius

R3
eq = ab2, (7.19)

thus

2a = 2Req
3
√

(a/b)2. (7.20)

This leads to an approximate value for the particle height of 6 ± 1 nm. Where the

expression

h = 2a−∆h = 2a− a
Eadh

γmet

(7.21)

has been used. The ratio Eadh

γmet
has already been explained in the first chapter.

This value can be compared to the mean particle height as extracted from AFM

analysis, depicted on the left side of Fig. 7.3. From this figure, a particle height

around 4 nm is measured. This disagreement is due to the limited resolution of the

AFM which is determined mainly by the tip dimensions. For the tip used in this

work, a nominal radius of curvature of 10 nm was specified. At the same time, the

particles have a mean equivalent radius of ' 5 nm, and the separation between the

borders of these particles is ' 10 nm. To get a better idea of the resolution of the

ensemble topography, a schematic picture has been drawn in Fig. 7.16a. I consider

the case of contact-mode on the AFM. The resolution in the real case should be

even lower, because non-contact AFM measurements have been performed. As can

be seen in Fig. 7.16a, the tip cannot scan between two particles. Therefore, the

particle height should be larger than the value measured of 4 nm, i.e. the obtained

above value of 6 ± 1 nm. Figure 7.16b represents the ideal case in which the scan
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Figure 7.17: a) TEM image of gold particles on a sapphire support for a
coverage of Θ = (1.5± 0.2)× 1016 cm−2 and detail of the possible decoration
of a extended defect, b) detail of incomplete coalescence phenomena. c) Detail
of an icosahedral particle and d) of a particle with (111) plane orientation.

line describes the ensemble topography properly. It corresponds to a nanoparticle

ensemble with a density of nanoparticles of ∼ 6×1010 cm−2. This value is almost one

order of magnitude lower, compared to the density of nanoparticles of the ensembles

investigated in this work.
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Figure 7.18: a) AFM image of gold particles on a sapphire support for a
coverage of Θ = (1.5± 0.2)× 1016 cm−2 and b) extracted size distribution; c)
TEM image of a similar sample and d) extracted size distribution.

7.5 TEM investigation

TEM investigations were carried out with the intention to study the nanoparticle

morphology and to compare these results with the characterization obtained from

AFM and optical spectroscopy. As a model system, gold on sapphire was used in

this case. This system was used because has a larger adhesion energy than gold on

quartz. A good adhesion prevents the nanoparticles to be removed from the support

surface during preparation of the sample for TEM investigation.

Several TEM images of a sample with a coverage of 10 ML are depicted in

Fig. 7.17. In contrast to common AFM images, the particle morphology is directly

observed here. As can be seen in the first image (Fig. 7.17a), the particles look round

from the top and well-separated from each other. This is a very important result of
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Figure 7.19: a) Optical extinction spectrum of gold nanoparticles depicted
in Fig. 7.18.a, and fitting of the modelled spectrum. b) Axial ratio as a
function of the equivalent radius (solid line) and its error interval (between
dotted lines). The size distribution is also represented (dashed line).

the TEM investigation, since it can be concluded that at the stage of growth studied

here, complete coalescence is generally observed. Careful analysis of the obtained

TEM images shows, however, the local appearance of incomplete coalesce. This is

represented in Fig. 7.17b. Another effect, that can be also observed by AFM is

decoration of extended defects (Fig. 7.17a). In Fig. 7.17c and 7.17d, high resolution

images of two particles with different crystalline structure are illustrated. The last

example presents a slightly elongated shape, which could be an indication of the

result of a re-crystallization process after coalescence.

The AFM characterization, as well as the TEM results, are depicted in fig-

ure 7.18. The sample, again, corresponds to a coverage of 10 ML. The density of

nanoparticles as extracted from AFM is (2.9 ± 0.3) × 1011 cm−2. This leads to a

mean equivalent radius of 〈Req〉 = (5.5± 0.3) nm. Direct comparison to the particle

diameter as extracted from TEM is at this point not possible. The reason is that

the observed diameter in Fig. 7.18d corresponds to the long axis of the particle, i.e.

2b, which cannot be compared directly to the equivalent radius. For this purpose,

shape characterization by means of optical spectroscopy is employed, as explained

in the last section.

Both the measured and the modeled spectra, as well as the resultant relation

between size and shape, are depicted in Fig. 7.19. The best fit can be obtained

assuming a particle ensemble with 〈Req〉 ∼= 5.5 nm and np
∼= 3.4× 1011 cm−2. This

value of the density of nanoparticles is slightly larger than the one obtained by AFM.

This can be explained by the limited resolution of atomic force microscopy, which

underestimates the nanoparticle density [178]. Recalculation of the equivalent radius
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Table 7.2: AFM and optical spectroscopy versus TEM

np / 1011 cm−2 〈2b〉 / nm

AFM + Opt. Spe. 2.9± 0.3 13± 2

TEM 3.1± 0.3 12± 2

for a np
∼= 3.4× 1011 cm−2 alters its initial value only slightly. Therefore, both the

optical and morphological data used in the fitting procedure are consistent, i.e. fR

and f̂a/b.

From the particle ensemble characterization, the mean axial ratio of the nanopar-

ticle ensemble is 〈a/b〉 = a/b(〈Req〉) = 0.6 ± 0.1. Since the particle size and shape

relation is known, the desired measure, i.e. the mean long axis 〈2b〉, can easily be

calculated. From Eq. (7.19) one gets

〈2b〉 =
2〈Req〉
3
√
〈a/b〉

. (7.22)

The result is shown in table 7.2. As can be seen, there is an excellent agreement

to the value obtained by TEM. This holds also also for the density of nanoparticles.

Note that the nanoparticle density obtained by AFM is only slightly smaller than

than obtained by TEM, as reported previously [178]. This means that size, shape

and distance between nanoparticles extracted from AFM and optical spectroscopy

as discussed in the sections above are all consistent with the TEM measurements. It

should be remarked here that, in spite of all approximations that have been made,

the agreement between both techniques is excellent. This agreement emphasize the

high potential of the characterization method based on atomic force microscopy,

combined with optical transmission spectroscopy and the theoretical description

within the quasistatic approximation and the Yamaguchi model described in this

work.

7.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, it has been shown that the morphology of the prepared gold particle

ensemble on quartz can be properly characterized by a combination of three tools:

atomic force microscopy, optical transmission spectroscopy and the control of the

atom flux with the help of a quartz microbalance. Several parameters have been used

to describe the particles within the ensemble: density of nanoparticles np, equivalent
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radius Req, axial ratio a/b, as well as the size distribution of the particle ensemble

fR.

The particle growth has been studied in the multilayer rather than in the sub-

monolayer range. Up to 15 ML, coalescence has been found to be the dominant ki-

netic mechanism of growth. However, for coverages larger than about Θ ' 2.3×1016

cm−2, i.e. 15 ML, the density of nanoparticles extracted from AFM remains con-

stant. Incomplete coalescence and formation of a discontinuous film has been pro-

posed as explanation of this behavior. Annealing and stimulation of coalescence for

a coverage of 20 ML supports this explanation. Further discussion of the particle

ensemble in this chapter has concentrated only on the stage where complete coalesce

occurs.

Study of the dependence on light polarization and on the angle of incidence of

the particles’ plasmon resonance by optical transmission spectroscopy, indicates that

the representation of the supported nanoparticles as oblate rotational ellipsoids is

consistent with the results. This representation has been supported by transmission

electron microscopy.

The optical extinction spectra of the particle ensemble are dominated by an inho-

mogeneous line broadening, due to the broad shape distribution of the nanoparticles

within the ensembles. The influence on the optical spectra of both the support and

particle-particle interactions, has also been accounted.

The combination of optical spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy makes it

possible to extract the size and shape distribution of the particle ensemble. In other

words, morphology of all particles within the ensemble is known. The theoretical

treatment described here is based on previous contributions [71, 75, 77, 98, 118].

However, several details have been reconsidered in this work. The results are not

only consistent with atomic force microscopy, but even with transmission electron

microscopy. The agreement of the particle diameter (in plane view) for gold particles

on sapphire between TEM and the a combination of AFM and optical spectroscopy

is excellent. This result further emphasizes the potential of the characterization

method described in this chapter, i.e. a combination of AFM and optical spec-

troscopy.





Chapter 8

Laser Tailoring

In this chapter, the possibility of tailoring the morphology of supported gold

nanoparticles by the method introduced in Chapter 4 is discussed. The technique

relies on selective laser-heating (resonant heating) accompanied by atom desorption

from the selected particles of undesired size. The selection criterion is based on the

shape dependence of the Mie resonance. In addition, tailoring is influenced by the

support-particle interaction. The dielectric constant of the support alters the di-

electric surrounding of the particle and therefore its plasmon resonance. This effect

has been discussed in detail in the third chapter. In addition, the adhesion energy

between the particle and the support surface determines the particle morphology,

and, as a result, has a strong influence on the resonance condition. Furthermore, the

thermodynamic properties of the substrate play a major role for the temperature

rise of the sample during irradiation with laser light. In order to investigate the in-

fluence of all these effects, gold nanoparticles supported on three different supports

(quartz glass, sapphire and rutile) has been investigated. The morphology changes

of gold particles observed after irradiation are briefly compared to those of silver

supported on quartz glass.

For this investigation, the coverage of the samples has been set to Θ = (1.1 ±
0.1)× 1016 cm−2, i.e. 7 ML. In addition, the influence of irradiation with laser light

of gold supported on quartz for a coverage of Θ = (3.0±0.3)×1016 cm−2, i.e. 20 ML

is briefly discussed. As has been explained in Chapter 7, for a coverage of 7 ML the

nanoparticle ensemble consists of well-separated particles while for a coverage of 20

ML a discontinuous film is formed. To increase the adhesion energy, gold supports

have been annealed in situ for two hours at 600 K before atom deposition.

Three experimental irradiation parameters play an important role here, namely

the laser wavelength, the laser fluence and the number of pulses. In order to get a

115
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large area homogeneously irradiated, the beam on the substrate surface1 was scanned

over this surface for thirty seconds. As a result, the number of pulses amounts to

300 during illumination. In the past, the influence of the number of pulses on the

tailoring process has been found to be logarithmic [75]. In other words, almost

no influence on the number of pulses is detected after the first ten pulses. For this

reason, in this work, the influence of the number of pulses has been no longer studied

and 300 pulses have been systematically used. In addition, laser fluences between

100 and 400 mJ/cm2 have been reported as necessary for the tailoring [75]. In this

work the laser fluence has been set in the range between 100 and 200 mJ/cm2. In

the case of gold nanoparticle ensembles, the angle of incidence of the s-polarized

laser beam was perpendicular to the support surface.

8.1 Experimental results

8.1.1 Gold particles on quartz glass

As a model system, gold on quartz is presented. The optical properties of gold

nanoparticles have been discussed extensively in Chapter 2 and 3, and the char-

acterization of this system was the topic of Chapter 7. Gold particles have been

prepared on quartz glass at room temperature. The coverage of the sample has

been set to Θ = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 1016 cm−2, i.e. 7 ML, which leads to an ensemble

with 〈Req〉 = (5.3 ± 0.3) nm. In the top row of Fig. 8.1, the optical spectrum, an

AFM image and the obtained size distribution2 of the nanoparticle ensemble are

displayed.

Two other samples have been prepared under these experimental conditions.

Each of these two ensembles has been irradiated with tunable laser light in order to

selectively heat particles of a specific size within the ensemble.

The center row of Fig. 8.1 illustrates the optical spectrum, the morphological

structure and the size distribution of the first particle ensemble after subsequently

irradiation with laser light of two different photon energies3 (indicated by arrows),

i.e. 1.7 eV and 1.9 eV. Here, the maximum fluence during irradiation has been set

to 100 mJ/cm2. For a constant photon energy, the fluence has been increased up

1The beam diameter on the substrate surface is 2.5 mm.
2The size distribution has been normalized in each case with the condition

∫∞
0

fR(r)dr = 1. In
others words, fR represents the probability distribution of the equivalent radius.

3Following the terminology of the resonance frequency of the particles, the photon energy of
the laser light ~ωL (instead of its wavelength λL) is indicated here.
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Figure 8.1: a) Optical spectra, b) AFM images and c) obtained size distribu-
tions of gold particles on quartz: (top) as grown, (center and bottom) and
after irradiation with laser light (photon energies indicated by arrows in the
spectra). In the optical spectra in the center and in the bottom, the dotted,
dashed and solid lines indicate before, right after and one day after irradia-
tion, respectively. The angle of incidence of the s-polarized laser beam was
perpendicular to the support surface. The maximum laser fluence used has
been 100 mJ/cm2.

to 100 mJ/cm2. Afterwards, the laser photon energy was tuned, and the process

repeated.

The bottom row of Fig. 8.1 illustrates the optical spectrum, the morphological

structure and the size distribution of the second particle ensemble after irradiation

with laser light of a photon energy of 2.3 eV. The maximum fluence during irradiation

has been again chosen to be 100 mJ/cm2.

During irradiation with laser light, the changes of the width of the plasmon

resonance have been used to monitor the tailoring process in situ. The optical
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spectra before (dotted line), right after (dashed line) and one day after irradiation

(solid line) are depicted in the center and in the bottom panels of Fig. 8.1a. Photon

energies at the left and at the right of the plasmon peak has been selected in order

to tailor the plasmon resonance of the ensemble towards a sharp peak, as described

in Fig. 4.3 in Chapter 4. However this goal was not achieved for a photon energy of

2.3 eV.

In the spectra, it is generally observed that irradiation with laser light leads to

a blue-shift of the resonance peak accompanied by a decrease of the absorption.

This could easily be explained when the particles get a more spherical shape, i.e. in

the direction of thermodynamic equilibrium. Note that the changes of the optical

spectrum (dashed line) in the bottom panel of Fig. 8.1a, in contrast to those of the

center panel of this figure, do not take place at the photon energy of the incident

laser light. This behavior cannot be explained by selective heating of particles

within the ensemble, as described in Fig. 4.3 in Chapter 4. An unexpected behavior

is that strong changes of the optical properties are measured not only right after

irradiation, but also up to about three hours afterwards (dashed and solid line in

Fig. 8.1a). After about three hours no longer changes are observed. Following the

initially observed blue-shift, a subsequent red-shift and an increase of the absorption

is generally observed. Both effects can be explained by a process of self-diffusion

within the clusters, i.e. reshaping. This reshaping could be understood as a slightly

flattening of the particles, as a result of a thermal energy relaxation process.

More insight into the particle morphology after irradiation with laser light is

obtained by atomic force microscopy. The AFM images show a clear coarsening4 of

the nanoparticle ensemble after irradiation, independently of the photon energy of

the laser light. The density of nanoparticles decreases while its size apparently in-

creases. Compare the vertical scale of the AFM images of Fig. 8.1b before and after

irradiation. In both cases, (AFM images in the center and bottom of Fig. 8.1b) the

size increase is comparable, although differences of the morphology of the particle

ensemble are also seen. To analyze these differences, the size distributions of the

nanoparticles has been evaluated in detail and the results are depicted in Fig. 8.1c

(center and bottom). An important remark is necessary here. Atom desorption from

the particles is expected, the amount of desorbed atoms being unknown. Therefore,

the metal coverage, and, as a result, the particle size, cannot be accurately charac-

terized. For simplicity, this fact has been neglected. Thus, the particle’s dimensions

4As has been explained in Chapter 1, coarsening is used here to describe a decrease of the
density of particles accompanied by an increase of their size.
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Figure 8.2: Atomic force microscopy image a) before and b) after irradiation
with laser light of a photon energy of 2.3 eV of gold particles prepared on
quartz glass for a initial coverage of Θ = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 1016 cm−2, i.e. 7 ML.
At the bottom of each picture the profile of the indicated scan line. See text
for details.

of the irradiated samples should always be considered only as a rough estimation5.

Nevertheless, important information can be extracted as discussed in the following.

The particle morphology shows in both cases a clear development towards larger

aggregates. The mean size after irradiation shifts towards larger sizes and the size

distribution broadens. The size distributions have been fitted to a log-normal dis-

tribution function (Fig. 8.1c(center and bottom)). As already indicated in the first

chapter, this statistic behavior is expected after coalescence6 [83]. For comparison,

the distribution of different sizes before irradiation has been fitted to a normal dis-

tribution function (solid line) and to a log-normal one (dotted line) Fig. 8.1c (top).

Observe that irradiation with laser light with a photon energy of 1.7 eV and 1.9

eV leads to a bimodal size distribution, see center of Fig. 8.1c. Another interesting

5Hendrich [71] estimated the effective coverage after irradiation with laser light as a function
of the laser fluence. Including this effective coverage, the equivalent radius indicated here after
irradiation overestimates the particle size by about 15%.

6Note that coalescence takes place during growth as discussed in the last chapter.
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Figure 8.3: a) Optical spectra, b) AFM images and c) obtained size distribu-
tions of gold particles on quartz: (top) as grown, (center and bottom) and
after irradiation with laser light (photon energies indicated by arrows in the
spectra). In the optical spectra in the center and in the bottom, the dotted,
dashed and solid lines indicate before, right after and one day after irradiation,
respectively. In the spectra in the bottom, the dotted lines indicate the spec-
tra before irradiation of different laser photon energies. The angle of incidence
of the s-polarized laser beam was perpendicular to the support surface. The
maximum laser fluence used has been 200 mJ/cm2.

observation is the presence of “dark areas”, referring to the substrate surface. This

effect is observed clearly in the bottom panel of Fig. 8.1b.

An enlarged AFM image of this sample which illustrates the presence of several

dark areas, as well as the coarsening after irradiation is presented in Fig. 8.2b. On

its left, Fig. 8.2a illustrates the ensemble before irradiation. On the bottom of each

figure the profile of the AFM scan line is included.
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In order to further investigate the influence of the photon energy on the interac-

tion of laser light with the particle ensemble, two other samples, similar to the initial

one described above, have been irradiated in several steps for increasing photon en-

ergy. Two stages are considered here. The first stage after subsequent irradiation

with laser light of photon energies 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 eV. The maximum flu-

ence has been set to 200 mJ/cm2. A following stage, after subsequent irradiation

with laser light of photon energies 1.7, 1.9 and 2.1 eV. The maximum fluence has

been set to 200 mJ/cm2. The optical spectra, AFM images and the obtained size

distributions of both samples are depicted in Fig. 8.3. The dotted lines of the spec-

tra in the bottom of Fig. 8.3a, indicate subsequent spectra before irradiation with

laser light at different photon energies indicated by arrows.

The irradiation of laser light of these photon energies leads to the same qualita-

tive behavior described in Fig. 8.1. In the optical spectra, the peak of the plasmon

resonance right after irradiation is blue-shifted and the absorption decreases. Several

hours after irradiation, there is a red-shift of the peak and an increase of absorption.

Again, the changes of the spectra could be explained as reshaping of the particles

towards a more spherical shape. The changes after one day can be attributed just to

self-diffusion within the particles. The AFM characterization indicates again coars-

ening of the nanoparticle ensemble. The mean size after irradiation shifts towards

larger sizes and the size distribution broadens. Although a bimodal distribution is

not necessary to fit the particle size distribution, the center and bottom of Fig. 8.3b

reflects the appearance of very large particles.

8.1.2 Support influence

Gold nanoparticles have also been prepared on sapphire and rutile and irradiated

afterwards with nanosecond-pulsed laser light. There have been several reasons for

the selection of these materials as supports. The main cause has been that they

have a higher dielectric constant than quartz. Thus, the resonance condition is

expected at frequencies which are far away from the interband transition of gold,

in particular with rutile supports. Note that the interband transition of gold has a

strong influence on the plasmon resonance. As a result, the (1,1)-mode, expected

for oblate spheroids, is totally damped. In other words, the plasmon resonance of

the particles cannot be excited along the normal to the support surface, but along

the direction parallel to the surface. This is the reason why, in this work, gold

nanoparticles have always been irradiated at normal incidence with s-polarized laser
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Figure 8.4: a) Optical spectra, b) AFM images and c) obtained size distribu-
tions of gold particles prepared on quartz (top), sapphire (center), and rutile
(bottom). The coverage has been set to Θ = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 1016 cm−2, i.e. 7
ML.

light. However, an increasing red-shift of the plasmon resonance is expected when

comparing the growth of gold on quartz, sapphire and rutile, in this order.

The optical spectrum, the surface morphology and the size distribution of gold

nanoparticles on the three different supports for a coverage of Θ = (1.1±0.1)×1016

cm−2, i.e. 7 ML are depicted in Fig. 8.4. The optical spectra for increasing coverage

of gold on the different supports reflect the expected increased red-shift of the (1,0)-

mode on sapphire and on rutile. However, the (1,1)-mode is still not observable, even

in the case of rutile. From the AFM characterization, a slightly different density of

gold nanoparticles on quartz glass in comparison to sapphire and rutile crystals has

been extracted.

In order to investigate the influence of the photon energy on the interaction

of laser light with gold nanoparticles on sapphire and rutile, several measurements
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Figure 8.5: a) Optical spectra, b) AFM images and c) obtained size distri-
butions of gold particles on sapphire: (top) as grown, (center and bottom)
and after irradiation with laser light (photon energies indicated by arrows on
the spectra). In the optical spectra in the center and in the bottom, the dot-
ted, and solid lines indicate before and one day after irradiation, respectively.
The angle of incidence of the s-polarized laser beam was perpendicular to the
support surface. See text for details.

have been carried out. Two cases are considered here. The first one corresponds

to irradiation with laser light of photon energies 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 eV. The

maximum fluence has been set to 160 mJ/cm2. The second case corresponds to the

irradiation with laser light of a photon energy of 2.3 eV. The maximum fluence has

been set to 100 mJ/cm2. The optical spectra, AFM images and the obtained size

distributions of the samples are depicted in Fig. 8.5 for sapphire and in Fig. 8.6 for

rutile7.

7The decrease of extinction for gold nanoparticles on rutile at about 3 eV (Fig. 8.6a) is due to
absorption of light by the support at this spectral range.
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Figure 8.6: a) Optical spectra, b) AFM images and c) obtained size distri-
butions of gold particles on rutile: (top) as grown, (center and bottom)
and after irradiation with laser light (photon energies indicated by arrows on
the spectra). In the optical spectra in the center and in the bottom, the dot-
ted, and solid lines indicate before and one day after irradiation, respectively.
The angle of incidence of the s-polarized laser beam was perpendicular to the
support surface. See text for details.

In both figures only the optical spectra before irradiation (dotted line) and one

day after irradiation (solid line) are depicted8. Note that the changes of the optical

spectra in the bottom panels of Fig. 8.5a and of Fig. 8.6a do not take place at

the photon energy of the incident laser light. This behavior cannot be explained by

selective heating of particles within the ensemble. This is not the case in the center

8Although it is not represented, the same behavior described for gold on quartz is observed
here. That is, the peak of the resonance shifts to a shorter photon energy right after irradiation
with laser light and the absorption decreases, while both effects are less pronounced after one day.
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panels of each figure. The same behavior has already been discussed for gold on

quartz glass.

The AFM characterization indicates in both cases that coarsening takes place

after irradiation with laser light. This fact is independent of the photon energy in the

range studied here, and independent of the particle support. The size distributions

indicate that after irradiation with laser light the mean size shifts towards larger

sizes and the size distribution broadens. However, as in the case of quartz, there is

not clear relation between the irradiation with laser light and the resultant shape of

the size distribution.

8.1.3 Silver particles on quartz glass

The interaction of supported gold particles with nanosecond-pulsed laser light, of

photon energies in resonance with the surface plasmon polariton of the particles,

lead, as described above, to coarsening. This effect prevents tailoring the particle

size by irradiation with laser light in order to narrow the size distribution. Because

this effect has been generally observed for gold nanoparticles, the influence of this

phenomenon on the laser tailoring of silver particles has also been briefly studied.

Silver particles were prepared on quartz glass with a coverage of Θ = (1.1±0.1)×1016

cm−2, i.e. 7 ML. The optical spectrum, an AFM image and the obtained size

distribution of the nanoparticle ensemble after sample preparation are displayed in

the top row of Fig. 8.7. The spectrum shows the (1,1)- and (1,0)-mode of the Mie

resonance of the prepared silver particles. In order to investigate the interaction

of laser light with silver clusters, the sample has been irradiated in several steps.

Firstly with laser light of photon energies 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 eV and then of 3.5, 3.4,

and 3.3 eV. The maximum fluence has been set to 150 mJ/cm2. In order to allow

excitation of both modes of the plasmon resonance, p-polarized light at an angle of

incidence of 45◦ has been used. The optical spectra, an AFM image and the obtained

size distribution of the nanoparticle ensemble after irradiation are displayed in the

bottom row of Fig. 8.7.

As can be clearly seen in the AFM characterization, coarsening is also observed

here. As a result, the mean size after irradiation shifts towards larger sizes and the

size distribution broadens.

8.1.4 Irradiation of a discontinuous film

Figure 8.8a illustrates the optical spectra and Figs. 8.8b and 8.8c the AFM images

before and after irradiation with laser light of a gold nanoparticle network prepared
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Figure 8.7: a) Optical spectra, b) AFM images and c) obtained size dis-
tributions of silver particles on quartz: (top) as grown, (bottom) and after
irradiation with laser light (photon energies indicated by arrows in the spec-
trum). In the optical spectra in the center and in the bottom, the dotted,
dashed and solid lines indicate before, right after and one day after irradia-
tion, respectively. The angle of incidence of the p-polarized laser beam was
45◦. The maximum laser fluence used has been 150 mJ/cm2.

Figure 8.8: a) Optical spectra of gold particles on quartz: as grown (doted
line), and after irradiation (solid line) with laser light (photon energies indi-
cated by arrows in the spectrum). The angle of incidence of the s-polarized
laser beam was perpendicular to the support surface. The maximum laser
fluence used has been 100 mJ/cm2. AFM image b) before and c) after irra-
diation. The metal coverage corresponds to 20 ML.
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on quartz glass for a coverage9 of Θ = (3.0 ± 0.3) × 1016 cm−2, i.e. 20 ML. The

photon energies of the applied laser light were 2.15 eV, 2.25 eV, and 2.35 eV, the

maximum fluence 100 mJ/cm2. In this case, irradiation leads also to coarsening

and “particle” reshaping. Compare the vertical scale of the AFM images before and

after irradiation. The morphology of the ensemble has changed drastically after

irradiation with laser light.

8.2 Discussion

As presented above, the interaction of supported noble metal nanoparticles with

nanosecond-pulsed laser light, with photon energies in the range of the particles’ plas-

mon resonance, leads to coarsening and particle reshaping towards a more spherical

shape. Nevertheless, it is important to distinguish between the last case presented

in section 8.1.4, i.e. coarsening of a discontinuous film and the former results. In the

last chapter, it has been shown that coarsening of a discontinuous film occurs after

sample annealing up to a temperature of 600 K (cf. Fig. 7.11). As explained in

Chapter 7, annealing activates complete coalescence of aggregates in contact. There-

fore, the experimental results described in section 8.1.4, can be easily explained

by thermal activation of (complete) coalescence of the initially interconnected ag-

gregates. However, this scenario cannot explain the coarsening of an ensemble of

well-separated particles. It is evident that other processes operate during irradiation

with laser light in addition to that of atom evaporation from the surface of the metal

particles.

The presented results are comparable to those reported earlier by several groups

[56, 57, 58, 59, 61], as already discussed in Chapter 4. Kawasaki et al. [58] proposed

that the rise of the particle’ temperature during irradiation with laser light leads

to melting and a liquid-like behavior of the aggregates. The authors do not discuss

which specific mechanism causes the observed coarsening. In contrast, Resta [61]

suggested that cluster mobility is activated because of heating of the particle’s sup-

port at high laser intensities. Therefore, coalescence because of cluster migration is

proposed as the mechanism of coarsening. This is supported by x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy studies made by Yang et al. [59]. This spectroscopy technique shows

the interaction between the gold and the silicon atoms after preparation of gold

nanoparticles on a quartz support. This is indicated as the interfacial interaction

between the support and the nanoparticles. After irradiation with laser light the

9As has been discussed in the last chapter, at this coverage the deposited gold form a network
of aggregates or discontinuous film.
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measurements show the loss of this support/nanoparticle interaction. The loss of

adhesion of the aggregates to the support is indicated as a consequence of cluster

migration.

As has been explained in the first chapter, two mechanisms lead to coarsen-

ing. Ripening operates when adhesion of the particles to the support is strong,

while particle migration and coalescence occurs when adhesion is poor. Both pro-

cesses are thermally activated. Although coarsening of gold and silver nanoparticle

ensembles on oxides supports is a general observed phenomenon after sample an-

nealing, the responsible kinetic mechanisms are still an intense topic of discussion

[67, 68, 69, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 87]. Several theoretical kinetic models have indicated

that the evolution of the size distribution gives enough information to elucidate

which mechanism, ripening or cluster migration, is responsible for the ensemble

coarsening [52, 83, 84, 85]. However, contradictory conclusions have been reported

[78, 79]. Furthermore, it has been doubted whether the possibility to draw any con-

clusion from the size distribution exists at all [87]. Monte-Carlo simulations even

emphasize the difficulty to completely distinguish between both processes [86], and

it has been suggested that both mechanisms occur simultaneously [79].

As discussed above, the different mechanisms which lead to coarsening are not

well understood. Taking into account that metal particles have a weak interaction

with oxides supports, governed by van der Waals forces, and that nucleation on

defects is generally observed, I conclude that the low adhesion of the particles leads

during irradiation with laser light to cluster migration and coalescence10. In order

to get a deeper understanding of the thermal process that could be activated, the

temperature during irradiation has been estimated here. For this purpose, the the-

oretical considerations already discussed in the fourth chapter, in addition to the

sample characterization described in the last chapter, are employed here. In Chap-

ter 4, the absorption cross section of a single particle with resonance frequency Ω

and volume V has been denoted as σabs(ω,Ω). In the last chapter, the relation be-

tween particle size and shape has been obtained. This makes it possible to express

the absorption cross section at a specific frequency as a function of particle size,

i.e. σabs(r)
∣∣
ω
. As a result, the temperature increase during irradiation can also be

calculated as a function of the particle dimension, i.e. ∆T (r)
∣∣
ω=ωL

. As explained

in Chapter 4, the temperature increase during illumination is proportional to the

laser fluence. Two contributions can be distinguished. The first one is due to selec-

tive light absorption by the metal particles. In addition heating diffusion from the

10However, I do not neglect ripening.
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Table 8.1: Heat conductivity kT expressed in W/mK, and heat diffusivity κ
expressed in cm2/s at room temperature, of the materials of interest in this
work. Data from references [102, 133].

quartz glass rutile sapphire

kT 1.36 8.5 47

κ 0.007 0.03 0.15

neighbor particles via the support has to be taken into account. In contrast to the

selective heating, the temperature increase on the support because of heat diffusion

is time-dependent. The maximum temperature at the center of the contact area

between particles and support surface is achieved at the end of the laser pulse. The

temperature increase can be expressed as

∆T (r)
∣∣
ω=ωL

= F · [C1(r) + C2]
∣∣
ω=ωL

, (8.1)

where

C1(r)
∣∣
ω=ωL

=
σabs(r)

∣∣
ω=ωL

πkT RsτL

, and (8.2)

C2

∣∣
ω=ωL

=
2〈σabs〉

∣∣
ω=ωL

kT D̂2

√
κ

πτL

. (8.3)

As already explained, kT and κ are the heat conductivity and diffusivity, respectively,

D̂ is the mean distance between particles and Rs the radius of the area of contact

between particle and support surface11. The thermal constants needed here are

listed in table 8.1.

The mean value of the absorption cross section 〈σabs〉, is calculated here as

〈σabs〉
∣∣
ω=ωL

=

∫ ∞

0

σabs(r)
∣∣
ω=ωL

fR(r)dr, (8.4)

where fR(r) is the probability distribution function of the equivalent radius, as

described in the last chapter.

The characterization of the particle morphology allows the calculation of the

absorption cross section as a function of the particle size, i.e. σabs(Req). This

absorption cross section is represented on the left of Fig. 8.9. Two laser photon

11Although Rs has been calculated in Chapter 3, I approximate in the following calculation
Rs ' Req.
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energies have been computed: 2.3 eV and 1.9 eV in the case of gold, while 3.4

eV and 2.5 eV have been computed in the case of silver. The possibility to excite

the plasmon resonance of certain particles with specific sizes selectively is clearly

shown. However, it is evident that the efficiency is lower for smaller particles than

for larger particles. The reason is twofold. The change of the resonance condition

for different particle shapes12, reduces with decreasing size, i.e. increasing axial

ratio. This has been calculated in Chapter 3 for silver and gold particles in vacuum

(see Fig 3.3). Furthermore, the magnitude of the light absorption as a result of

the plasmon resonance, decreases strongly for photon energies close to the interband

transition. Note as an example that the absorption cross section of the gold particles

on quartz, which are in resonance condition at a photon energy of 2.3 eV, i.e. Req '
6.5 nm, is only slightly higher than that of the large particle of the ensemble, i.e.

Req ' 10 nm (see top, left corner of Fig. 8.9). The reason is the proportionality

of the light absorption to the particle volume, which is independent of the plasmon

resonance. The calculations also show the influence of the support on the particle

absorption. When comparing the absorption cross section on different supports, it

is observed that, at the same frequency, the plasmon resonance can be excited in

smaller particles if a support with higher refractive index is used. For example, at

1.9 eV, the absorption is at its maximum for particles with an equivalent radius of

about 8 nm in the case of quartz, and 7 nm in the case of rutile.

With the knowledge of the absorption cross section the temperature rises at

the end of two different laser pulses of the photon energy of 1.9 eV and 2.3 eV,

respectively, with a fluence of 100 mJ/cm2 can be calculated for each sample. The

results of the calculations are depicted on the right side of Fig. 8.9. The two different

contributions of the temperature increase are evident here. A thermal background,

originating from the heat diffusion from the neighboring particles, which contributes

significantly to the temperature rise13. The selective term peaks sharply at low

photon energies and shows the selectively heating of the particles. This contribution

follows the same features as the correspondent absorption cross section depicted on

the left side of Fig. 8.9.

Not only the basic idea of the laser-tailoring process considered here is illustrated

on the right side of Fig. 8.9, but also the so-called method of persistent spectral hole

burning [98, 110]. This method, developed in Träger’s group, enables the calculation

of the dephasing time of the plasmon resonance. For this purpose, the spectral

holes created in the optical spectrum of the particle ensemble after irradiation with

12This is the base of the whole laser tailoring method.
13I repeat here that the thermal background rises during the laser pulse. The maximum value

at the end of the pulse has been computed here.
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Figure 8.9: Left: Absorption cross sections (solid lines) as a function of
the particle size for two different photon energies (indicated in the figure)
for the metal/support systems of interest in the present discussion. Right:
Correspondent temperature rise at the end of one laser pulse with a fluence
of 100 mJ/cm2. The dotted line in the figures represent the particle size
distribution in arbitrary units.
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nanosecond-pulsed laser light are theoretically modeled14. The theoretical treatment

of the stimulated processes of atom-desorption and self-diffusion within the particles

reproduces the experimental spectral holes and their dependence on the applied

fluence. However, this applies only at low intensity of irradiation, i.e. F ∼ 5 − 20

mJ/cm2. At larger fluences, the method fails to describe the spectral holes. The

reason argued is that at large fluences particles which are not fully in resonance with

the laser light, gain more and more importance, as they absorb energy in the wings

of their plasmon profiles [98]. That particles which are not fully in resonance with

the laser light absorb more and more energy for increasing fluence was used by Stietz

et al. [63] to explain that, under irradiation with a fixed photon energy at a large

fluence, a broad size interval within the ensemble can be resonantly heated in order to

tailor their dimensions. However, I argue that the results presented above illustrate

that the reason why the model of persistent spectral hole burning cannot describe the

spectral holes at large fluences is the appearance of a new phenomenon not included

in the model, namely laser-induced coalescence. Note that the absorption of laser

light by particles not fully in resonance is also computed in the model presented in

Chapter 4 taking into account the mean value of the absorption cross section 〈σabs〉
of the irradiated ensemble, which is necessary to calculate the thermal background.

The point of discussion now is whether or not the absolute temperature rise of

the support surface is high enough to activate cluster migration during the pulse

duration. Since the contribution of the selective heating to the increase of the tem-

perature after irradiation with laser light of a photon energy of 2.3 eV is almost

negligible, I focus only on the thermal background. Observe that the absolute val-

ues of the temperature rise are strongly dependent on the thermal properties of the

support. The temperature increase is much lower in the case of sapphire than in

the case of quartz glass, while rutile presents intermediate values. The reason is

the high thermal conductivity of sapphire as compared to the other supports, see

table 8.1. Here, it is necessary to remark that in the model presented in Chapter 4,

several important approximations have been made. Melting and evaporation are not

incorporated in the model, and the thermal properties of the support are considered

independent of the support temperature. In addition, the calculations are based on

the characterization model presented in the last chapter. For this reason, the abso-

lute values of the temperature should be considered carefully in the discussion15. In

14It is worth remarking here an observation made by Hendrich [179]. He indicated that this
method cannot be used at frequencies close to the interband transition of gold. The reason is
clearly shown in Fig. 8.9, since at those frequencies, selective heating cannot be achieved.

15Note that the thermal conductivity of sapphire and quartz differ strongly. Thus, strong differ-
ences in the temperature rise on both substrates are expected, even if a more precise theoretical
treatment than the model presented in this work is performed.
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Figure 8.10: a) Optical spectra of gold nanoparticles on quartz after growth
at room temperature (dotted line) and after annealing to 600 K for two hours
and posterior self-cooling down to room temperature (solid line). AFM images
b) before and c) after annealing. The metal coverage corresponds to 7 ML.

the case of quartz glass, the temperature rise on the support surface is rather large,

and the consideration of particle migration is quite reasonable16. However, this is

not the case for gold particles supported on rutile or even on sapphire. At this point,

I emphasize the evolution of gold particles on quartz glass after annealing at 600

K during two hours, discussed in the last chapter. The results are again presented

in Fig. 8.10. The optical spectrum after annealing illustrates that the particles are

reshaped towards a more spherical shape, since the peak of the resonance shifts to

higher values of the photon energy. The AFM characterization17 does not indicate

coarsening, but a slight increase of the particle height. It seems that higher tem-

peratures are necessary to activate particle diffusion. Because of this, the absoulute

value of the temperature rise during irradiation seems to be insufficient to explain

the generally observed laser-induced coalescence.

The most important factor, neglected until here, could be the inhomogeneous

temperature distribution of the sample during irradiation. This includes a necessary

reconsideration of the heat diffusion from the neighbor particles. In Chapter 4, this

fact has been approximated by a plane wave of heat, which is the result of the heat

intensity averaged over the whole illuminated area. However, this approximation

could not properly describe the local temperature distribution around the particles.

This fact may be rather important, as the fluence increases. As a result, a complex

16Coarsening of gold particle ensembles has been reported after annealing at temperatures above
700 K [78, 79].

17Observe here that the sharp plasmon resonance of the annealed ensemble is the result of a
homogeneous shape distribution, i.e. quasi-spheres. The AFM characterization shows that the
ensemble after annealing still presents a broad size distribution in spite of the reduction of the
inhomogeneous line broadening of the plasmon resonance.
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temperature distribution is expected around the particles, which leads to important

thermal gradients. The appearance of a thermal gradient has strong consequences on

the stability of the particle morphology. In the first chapter, it has been indicated

that the particle shape is influenced by the interaction of the particle with the

support surface. The equilibrium condition is defined by the surface tensions of

the metal, the support and its interface. However, under a thermal gradient, all

of them are modified. A thermal gradient would drive the particle to regions of

higher adhesion energy [180]. In addition, there is another important effect, namely

the inhomogeneity of the surface tension of the metal, which produces a stress on

the particle surface. This is the so-called Marangoni effect, which tends to move

the particle towards colder regions. However, the direction in which the particle

end up moving cannot be predicted [180]. It has been reported that the Marangoni

effect, created by the decay of plasmons on planar metallic-dielectric interfaces, can

be used as an optical tool for the manipulation of liquid droplets on metal surfaces

[181, 182]. Moreover, focused illumination on one side of a drop has been used to

drive it macroscopic distances [183]. In the case considered here, this effect could

have a strong impact. It should be pointed out that the inhomogeneity of the

support surface, i.e. extended defects, is a significant factor in the equilibration

process. Quantification of the process is out of the scope of this work.

Nevertheless, there is a critical point that has been not discussed yet, i.e. the

duration of the coalescence process. As commented in the first chapter, the capture

time of adatoms during growth from the nucleated aggregates is on the millisecond

time scale [67]. That coalescence by particle migration takes place during the pulse

duration, i.e. on the nanosecond time scale, requires that the particles are much

more mobile than adatoms. This scenario is rather unlike. If particle diffusion is

activated by thermal gradients, the effect should take place in a longer scale than the

laser pulse width. Although an explanation could be that the migration of particles

differs strongly from that of adatoms, for instance, via extended defects instead of a

random movement, an additional driving force for the motion of the particles seems

to be necessary to explain the particle migration.

It has been pointed out that optical forces between metallic particles could ex-

plain light-induced coagulation of particles in colloidal solutions [20, 184, 185, 186].

These forces are related to the radiation pressure force of light because of the con-

servation of momentum. Since Ashkin [187] showed in 1969 that using laser light,

manipulation and trapping of neutral particles at the micro-size scale is possible, a

revolutionary field in physics and biology has increasingly been developed [188, 189].
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The optical forces between metal nanoparticles within the ensemble under illu-

mination can be simply understood by dipole-dipole interactions. This has been

discussed in the third chapter within the model of Yamaguchi [117]. Interaction

between dipoles scales linearly with the light intensity and decreases spatially with

the fourth power of the distance from the dipole. However, Hallock et al. [186]

have shown that this description significantly underestimates the dipole-dipole in-

teraction between two particles which are very close to each other18. The reason

is the intensification of the electric field between particles satisfying the plasmon

resonance condition. The authors suggest that the optical forces between particles

at large illumination intensities (∼100 mJ/cm2) could be used to manipulate sup-

ported particles. Comparable estimations have been reported [190], but the real

importance of this effect has also been questioned [191].

It is rather difficult to properly quantify the influence of the effect presented above

on the measurements described in this work. However, an important observation

can be made here. If the amplification of the dipole-dipole interaction between metal

particles takes place via excitation of the plasmon resonance, it cannot explain the

activation of coalesce observed by Yang et al. by irradiation of gold particles with

an excimer laser at a very different wavelength (λL = 284 nm) [59].

Another non-thermal process was already suggested by Kaganovskii et al. [57]

to account for the mass transport (responsible for coalescence of gold nanoparticles

after irradiation with laser light), namely particle ionization by laser-induced elec-

tron emission. The electrostatic forces between particles, as a consequence of the

particle charging, may lead to particle diffusion. Emission of electrons from solids

induced by irradiation with laser light has been widely reported [192, 193, 194]. At

photon energies and fluences considered here, (single) photoelectric and thermionic

effects can be neglected and only19 multi-photon ionization would lead to electron

emission. Multi-photon effects have been measured after irradiation of supported sil-

ver nanoparticles, with nanosecond-pulsed laser light at rather weak laser intensities

(∼ 10 mJ/cm2). The observed electron emission shows a resonant behavior at the

surface plasmon photon energies [195]. In addition, a slightly reduction of the energy

threshold φ0 for an electron to be ejected has been measured [195]. The surface-

plasmon-enhanced multi-photon photoemission has been explained as a result of the

enhancement of the electromagnetic field localized at the metal-vacuum interface

[196, 197], which leads to an intensification of the electron yield, i.e. the number

of photoelectrons emitted by the sample per incident photon [196]. Therefore, par-

18This concerns distances ranging from one to four nanometers.
19The work function φ0 of, for example, (bulk) gold amounts 5.1 eV [102]. Field electron emission

may have an important influence only under surface plasmon resonance conditions.
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ticle ionization after irradiation could lead to electrostatic forces between particles,

and following migration and coalescence, explaining the observed phenomenon of

laser-induced coalescence.

As discussed above, different mechanisms, in addition to atom desorption may

be important for laser reshaping of the island films. The interaction at large flu-

ences depends crucially on many factors, mainly on the intensity of illumination.

Laser-induced coalescence makes it rather difficult to narrow the size distribution

of supported particles. One of the reasons is that after irradiation the particles

present a more spherical shape, making it impossible to selectively heat particles

from the ensemble. This scenario has been systematically observed for supported

gold nanoparticles and also detected for silver nanoparticles. However, a systemati-

cal study in the case of the last metal is necessary to clarify under which conditions

narrowing of the size distribution is possible, as observed by Bosbach et al. [54].

Nevertheless, it seems that under certain circumstances, the particle reshaping

takes place in a controlled manner. In contrast to the width of the size distribution,

it has been possible to narrow the width of the plasmon resonance. In particular,

this takes place after irradiation with laser light of low photon energies. It seems

that for these photon energies a control of the particle shape is achieved. Note that

this scenario is rather complex, since coalescence of a particle includes interaction

with other particles in the support. The possibility to control the particle shape

in a controlled manner by laser-induced coalescence is discussed further in the next

chapter.

8.3 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, the interaction of nanosecond-pulsed laser light with supported gold

nanoparticles with a size of 〈Req〉 ' 5 nm has been systematically investigated. In

addition, silver nanoparticles of a comparable size are also briefly discussed. The

laser photon energy has been tuned within the excitation range of the surface plas-

mon polariton of the clusters. This allows selective resonant heating of desired

particles within an ensemble with a broad size and shape distribution. The laser

fluence has been set in the range between 100 and 200 mJ/cm2. This light intensity

has been used in order to activate thermal atom desorption from the particles and,

in this way, to tailor the morphology of the clusters. The influence of the particle

support has also been investigated. For this purpose, gold nanoparticles have been

prepared on quartz glass, sapphire and rutile and afterwards irradiated with laser
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light. The particle morphology has been monitored in situ by optical transmission

spectroscopy and ex situ by atomic force microscopy. The experimental results show

that irradiation with laser light leads to particle coalescence and reshaping towards

a more spherical shape, i.e. closer to that of the thermodynamic equilibrium. As a

result, the mean size after irradiation increases and the size distribution broadens.

Although silver particles have not been systematically investigated, similar effects

have been detected for this metal on quartz glass. The observed results are com-

parable to those reported earlier [56, 57, 58, 59, 61] but in contrast with the idea

proposed by Bosbach et al. [54].

The temperature rise during irradiation with laser light has been computed. For

this purpose, the model presented in Chapter 4 in combination with the ensemble

characterization described in Chapters 3 and 7 has been employed. The theoret-

ical treatment described here is based on previous contributions [71, 75, 98, 135].

However, several details have been reconsidered in this work. The estimation of

the temperature rise does not give any evidence of the thermal activation of coales-

cence. This has been concluded after comparison to the particle morphology after

annealing.

The coalescence phenomenon is attributed to the activation, at large fluence,

of particle migration. Three different mechanisms have been discussed to explain

it, namely the relaxation of the stress on the particle surface as a result of strong

temperature gradients, optical forces and particle ionization. The latter process, i.e.

particle ionization, already suggested by Kaganovskii et al. [57] to account for the

mass transport seems to be the most probable reason.

Clarification of the conditions necessary to achieve a narrowing of the size distri-

bution of supported metal nanoparticles by selective heating constitute a challenge.





Chapter 9

Supported Nanoparticles as SERS

Substrates

Supported gold and silver nanoparticles have been prepared here and used as

SERS substrates for the detection of pyrene. This molecule, also referred to as

benzo(def)phenanthrene (C16H10), is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH). Like

the rest of PAHs, it forms because of incomplete combustion of organic materials

during industrial and other human activities, such as processing of coal and crude oil,

combustion of natural gas, including for heating, vehicle traffic, cooking and tobacco

smoking. PAHs can undergo photodecomposition when exposed to ultraviolet light

from solar radiation [198]. The United States Environmental Protection Agency

(U.S. EPA) has indicated the toxicity and carcinogenicity of several PAHs, includ-

ing pyrene. Those compounds have been identified in surface as well as drinking

water, numerous foods, and in ambient air [198, 199].

According to the International Environmental Standards, the concentration lev-

els of risk of PAHs in seawater are extremely low1 [200]. Therefore, sensitive detec-

tion methods are necessary, in particular, under the harsh conditions in the marine

environment. Different techniques have been applied in order to detect and quantify

the presence of PAHs in water [201, 202, 203, 204]. The work of Kronfeldt’s group

[205, 206, 207, 208] has shown that the technique of surface-enhanced Raman scat-

tering (SERS) is a sensitive and effective method for identification and quantitative

determination of PAHs in sea-water, applicable in situ.

The SERS effect is based on an amplification of the electric fields in the vicinity

of metal nanostructures, in particular gold and silver nanoparticles. The amplified

electric fields lead to a large amplification of the low detection limit of the Ra-

man spectroscopy technique. The enhancement is related to the excitation of Mie

1∼ 102 ng/l for PAHs in surface water.

139
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resonances. For optimum application, not only the light frequency, but also the

resonance condition of the metal nanoparticles should coincide with the molecular

transitions of interest. In others words, engineering of particles with the desired res-

onance condition is necessary. In Träger’s group, shape tailoring of supported metal

nanoparticles with laser light has been developed as an efficient tool for this purpose.

It has been demonstrated that irradiation with laser light during growth of supported

nanoparticles can be used to precisely tune their plasmon resonance [55, 60, 63]. This

chapter shows preliminary results of the collaboration work between the groups of

Träger and Kronfeldt, started by Hubenthal and Schmidt. Control of the dimensions

of supported nanoparticles by laser tailoring and their potential as SERS substrates

is discussed.

9.1 Laser-assisted growth

This technique has been developed by Wenzel et al. [55] for supported silver nanopar-

ticles and extended to gold particles by Ouacha et al. [60]. It has been demonstrated

that the absorption spectra, i.e. the resonance condition and amplitude of the plas-

mon resonance of a particle ensemble can be controlled. By choosing the appropriate

fluence and laser wavelength, stabilization of the particle shape is possible. The basis

of the method, as described initially [55], is briefly presented in the following.

Laser-assisted growth exploits the shape dependence of the spectral position of

the (1,1)-mode of the plasmon resonance. As can be seen at the top of Fig. 9.1a-c,

in natural growth, i.e. non-irradiated particles flatten with increasing size. At the

same time, the (1,1)-mode of the plasmon resonance shifts to lower photon energies.

However, when the particles are irradiated with nanosecond-pulsed laser light2 of a

well-defined photon energy, the growth process can be drastically altered, as shown

schematically at the bottom of Fig. 9.1d-f. At the initial stage, the irradiation with

laser light does not match the Mie resonance condition of the metal particles (Fig.

9.1d), and does not influence the particles’ growth. However, as soon as the profile

of the plasmon resonance overlaps with the laser line (Fig. 9.1e), light absorption

occurs. The absorption of laser light leads to an temperature rise, sufficient high

to stimulate self-diffusion and, eventually, desorption of atoms from the the edges

and perimeters of the particles [132]. Thus, both effects lead to a shaping of the

nanoparticles towards more spherical. Note here how the red-shift of the plasmon

resonance during growth acts as a self-regulating mechanism. The decrease of the

2It has also been demonstrated that continuous laser light can be used for this growth technique
[209].
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Figure 9.1: Schematic representation of the processes that take place during
natural growth (top) and laser-assisted growth (bottom). After [55].

axial ratio due to particle growth competes with the influence of irradiation with

laser light, which tends to increase the axial ratio by atom desorption combined with

self-diffusion. The laser line acts as a barrier for the plasmon resonance. In that way,

the choice of the laser wavelength during irradiation determines the final position

of the plasmon resonance, and the particle shape, respectively. However, the shape

stabilization only takes place when the different mechanisms discussed above are

adequately compensated. For this reason, fluence and atom deposition conditions

have also been investigated. At room temperature and at a constant flux of 0.5

ML/min, different laser fluences have been employed [60]. The results, as expected,

indicate that low values of the fluence are insufficient for shape stabilization while

large values are excessive.

Bosbach [77] studied the laser-assisted growth process by TEM to get a closer

insight into the morphological changes of the metal nanoparticles. He observed re-

nucleation of desorbed atoms and noted that stimulated coalescence also plays an

important role during laser-assisted growth. This last fact has also been observed

by Hendrich [71] by atomic force microscopy. He pointed out that laser-induced co-
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Figure 9.2: Extinction spectra at different stages of growth of gold particles on
sapphire a) at room temperature and b) during irradiation with nanosecond
laser pulses. The laser wavelength during growth is indicated by an arrow.

alescence takes place during laser-assisted growth. The observation of both authors,

in addition to the results presented in the last chapter, emphasize that besides atom

desorption and self-diffusion other mechanisms are necessary to explain the stabi-

lization of the particle shape during growth by irradiation with laser light. For the

technique of laser-assisted growth, the fluence at which the peak of the plasmon

resonance has been stabilized in this work, was between 40 and 60 mJ/cm2. As

discussed in the last chapter, this intensity could be enough to stimulate coalescence

accompanied with re-shaping of nanoparticles towards a more spherical shape, i.e.

increase of the particle axial ratio. Thus, coalescence, in addition to atom desorption

and self-diffusion, assists the shape stabilization during irradiation with laser light.

Although a complete understanding of the origin of the morphologic changes of the

particles lacks, a control over the plasmon resonance is achieved here.

As an example of the method of laser-assisted growth the production of gold

nanoparticles on sapphire is discussed as follows.
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Figure 9.3: Extinction spectrum (solid line) after one day and during the last
stages of gold deposition (dashed line) of sample depicted in Fig. 9.2b.

The extinction spectra of gold particles on sapphire for increasing coverage, pre-

pared in natural growth, i.e. without irradiation with laser light, are depicted in

Fig. 9.2a. The coverages indicated in Fig. 9.2a correspond to 5, 10, 20, 35 and 50

MLs.

For the laser assisted-growth, gold particles were prepared on sapphire during

irradiation with nanosecond-pulsed laser light at a photon energy of 1.27 eV, (976

nm) and at a fluence of 60 mJ/cm2. The extinction spectra for increasing coverage

are depicted in Fig. 9.2b. Note that in contrast to the case without laser, the

plasmon resonance stabilizes at about 725 nm. Observe also that the extinction of

the laser-tailored particles is lower than that of the particle ensemble produced in

natural growth. In part3 this is due to the amount of gold that has been removed

from the particle surfaces. Note here that this is a handicap for the appropriate

characterization of the laser-tailored substrate. In principle, the amount of remaining

3Note that extinction does not only depend on the particle volume but also on the particle
shape. Thus, the lower extinction in Fig. 9.2b reflects also that the particles of the ensemble are
more spherical than that of the ensemble prepared in natural growth.
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material on the substrate is unknown. For this reason, the particle size cannot be

precisely determined.

To finish, I want to point out a problem that has to be solved. As described in

Chapter 7, the nanoparticle ensemble still shows morphological changes after atom

deposition, on a time scale of several hours as reflected in the optical spectra. The

same applies to the nanoparticles prepared by laser-assisted growth. This aspect has

important consequences for applications and its influence on the optical spectrum of

the particle ensemble is illustrated in Fig. 9.3. It shows the changes of the extinction

spectrum depicted in Fig. 9.2b after one day. As can be seen in these spectra, the

resonance condition shifts from about 725 nm to roughly 660 nm.

9.2 Characterization of the SERS substrates

Several series of SERS measurements have been accomplished with the same

molecule, pyrene. However, three different laser excitations have been investigated.

For this reason, three set (A, B and C) of different substrates based on silver or gold

particles have been prepared. The support selected was sapphire4. The influence

of the SERS excitation wavelength, presence of a coating, particle size, and growth

conditions have been investigated.

In a first set of measurements, green excitation has been used, i.e. the 514.5 nm

of an argon ion laser. Silver particles have been used since are better suited than

gold particles for this wavelength. Four different substrates were prepared, named

A1 to A4. Their characterization parameters5 are shown in Table 9.1. None of

these samples was prepared under irradiation with laser light. A rough tuning of

the plasmon resonance was achieved by an increase of the preparation temperature.

In this scenario, control of the growth kinetics allows one to prepare particles with

specific optical properties. The optical spectra of these samples are depicted on the

left side of Fig. 9.4 (top). Two of the samples (A3 and A4) differ only in the coating.

The spectrum of the substrate with the coating (A4) is not shown, since it differs

only slightly from that of the correspondent non-coated substrate (A3).

Here is important to mention an advantage of laser-assisted growth. With this

technique, independent of the particle size, and even of the particle material, the

selection of the laser wavelength fixes the peak of the plasmon resonance. Prepara-

tion without laser light, and therefore at different temperatures of growth, requires

4The reason is its more appropriated refractive index and substrate geometry.
5For simplicity, the shape of the particles is only characterized here by the effective axial ratio

〈a/b〉eff of the particle ensemble.
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Table 9.1: Preparation parameters of the SERS substrates with silver
nanoparticles.

A1 A2 A3 A4

Θ / 1016 cm−2 6.9± 0.7 6.9± 0.7 9.9± 0.9 9.9± 0.9

Tsupport/ 102 K 3.5± 0.2 3.3± 0.2 3.5± 0.2 3.3± 0.2

np / 1011 cm−2 .......... 2.3± 0.2 2.3± 0.2 2.0± 0.2 2.0± 0.2 ..........

〈Req〉 / nm 20± 3 20± 3 30± 5 30± 5

〈a/b〉eff 0.26 0.16 0.15 0.14

coating / nm 10± 2 none none 10± 2

SERS λL / nm 514.5 514.5 514.5 514.5

Ω̄ / nm 485 556 582 580

Table 9.2: Preparation parameters of the SERS substrates with gold nanopar-
ticles.

B1 B2 B3∗ B4∗ C1 C2∗

Θ / 1016 cm−2 7.6± 0.8 7.6± 0.8 7.6± 0.8 7.6± 0.8 8± 1 8± 1

Tsupport/ 102 K 3.0± 0.2 3.5± 0.2 3.0± 0.2 3.0± 0.2 3.0± 0.2 3.0± 0.2

np / 1011 cm−2 1.0± 0.1 1.0± 0.1 1.0± 0.1 1.0± 0.1 1.0± 0.1 1.0± 0.1

〈Req〉 / nm 18± 3 18± 3 18± 3∗ 18± 3∗ 18± 3 18± 3∗

〈a/b〉eff 0.07 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.07

coating / nm none none 10± 2 none none none

SERS λL / nm 647 647 647 647 785 785

Ω̄ / nm <1000 665 655 655 < 1000 850

the knowledge of the right temperature for each material, size and shape of the

particles6. Comparison of both techniques is later discussed.

The other two sets of measurements have been accomplished with gold parti-

cles (samples B1 to B4∗ and C1 to C2∗ for SERS excitation wavelengths of 647 nm

and 785 nm, respectively). The main object of study has been the comparison of

their performance as SERS substrates for different growth conditions. Substrates

produced by laser-assisted growth (marked with an asterisk) or at different temper-

atures can be directly compared. The characterization parameters are presented in

Table 9.2. The size estimated for particles after irradiation is denoted by an asterisk,

6Note that tuning of the resonance was not exactly achieved with sample A1. This has been
used to study the dependence of the SERS intensity on the position of the peak of the plasmon
resonance.
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since, due to atom desorption, the real coverage is unknown. The optical extinction

spectra of the different substrates are depicted on the left side of Fig. 9.4 (center and

bottom). The spectra of coated substrates are not shown here for the reason already

discussed. The nanoparticles prepared by natural and laser-assisted growth already

depicted in Fig. 9.2a and 9.2b correspond to samples B2 and B4∗, respectively. As

already explained, sample B4∗ has been prepared by laser-assisted growth. For this

purpose, a photon energy of 1.27 eV, and at a fluence of 60 mJ/cm2 have been used.

Sample C2∗ has been also prepared by laser-assisted growth. For this purpose, a

photon energy of 1.15 eV and a fluence of 40 mJ/cm2 have been used.

9.3 SERS spectra

The corresponding SERS spectra of pyrene obtained with the different substrates are

depicted on the right side of Fig. 9.4. The SERS intensity is represented in arbitrary

units and, for clarity, a different offset has been used for each SERS spectrum. Each

presented spectrum has been obtained by averaging over 10-50 measurements. In

the following, different aspects are discussed.

9.3.1 General considerations: Reproducible, robust and tunable

substrates

The first remarkable observation that has been made is that the SERS activity of

the samples has always been detected, i.e. the main peaks of pyrene have always

been seen. The lack of reproducibility, a drawback of many other kinds of SERS

substrates, is not the case for the SERS substrates investigated in this work. For

this reason, the preparation method is suitable for the production of reproducible

SERS substrates.

It is important to mention an unexpected behavior. The substrates did not show

degradation during the measurements, allowing stable signals for long periods of

time. The substrates turn out to be so robust that the possibility of re-using them

for different measurements has also been proven. This also contrasts other classes

of SERS substrates, which show strong peaks only during a short time, i.e. rapid

degradation.

The quantification of the enhancement factor of the samples has not been studied

during the measurements. In principle, this can be calculated dividing the SERS

intensity by the Raman intensity, normalized to the number of scattering molecules

interacting with the light. Since this method only provides the improvement of the
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Figure 9.4: Optical extinction spectra (left) and SERS spectra of pyrene
(right) recorded for the different substrates. In the optical spectra the vertical
solid line represents the SERS laser excitation and the vertical dashed lines
the range of the Stokes and anti-Stokes bands.
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detection limit by the SERS technique, larger enhancement factors are obtained by

decreasing the concentration of the test solution. In the investigations described

here, high concentrations have been used in order to have a good signal. A rough

estimation of the enhancement factors indicates that the substrates are moderate

up to good amplifiers, with enhancement factors of 104 − 106.

To finish the general description of the substrates and their use, it should be

noted that using silver or gold particles and controlling the growth process, the

preparation method makes it possible to tune the plasmon resonance to almost any

desired position.

9.3.2 Influence of SERS excitation wavelength

To emphasize the results of the three different sets of SERS substrates, a selected

SERS spectrum of each set is compared7 to the Raman spectra of pure pyrene in

Fig. 9.5.

The SERS activity of the substrates has been initially checked with the green line

(514.5 nm) of an argon ion laser. For this purpose, silver particles have been used

(A1-A4). An unexpected observation has been the high performance of the coated

substrates. The broad peaks at about 1300 and 1500 cm−1 are the result of graphite

formation by decomposition of organic matter (pyrene) under laser exposure. This

is a typical drawback for green excitation, i.e with silver substrates.

To avoid graphite formation, in a second set of measurements, the red line of

a krypton ion laser (647 nm) has been used for SERS excitation and supported

gold nanoparticles as SERS substrates (B1-B4). The spectra are dominated by

two peaks from sapphire (at about 1050 cm−1). The results are generally worse

than those obtained with silver. Nevertheless, a promising result has been that the

performance is slightly better for the laser-tailored particles. Interestingly, graphite

formation is also observable. In the last set of measurements, a diode laser (785

nm) has been used for SERS excitation and two gold nanoparticle ensembles as

SERS substrates, one prepared by natural growth and the other by laser-assisted

growth (C1-C2∗). Two things are remarkable. The background is much better than

with the other two series (no graphite formation). And, especially, as expected, the

signal-to-noise ratio is significant better for the tailored substrate.

The background of the SERS spectra of pyrene is the result of the backscattered

light from the substrates. This depends on the particle morphology and incident

irradiation with laser light. From the three different sets of measurement the last

7The Raman spectrum has been measured with pure pyrene while the SERS spectra have been
measured with concentrations of 2 mM.
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Figure 9.5: Raman spectra of pure pyrene (top) and SERS spectra of pyrene
for three selected substrates. The doted line represents the spectrum recorded
for sample B4* on a smaller scale.
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one presents the lowest background. The formation of graphite, in this case, has not

been observed. For this reason the last set of substrates is the better candidate.

9.3.3 Influence of particle size

The influence of the particle size has been investigated only in the first set of mea-

surements. For this purpose, two different substrates (samples A2 and A3) have

been prepared in such a way that the mean size of the particle ensemble differs, i.e.

20 nm and 30 nm, respectively, but still presents a comparable shape distribution8.

The extinction amplitude of sample A3 is larger than that of sample A2, at the laser

SERS excitation line, because of the larger particle sizes (cf. Fig. 9.4). This can lead

to the initial conclusion that a higher enhancement should be expected. In contrast,

the signal-to-noise ratio is slightly larger for the sample with smaller size, i.e. 20

nm. This result can be qualitatively understood with the following consideration.

The SERS intensity can be estimated as explained in Chapter 5 with the following

expression:

ISERS(ωS) ≈ N∗
0 σR

adsf(ωS, ωL)I(ωL). (9.1)

Where N∗
0 is the number of molecules attached on the surface, σR

ads is the altered

Raman cross section of the adsorbed molecules (chemical effect), f(ωS, ωL) is an

enhancement factor that accounts for the larger local fields in the vicinity of the

metal surface and I(ωL) the incident laser intensity. Thus, the scattered light is

proportional to the number of molecules adsorbed on the particle ensemble. Taking

into account that the surface-to-volume ratio of smaller particles is higher than that

of larger ones, a larger absolute surface for the ensemble with smaller particles could

be reasonable. Therefore, a higher number of absorbed molecules is expected, and

a better enhancement.

The size influence has not been further investigated and only particles with a

mean equivalent radius of about 20 nm have been produced in the case of gold

particles.

9.3.4 Influence of coating

An unexpected result was the high performance of the coated substrates. I focus

on the bare substrate A3 and the coated one A4. These substrates can be directly

compared, since the particles of both ensembles have the same morphology. The

coated sample A4 still provides about 70% of the signal of the non-coated substrate

8Note that the position of peak of the plasmon resonance of both samples A2 and A3 coincides.
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Figure 9.6: Top: Schematic representation of the coating thickness. Bottom:
Decrease of the enhancement factor as a function of the coating thickness.

A3. Another example is the coated sample B3∗, which shows comparable results to

the bare substrate B4∗.

The equivalent film thickness or nominal thickness of the CaF2 coating is 10 nm,

as depicted schematically in Fig. 9.6 (top). The decrease of the electromagnetic

enhancement with the distance can be easily estimated for spherical particles. As

explained in Chapter 5, the enhancement factor for a spherical particle can be written

as

f(ωL, ωS) = f(ωL)f(ωS) ≈
∣∣∣∣ ε(ωL)− εm

ε(ωL) + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣∣ ε(ωS)− εm

ε(ωS) + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 · ( R

R + d

)12

, (9.2)
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Figure 9.7: SERS spectra of pyrene of the two selected samples.

where R is the particle radius and d the coating thickness. Fig. 9.6 (bottom) depicts

the expected decrease of the enhancement for particles with a radius of 20 and 30

nm. As can be seen there, the enhancement for particles with a radius of 20 nm will

decrease two orders of magnitude for a distance between the molecules and particle

surface of roughly 10 nm. A reduction of only 30% would be expected for a distance

smaller than 1 nm. Note, in addition, that the discussion above does not take into

account the chemical effect of the enhancement, if present at all.

The high SERS intensity of the coated substrates is not well understood. Investi-

gations of the presence of holes on the coating, as well as systematical measurements

of the dependence of the SERS intensity on the coating thickness could clarify the

reason.

9.3.5 Influence of laser tailoring

As mentioned before a better performance of the laser-tailored substrates has been

observed in the second set of measurements (cf. Fig. 9.4). Although the background

of these measurements makes it complicated to extract final conclusions, important

details are observed. Not only that the SERS spectrum obtained with the substrate

prepared by laser-assisted growth (B4∗) is better than that of the non-tailored sub-

strate (prepared at room temperature, i.e. B1) it is even better than that of the

sample whose resonance has been tuned by control of the growth temperature (B2).

This could be explained by a the narrower width of the plasmon resonance of the

substrate prepared by laser-assisted growth than that of the substrate prepared by

natural growth, as a result of a narrower shape distribution.
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The last set of measurements consists of a direct comparison between the laser-

assisted growth (sample C2∗) and the natural growth (sample C1). For more clarity,

the SERS spectra of pyrene obtained with each substrate are depicted in Fig. 9.7

again. A comparison of the recorded SERS spectra show that, the laser-tuned sub-

strate have a significant higher signal-to-noise ratio, which is improved by a factor

of about 30%. Although the plasmon resonance of the substrate C2∗ is still rather

broad the result demonstrates that the laser-tailored particles exhibit optimized

optical properties. The reason is twofold. Firstly, the tailored ensemble presents a

narrower shape distribution than the ensemble without tailoring. Secondly, the peak

of the surface plasmon resonance of the substrate C2∗ is closer to the excitation wave-

length of the laser light, i.e. more nanoparticles are in resonance. This important

result can be further improved if the parameters during growth are optimized.

9.4 Discussion

The goal to monitor the concentration levels of PAHs in seawater in situ with the

technique of SERS requires substrates with a stable and reproducible performance

over hours and days, under real environment conditions. In this context, and al-

though further systematic investigations are necessary, the SERS substrates de-

scribed here present a high potential for this purpose. The preliminary, promising

results presented here are discussed in the following.

From a practical point of view, the reproducibility and stability of the sub-

strates are their most important characteristics. The stability of the SERS sub-

strates shows that, at the low intensities9 used for surface-enhanced Raman scatter-

ing, the nanoparticles do not undergo morphological changes. The reproducibility

of the SERS substrates results from the well-controlled conditions of particle prepa-

ration. In addition, the morphology of the substrates can be characterized as has

been widely discussed in this work. Furthermore, a novel approach to estimate the

SERS enhancement factor of the particles has been developed here, and presented

in Chapter 5. The enhancement factors observed here (104 − 106) are expected for

particles with an axial ratios between 0.4 and 1. This reflects particles more spher-

ical than the ones indicated by the effective axial ratio 〈a/b〉eff of the substrates

listed in tables 9.1 and 9.2. However, as discussed in Chapter 7, this value does

not precisely describe the shape of the particles. A more precise characterization by

using the mean axial ratio of the particles within the ensemble 〈a/b〉 lead to values

of 〈a/b〉 closer to 1.

95-30 mW focused up to 1 µm.
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An important remark is necessary at this point. Several limitations have been

found during the characterization process described in this work. Firstly, only par-

ticles much smaller than the wavelength of light can be properly characterized.

Although the limit can be extended up to spherical particles with a radius of about

20 nm, the particle growth imposes other and more severe limitations. For larger

sizes, inter-particle interactions and even more, incomplete coalescence make the

characterization rather complicated. This applies for the particles that have been

prepared here as SERS substrates. For this reason, the characterization parameters

should be considered only as a rough estimation.

Further measurements of the dependence of the enhancement factor at different

wavelengths and the correlation to the particle morphology with the help of the

theoretical description of Chapter 5 could be a very fruitful investigation. Also in-

vestigation of the dependence of the performance of the substrates on the thickness

of coating is also desired. This could give more insight into the spatial dependence

of the enhancement, and also into the influence of the chemical effect of the enhance-

ment.

To finish the discussion, I focus on a promising result. The observation of an

increase of the signal-to-noise ratio of the SERS intensity for particles tailored with

laser light demonstrates the potential of this method for specific applications. The

improvement of the SERS spectra after shape tailoring by the technique of laser-

assisted growth has been demonstrated here, although the discussion in Chapter 8

has shown that a precise control of the particle morphology by laser tailoring after

preparation is still a challenging task.
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In this work tailoring of the morphology and of the optical properties of supported

noble metal nanoparticles have been discussed. Gold and silver island films have been

prepared by atom deposition under ultra-high vacuum conditions on oxide supports

such as quartz glass, sapphire and rutile. The particles have been characterized

by atomic force microscopy and optical transmission spectroscopy. Gold particles

supported on quartz glass have been discussed here as a model system. It has been

demonstrated that the particle morphology is properly described by oblate spheroids

and that the particle growth is dominated by coalescence. However, incomplete

coalescence has been detected at large coverages. A theoretical model of the optical

properties of metal particles, based on the quasistatic approximation, has been used

to extract information about the shape of the nanoparticles. The size and shape

distributions of the particle ensemble have been obtained by combining this model

with atomic force microscopy. The particle morphology extracted by this method

and by transmission electron microscopy has been found to be in excellent agreement.

The main topic discussed in this work has been tailoring the particle size by ir-

radiation with nanosecond-pulsed laser light. Systematical investigations have been

carried out with gold particles and the results have been briefly compared to those

of silver particles. The tailoring process is based on selective heating of aggregates

with undesired sizes by excitation of their Mie resonance by tunable laser light. The

goal of the method is to thermally activate atom desorption and diffusion in the

excited particles in order to shrink them in size and, by doing so, achieve a more

homogeneous size distribution of the ensemble. The measurements described here

show that the potential of the method is strongly limited due to the activation of

coalescence. A theoretical model of laser-induced heating of particles has been de-

veloped. After estimation of the temperature rise during illumination, there is no

indication that the absolute value of the temperature is responsible for particle dif-

fusion and coalescence. The coalescence phenomenon at fluences of 100-200 mJ/cm2

has been explained by activation, of particle migration as a result of electrostatic

forces between ionized particles. Electron emission has been attributed to surface-

155
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plasmon-enhanced multi-photon photoemission as a result of the enhancement of the

electromagnetic field at the metal-vacuum interface. Although control of the particle

size by irradiation with laser light is still a challenge shape tailoring is possible.

Preliminary results of the performance of the prepared particles as SERS sub-

strates have been briefly reported. A novel theoretical approach to characterize the

SERS activity of the particles have been presented in this work. The substrates

prepared by atom deposition turned out to be reproducible, robust and tunable

which make them good candidates to monitor in situ, for example, concentration

levels of PAHs in sea water. In addition, the improvement of the SERS activity of

particles prepared by the technique of laser-assisted growth demonstrates a large

potential of this technique for specific applications.

In further investigations it would be ideal to focus on the design of SERS sub-

strates with optimized properties for an excitation wavelength of 785 nm because

the most promising results have been obtained with this excitation wavelength. In

particular, it is very important to quantify the enhancement factor of the SERS

substrates properly. Here, a comparison with the theoretical treatment described

in Chapter 5 and the particle characterization would be very helpful. Furthermore,

systematic studies with a given ensemble as a function of different experimental con-

ditions like the laser wavelength, the molecule concentration or the coating thickness

and for different molecules could reveal important information about the fundamen-

tal mechanism of the surface-enhanced Raman effect. In addition, this knowledge

could be applied to optimize the preparation of SERS substrates with significant

applicability, as in the case of detection of PAHs in sea water.

Here, the improved performance of the laser-tailored particles is remarkable. This

stimulates further investigations to optimize the technique, in spite of the difficulties

presented in this work. Further systematical studies of the interaction of laser light

with silver nanoparticles may help to understand the optimum conditions of laser

tailoring. It is important to remark that this metal presents a plasmon resonance

well-developed even in vacuum, in contrast to the case of gold. Silver makes it

possible to study the influence of the polarization of the laser light, in particular,

the excitation of the (1,0)-mode of the plasmon resonance. Furthermore, a study of

the interaction with laser light at frequencies within the interband transition of the

metal may provide more information about the importance of selective heating of

metal particles. Special attention should be paid to the laser fluence, since it is the

crucial factor that governs the occurrence of many different processes.
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For future investigations, it would be very important to get a deeper understand-

ing of the growth kinetics. Note that coalescence is the most important mechanism

of particle growth at coverages discussed here. Therefore, its influence on the evolu-

tion of particle morphology is crucial. Study of the kinetic mechanisms at different

temperatures is desirable. The interaction of laser light with particles prepared at

high substrate’s temperatures may differ with respect to that of particles produced

at room temperature, i.e. the results that have been presented here. Another im-

portant issue is the adhesion energy of the particles to the support surface, which is

influenced by the thermal treatment of the support before atom deposition. Achiev-

ing temperatures of the order of 1000 K would be a first prerequisite in improving

this point.

Prevention of particle diffusion and coalescence under irradiation with laser light

may be another important direction of further research. Concerning this field, the

work of Wallace et al. [69] is remarkable. The authors studied the stabilization

of gold nanoparticles prepared by vapor deposition on a quartz support at high

temperatures. They succeeded to avoid coarsening after annealing the substrate

at a temperature of 850 K by deposition of gold on a specially prepared support.

The support consists of a mixed titania-silica film, i.e. TiOx-SiO2, with x = 17%.

TiOx islands appear on the support surface which act as nucleation centers, thus

coalescence is prevented.

A deeper knowledge of the particle morphology and crystallinity before and af-

ter irradiation with laser light may help to distinguish the processes that take place

during illumination. A TEM analysis may give insight into these changes. Here, I

would like to point out the interest in the laser tailoring of metal nanoparticles of Dr.

A. Stierle from the group of Prof. Dr. H. Dosch from the “Max-Planck-Institut für

Metallforschung” in Stuttgart. One of their topic of investigations is the catalytic

activity of small metal particles. Improving the size distribution of the prepared

particles is also relevant for obtaining an optimized model system for catalatic ac-

tivity. Therefore, an initial contact in order to start a possible collaboration with

this group has been made.

Another collaboration which has already given important results is the one with

Dr. E. Piscopiello from the group of Prof. G. van Tendeloo at the “Universiteit

Antwerpen”. The TEM investigation presented in this work results from this co-

operation. Further research in this field is highly desirable. Obtaining the shape

distribution of the particles by TEM and comparing it with that obtained by AFM

and optical spectroscopy still constitutes a challenge.
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Here, the importance of the collaboration with Dr. H. Schmidt from the group

of PD. Kronfeldt in the Institute of Optics at the Technical University Berlin should

be mentioned again. The SERS activity of the metal nanoparticles has a significant

relevance in this work, and further investigations are worthwhile.

I would also like to mention the started cooperation with B. von Vacano from the

group of Prof. Dr. M. Motzkus of the “Philipps-Universität Marburg”. One of the

fields of investigation of this group is that of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering,

a powerful spectroscopic technique. The interest of the collaboration focuses on the

amplification of the local field in the vicinity of the metal particles. Up to now, the

applicability of this effect for this spectroscopy has not been demonstrated. The

success of this application would constitute an important step forward.

Finally, I want to reemphasize that there lies a great potential in the character-

ization of metal nanoparticles by atomic force microscopy and optical transmission

spectroscopy. Tailoring the size of metal nanoparticles via selective heating by irra-

diation with laser light has not been achieved, so that further research in this field

is recommendable. However, this work has demonstrated the improvement of SERS

substrates by laser-assisted growth, i.e. by a control of the particle shape. A par-

ticularly valuable application has already been found in the field of environmental

protection, which is a promising result for further investigation in other fields as

well.
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